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Abstract 

This heuristic Uiquiry is concernai with the development of educators and the 

development of educational knowledge. The site for the inquiry is the educational 

practice associated with efforts to improve university teaching and learning: that is, 

educational development. The author is employed as an educational developer. The 

purpose of the inquiry is to help her establish and sustain a legitimate educational 

development practice, and corne to a deeper understanding of the development process 

and of herself as an educator. The thesis describes the process of constructing and 

validating a practice and knowledge ofifor practice, and presents the outcornes of that 

process. It is the author's claim to know educational development and the role of 

educational developmen t practi tioner. 

The thesis begins with a statement of assumptions underlying the researcher's 

approach to educational practice and inquiry. A framework for practice, based on the 

author's ethical values, is articulated: "Zfue my cornmitment to the development of 

persons (mysevand others) and my commim~nr to the development of knowledge (nry 

own and orhers 7 through a commitnzent to persons as knowledge builders ". After 



setting educational development work in an historical context, and providing a 

conceptual orientation to educational development as a field of study and practice, the 

thesis describes the results of studies conducted from ttuee dïfferent perspectives: that 

of educational developers, that of developing educators, and that of the author as 

ducational developer and developing educator. 

The research is grounded theoretically in a discussion of the nature of 

knowledge and ways of knowing educational development processes and practices, 

reflecting the author's cornmitment to persons, especidy educators, as knowledge- 

builders. 

The thesis concludes with a retum to the author's assumptions in order to 

consider whether they serve as a sound foundation for practice in educational 

development . Revised assumptions for practice are presented, thereb y re-setting the 

starting points for continuhg practice and inquiry in educationai development. 

As a whole the thesis represents a description of what it means io becorne an 

educator in the higher education setting, and contributes to a better understanding of 

how the process of educationai development may be facilitated. 
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INTO THE MlDST OF IT 

You'll take a map. of course, arui keep it 
open in front of you on the hhboard, 
though if won 't help . . . 
there are places yet where  mes are powerless . . . 

It's the snme with the highways. 
The terse, cornforring numbers 
and the signs anyone can reod. 
ntey won 't be any gooù to you MW. 
And it's not thar kinà of confidence 
you're afer cu~yway.  

What you're looùing for are the narrower, 
wpaved rua& th& have become 
the country they travel over . . . 

- Bronwen Wallace, 1985 



Chapter One 

ASSUMPTIONS AND BACKGROUND 

This inquiry is concemeci with the development of educators and the development of 

educational knowledge. The site for the inquiry is the educationai practice associated 

with efforts to improve university teaching and leamhg . 

Within higher education, there is an area of work and a related body of 

literature and field of scholarship that focuses on improving the qiulity of education 

provided by institutions. In Canadian universities, instnictiorzal development and f d y  

developmem are the most cornrnonly used terms for improvement activities and the 

improvement process. The usuai role of the institution in instructionaVfaculty 

development is to establish and support a unit, or at least a cornmittee, which is 

responsible for facilitating educationai improvement. Instructionailfaculty developers 

are usually academics who take on the role of planning and providing programs, 

services, and ac tivities for their wlieagues and institutions. Since the overail intention 

of this work is to improve the quality of education, teaching and learning, through a 

developmental process, 1 refer to it as educan'onat d e v e l o p m ~ .  

I am an educator, a member of the faculty at a Canadian university, where 1 

work in an educationai development unit. My research began with interests arising 

from my development work; 1 wanted to: 

improve my practice -- more accurately, to practise well; 

wmrnunicate effectively with others regarding educational development, and to 



engage in meaningful dialogue with my coiieagues; 

c) have a sense of ownership about rny work and authenticity in it, and to effectively 

manage and evaluate my work and direct my own development. 

The purpose of my inquiry was to help me establish and sustain a legitimate 

educational developrnent practice, and corne to a deeper understanding of the 

development process and rnyself as an educator/developer. My writing describes the 

process of constructing and validating a practice and knowledge ofifor practice, and 

presents the outcornes of that process. It is my claim to know educational development 

and the role of educational development practitioner. 

Assumptions 

In this section 1 state the starting points for my educational practice and inquiry. 

The premise upon which 1 have based my educational development practice is 

that it is an educational approach to improving the quality of education. 

Facultylinstructional development programs are frequently implernented by higher 

education institutions as an organizational approach to improving teaching and Learning , 

and a wide range of strategies -- including political action, research, and administrative 

process -- may be employed for bringing about change in university teaching and/or 

cumculum. Still, 1 consider the essence of educationai development work to be its 

educational approach to change, its emphasis on university educators improving the 

quality of university education by learning better ways to support student learning, and 

on the role of the developer in fostering that Ieaniing. 



3 

In the process of educational development, the single term developmeru conveys 

both of the meanings that we normaily associate with the separate terms of teaching 

and leaming. Thus, educational development refers to the process of educating teachers 

and to the process of learning to be an effective teacher. Similady, a person's 

involvement in the educational development process may be constnied as the expenence 

of an educator, and/or the expenence of a learner. As an educator/educational 

developer I am engaged in eûucational development in both senses: I am a teacher (of 

other educators) and a learner (of educational prac tice) . 

My educational development practice began with my commitment to leanllng. 

Student learning may, of course, be irnproved through the actions of students. In fact, I 

have argued elsewhere that an approach to educational improvement that ignores or 

subordinates the role of learners in that process is fundamentaily flawed (Wilcox, 

1994). However, I work primarily with eûucators: professors and graduate students 

with teaching responsibilities. In settings where educators construct leaming 

experiences for students and shape those experiences by participating in them with 

students, educators have a tremendous influence on the quality of student leaming. 

Educational development addresses the fact that educators have a professional 

responsibiiity to facilitate leaming through their teaching and supports the process of 

teachers leaniing to teach in ways that improve student leaniing. 

My inquiry into the nature of educationd development is based on the premise 

that it too is educational. One definition of educational research is "research that 

focuses on educational issuesn (Howe & Eisenhart, 1990). 1 contend that, in addition, 



4 

the process and outcornes of educational research should be educative in the Deweyan 

sense, i. e., the research expenence should " rnodi@ mental and moral attitudes" and 

lead to meaningful learning. Dewey explains that, "By doing his share in the associatecl 

(educative) activity, the individual appropriates the purpose which actuates it, becornes 

familiar with its methods and subject matters, acquires new skiIl, and is saturated with 

its emotional spirit" (Dewey, 1916, p. 22). Of course, this 'educative' cnterion holds 

equally for educational practice. It is the unifyuig energy for the educator engaged in 

practice and research of/ for practice (McNiff, 1993). 

Education as Mord Activity 

Education is essentiaily a moral activity, although 1 use the tenn mord not to 

imply that education itself is 'good' or 'bad', but to cal1 attention to the fact that 

values, ideals, and commitments guide Our actions as educators and shape Our 

definitions of 'good' practice. 

Values undergird virtually everything an educator does and are made apparent 

through their style of interaction with leamers. Hansen (1993) describes style as 

"morally substantive, as a 'direct instance' of the [educator's] underlying qualities as a 

human being" (p. 400). He explains that "teachers' everyday styles of working 

constitute a medium through which their values and aspirations, some of which they 

may not be fully aware of themselves, infuse the ethos of their classrooms" @. 4 19). 

Jarvis (1995)' discussing the impact of adult educators' teaching style, says that "the 

manner through which teachers interact with leamers is probably more important than 

the actual teaching methods employed" (p. 34). Both Hansen and Jarvis conclude that 



style has a powerful, though tacit and subtle, influence on leamers. 

1 too must be concernai with the values inherent in my style as an educational 

researcher and practitioner. One reason is that my style wili always 'betray' me, as it 

refiects my m e  values, not values that 1 rnight hope to have. Another reason is that 

certain ethics have more educational value than others; aii educators must be prepared 

to define and defend the ethic underlying their actions as educators. Also, although my 

values and comrnitrnents are not the target of this research and therefore need not be 

challenged directIy, it is conceivable that the research process may Iead me to question 

andlor modiQ my values; it is useful therefore, to uncover the values 1 hold at inquiry 

onset. 1 intend to honestly describe the known comrnitments 1 have as an educator so 

that the reader may anticipate the kuid of practice 1 am likely to establish and confirm, 

and appreciate the approach to research that 1 take. In fact, 1 choose to articulate my 

ethical values as a Framework for my practice and inquiry. 

Framework. 1 agree with Noddings (1986) that "an ethic of caring is appropriate 

and useful for an examination of teaching, teacher education, and research for 

teaching" @. 5 10). An ethic of caring takes 'fidelity to persons' as primary, and an 

examination of my own educational and personai values has convinced me that such an 

ethic informs the decisions 1 make; although in educational contexts 1 am not always 

successful in caring for the persons 1 work with, it is my intention to do so. In other 

words, the ethical ideal which governs and acts as a standard for my educationai 

practice is fidelity to persons through carïng. "Wucation must first be human and only 

d e r  that professional" (Dewey, 19 16, p. 191). 
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Research is a search for knowledge that enhances our understanding. The act of 

demonstrating that one has corne to understand a phenomenon through scholarly inquiry 

lads  to the burden of proof that falls upon the scholar. Issues of venfication, 

justification, validation, confirmation, substantiation, and so on, cannot be ignored, but 

neither should they harnper a scholar's ability to make a howledge claim. Again 1 find 

it usehl to articulate the ideal that informs my decisions, in this case the decisions 1 

make as a scholar: my pursuit of knowledge is guided by attention to the ideal of trufh. 

I use truth here in the way it is commonly used, to indicate an intention to be honest, 

to not intentionaily delude myself or others. Alw, 1 mean tmth to refer to the tnith as 1 

know it - in other words, conclusions wananted by my understandings and 

experiences, not simply the tmth as it is portrayed by others. This ideal constrains me 

to speak of only what I know, and lads me to question how I know, but does not 

provide unnecessary roadblocks to rny search for understanding. 

These two interests - in persons and in knowledge -- form a framework for my 

educational research and practice: Caring and tnrth are the ide& thar shape my effons 

to do educalio~l development work and my daim to b w  educutio~l developrnent. I 

fuse my cornmirment to the develupmerir of persom (myse[fand others) and my 

commitment to the development of knowledge (my own and others') through a 

cornmitment to persons as knowledge-buildem. 

In my educationai development work, 1 try to express my commitment to 

persons as knowledge-builders by constructing, engaging in, and reflecting on ediicative 

expenences (i.e., experiences that enabie the growth of knowledge) on my own and 
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with other educators. The concept of self-directed learning (Candy , 199 1) supports rny 

comrnitrnent to developing teachers as knowledge-builders because it is based on the 

idea that all persons are ultimately responsible for wnducting their own search for 

personaiiy meaningful knowledge. Therefore in my work 1 try to facilitate selfdirected 

leaming -- my own leaming and the leaming of faculty 1 work with. 

Educational Deveio~ment as Self-Directed m i n g  

My interest in self-directed learning is an educational stance that influences my 

approach to educational development practice and research. What do I mean by self- 

directed leaming? 

Self-directed leaming is an educational process in which leamers function 

autonomously, taking responsibility for planning, initiating, and evaluating their own 

learning efforts. The origins of self-directed leaniing can be traced to John Dewey. 

Dewey proposed that al l  persons are born with an unlimited potential for growth and 

development; he defined education as the agency that facilitates this growth and 

cautioned that the teacher should be the one who guides but does not interfere with nor 

control the process of Ieaming (Dewey, 19 16, 1938). The term self-directed leaming 

emerged in the North American literature in the rnid 1970's. Tough's (1971) leaming 

projects research had demonstrateci that self-teaching was a natural process among 

many adults, and Knowles built his andragogical (i.e., adult education) mode1 on the 

basic assumption that adult learners are self-directing (Knowles, 1975, 1980). Since 

that time, self-directed lcarning has become a prominent feature of adult education 

theary and practice - in fact, some educators suggest that adult education is 
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synonymous with selfdirected learning. Candy (1991), in a work that is widely 

regarded as the most comprehensive analysis and discussion of self-directed leaming to 

date, has constructeci a wnceptual framework for understanding selfdirected leaming 

as both a goal and a process which embraces four distinct phenornena: personal 

autonomy , self management, leamer control, and autodidaxy . Brookfîeld (1986) has 

been one of the most articulate critics of selfdirected leaming, waming of the dangers 

of an orthodoxy of selfdirected leaming. Yet he continues to be one of its most ardent 

supporters, arguing that self-directed Ieaming honours both humanistic and critical 

traditions in adult education, and allows adults to achieve autonorny in and through 

leaming (BrooWield, 1993). 

Cranton (1994a) has provided a compelling argument for framing instructional 

development practice in an adult education framework that includes attention to 

university instructors as self-directed leamers. My own perspective on self-directed 

leaming , informed by research (Wilcox, 1990) and the literature, and also by my own 

experiences as a self-directed leamer and facilitator of self-directed learning, is that of 

a critical advocate for selfdirected learning, Le., my cornmitment to the concept 

prompts me to continue enquiring into the meaning of the process. For example, when 

1 first becarne familiar with self-directed learning, 1 was particularly concemed with 

technical aspects of the sel f-directed process of planning, hi tiating , and evaluating 

one's own leaming efforts. Noting a scarcity of constructive guidance for leamers in 

how to go about this process systematicaliy and productively, I devised a strategy for 

planning learning that was based on principles of instructional design (Wilcox, 1992); I 
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used this strategy myself, and encuuraged students in rny classes to give it a try. Later 

1 adapted it for use in team leaming situations (Wiicox, 1993). While the strategy has 

been useful in a varîety of situations, 1 have now wme to wnsider connections with 

others, through relationships and dialogue, as a cnicially important and potentially quite 

powemil, if l a s  systematic, influence on the process of selfdirected learning. 

Although self-directed learning is often equated with independent study, 

" knowledge.. . is socially wnstructed and . . . accordingly learning is a social 

process.. .Self-direction does not necessarily imply solitary learning" (Candy, 199 1, p. 

367). Connection and autonomy are, therefore, equally important - 1 would say that 

each is essential to self-directed learning. So selfdirected learning has a technical 

component, but is also a relational process. 1 have struggled to better understand the 

problem of how to foster, at the same time, autonomy through independence and 

connection through relation; rnost recently, 1 have proposai that in effective self- 

directed learning, connection and autonomy interact dialectically and that the facilitator 

of self-directed learning -- through caring -- plays a tremendous role in making this 

dialectic possible (Wilcox, 1996). 

In my educational development practice, 1 try to facilitate self-directed leaming 

arnong university faculty . My intention is to mode1 a self-directed approach to 

development, to present an approach to educational development that invites self- 

directed learning, and to respond with care to the challenge of faculty who engage in 

the process of development in a self-directeci fashion. 
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Educational Practice as Vocation 

At the risk of seeming foolishly idealistic, pretentious, or merely out of touch 

with contemporary reality, 1 wish to introduce the term vocation in relation to my role 

as an educator engaged in educational development work. To describe one's work as a 

vocation implies a deep and durable cornmitment to the demands and standards inherent 

in that occupation, and introduces an expiicitiy value-laden concept of work -- a 

vocation is not just an occupation, it is worthwhiie work (Baniett, 1994). To approach 

one's work as if it is a vocation also suggests a particular approach to developing 

cornpetence or expertise in that field. Thus it is Lürely to affect the definition of the 

knowledge base for the field of practice. It is important, therefore, to articulate what 1 

mean when 1 use vocation in reference to my educational development work. 

Collins (1991) presents a thorough discussion of adult education as vocation that 

is very useful in this context: 

Vocation refers to a calling and entails lïrm cornmitment to the performance of 

worthwhile activities that are not merely calculated to advance personai career 

aspirations or fulfill minimum job expectations. It incorporates a strong ethical 

dimension, emphasizing an unavoidable necessity to rnake judgments about what 

should or should not be done and a readiness to take sides on signifiant 

issues.. . .Efficiency and expertise are secondary to the larger human issues of 

human fblfdlment.. . .Vocation stresses personal responsibility on the part of the 

practitioner.. .it entails careful, selfconscious reflection about one's work - an 

inteiiectual cornmitment. . . . It d e s  with it a clear-cut practical connotation 
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dong with an ethical component while avoiding a technical rationality.. . .It 

subordinates technique and technology to ethical and practicai wnsiderations. 

@. 42) 

Coiiins clarifies that a sense of mission and a strong cornmitment are essentiai 

but insufficient constituents of vocation and that a deiiberate effort to incorporate 

comptent performance is an absolutely essential element of vocation. 1 agree. 

The fact that I am wiiling to explicitiy express and defend the educational values 

and commitments underlying my practice, demonstrates my interest in approaching my 

work with a sense of vocation. But is this a good thing? In some situations a sense of 

mission may develop into a dangerous over-zealousness and intnisiveness, cautions 

Collins -- that is why the concept of vocation has coilected some unfominately negative 

connotations. (See Gore's 119931 "regimes of tmth" for a contemporary example. The 

potential for an "orthodoxy of self-directed learning", identified by Brooffield [1993], 

is another example.) However, since education is generally sustained by Our interest in 

sharing and developing knowledge that we have identified as beneficial, Collins 

concludes that the idea of mission c m  and should be retained as a positive source of 

inspiration in education. 1 think it is fair to say that a sense of vocation motivates my 

interest in understanding educational development and my cornmitment to educational 

development work. 

Backirround 

In this section 1 provide sorne context for this research project and teil the story 

of how 1 came to this point in my inquiry. 



The fairest swnmary of teaching today is not thor it hPr slipped in quulity 
b u  thar now, as in the pu t ,  there is ample room for improvement.. . 
Somerhing more must be done to encourage and reward good i ~ ~ ~ t m t i o n .  

- D.Bok (1991) 

In 1990, the Association of Universities and Coiieges of Canada (AUCC) 

undertook a number of consultations and consensus-building initiatives on the place of 

university education and research in Canada's future. "The time had corne to seek a 

new consensus arnong the university community on the role of higher education and 

research in the constitutional and economic future of our country, " stated AUCC Chair 

Kenneth Ozmon. 

One initiative was Stuart Smith's one-person Commission of Inquiry on 

Canadian University Education. Smith's mandate was to study how weli Canadian 

universities were carrying out their educational mission. The Commission received 250 

written bnefs and heard more than 200 presentations from universities, government, 

industry, business, labour, and citizen's goups. Results of the year-long inquiry were 

released in a 180-page report on October 9, 199 1. 

The section of the report that generated the most controversy dealt with the 

preoccupation of universities with the importance of research, at the expense of 

teaching. Smith concluded that although universities in Canada are fimdarnentally 

healthy, there is a relative undervaluation of their teaching mandate; "teaching is 

seriously undervalued at Canadian universities and nothing less than a total 

recommitment to it is rquired" (p. 63). 

Noting that teaching is regarded as a "load" , while research is an "opportunityn , Smith 
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stated that something has to be done to make professors as interested in teaching as 

they are in their own scholariy advancements. The system, he said, should be changed 

so that excellence in teaching is on an equal footing with research. Smith reported that 

many Canadian universities devote neither time nor money to preparing and irnproving 

teaching methods. "Generally the opinion in the university cornmunity seems to be that 

research technique takes years to l e m  but teaching simply cornes naturallyn (Smith, 

1991, p. 60). 

Also in 199 1, Derek Bok, President Ementus of Harvard University, delivered 

a speech on The Imorovement of Teaching to coïieagues at a Spring meeting in 

Arlington, Virginia. His fust words were, "A familiar complaint about the American 

university is its neglect of teaching" (p. 236). Bok continued with an historical review 

of student and public response to teaching at Harvard and other universities, concluding 

that there was never a Golden Age of teaching and that universities now, as in the past, 

must do more to buiid a strong cornmitment to good teaching. Bok aiso acknowledged 

that, "there are few clear guides to developing this commitment. Critics have worked 

much harder at conjunng up declamatory rhetonc than they have at prescribing 

rernedies" @. 239). 

Stuart Smith did prescribe a remedy for Canadian universities. He promoted 

educational development as a strategy for improving teaching and learning. 

Recommendation No. 17, one of the 63 recommendations of the Report, stated: 

Faculty development activities should receive a fixed, substantial portion 

of the university budget, with money made available to expand 
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instmctional development offices (or create them where they do not 

exist) and to fund pedagogical innovations. (p. 136) 

II 

How does it feel, pphycally, tu k the personal site of a problem ? My 
personal expression of the problem is m t  the one we normal& attend m. 

- S.Wilcox (1995) 

1 applied for rny current position, a full-time academic appointment in the 

Instnictional Development Centre of an Ontario university, in 1992. It was a new 

position, in a new centre. Students at this university, fnistrated by the fact that their 

evaluations of teaching were not leading to improvements in teaching, tumed to 

instmctional and faculty development as a strategy for change. The financial support of 

the undergraduate student body enabled the opening of the Centre. Although the 

university prides itself on a long history of providing a high quality undergraduate 

education, this was the first time it had made a serious commitment to providing 

educational improvement programming for its faculty. 

The job posting indicated that the incumbent would act as consultant to the 

faculty on teaching methods, curriculum design, and the evaluation of teaching. At that 

time I was surveying instructional and faculty developers in Ontario universities -- 1 

wanted to know more about the work they did, and their perceptions of that work. 

Looking back at the results of that survey, 1 see that 1 highlighted the response of one 

person whose words seemed to sum up the sentiments of many others: "1 am prepared 

to do anythinq that may improve the environment for teachùig and the quality of 

teaching in the university." In my letter of application for the Adviser position, I 

wrote, 



My primary interests are the improvement of instructional effectiveness 

in higher education, and the process of professional development that 

takes place when teaching faculty attempt to achieve that improvement. I 

tackle this 'problem' through a wmbined approach of academic study 

and professional practice. 

1 described my work experiences and academic and professional qualifications, and 

sketched a portrait of my personai characteristics, believing that all of these would be 

of interest to the search cornmittee. 

1 remember a lunch spent with the students who were serving on the search 

committee. That moming 1 had given the required formai presentation to the Principal's 

Advisory Council on Instnictional Development. 1 was happy to lunch with the 

students, who had said Little during the moming 's presentation. In a restaurant off 

campus, we all ordered beer. They asked lots of interesting questions, surprishg me 

with the extent of their knowledge about educational development programs at other 

universities. Som 1 relaxed, enjoying this stimulating conversation with energetic and 

enthusiastic students. They then posed a question that haunts me  s a :  How long would 

it take the U)C to improve poor teaching? Clearly, they viewed me Centre (and 

presumably my work there) as an answer to the educational problerns that plagued the 

university . 

My luncheon cornpanions have now graduateci from the university, leaving 

behind them the remarkable legacy of an Instructionai Development Centre largely 

hnded by student fees. When the Principal offered me the position in that Centre, I 
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couldn't resist. Excited by the possibilities, eager to make a difference, 1 accepted the 

challenge of educational development work. The universal problem of how to improve 

university teaching and learning at that point became a personal problem for me, as it 

dawned on me that 1 must construct an educationai development practice that was likely 

to be effective. It was then that my need to understand educationai developrnent became 

cornpelling . 

Leaming is the only thing that never faik ... Leaming is the thing for 
you. 

- T.H. White (1938) 

1 was in primary school when student unrest first hit university campuses in the 

1960s, prompting a tide of educational reform. When efforts to improve instruction 

first began in Canadian universities, partly in response to student demands for teaching 

that met their needs and the needs of society as a whole, 1 was trying to survive in 

secondary school. Higher education refoms of the time did affect rny own coliege 

education -- 1 was in one of the fist classes to go through the new CEGEP pre- 

university college system in the province of Quebec. There I filled out end-of-course 

evaluations of rny teachers, which were published in the students' anti-calendar. 1 was 

an eager consumer of this calendar, using it to guide my own course selections. 1 

subsequently enrolled in an Ontario university, where 1 received a conventional 

education in preparation for professional practice as a dietitian. 1 do not recall being 

asked to complete evaluations of my teachers in that setting, where it seemed 1 was 

programmai to follow generations of students who had gone before me. 
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After completing a one-year intemship, 1 practised my chosen profession for 10 

years. In 1987, searching for a way out of a sense of stagnation, 1 retumed to 

university for a graduate degree in adult education. In 1990, the last year of my 

master's prograrn, the Instructional Development Cornmittee at the university 1 was 

attending received a smalï grant to hire a graduate student to assist the cornmittee with 

its work. My thesis s u p e ~ s o r  asked if 1 was interested. 1 was not familiar with 

instructional development, but was curious and in need of money (1 had almost 

abandoned dietetics); 1 twk the job. Funding to open an Instructional Developrnent 

Office came through in 199 1. My thesis s u p e ~ s o r  was named Director and 1 

successfuily applied for the part-time position of Resource Coordinator. 

That m e  year 1 began doctoral study in the field of higher education: to l e . ,  

but also to prepare me for work, for by that time 1 had decided that 1 wanted an 

academic career, and that presupposed a doctorai degree. In this excerpt from my 

personai journal, dated March 17, 1994, 1 write about work: 

1 am a wornan with a fmily and 1 must work to support thern. When I 

go to work, 1 want to do something useful. 1 want to be able to work 

with people in a way that respects them and helps them do their work. 1 

want to use any strengths 1 have in the situation that 1 am in. 1 want to 

understand why I do what 1 do, so that 1 can do it weU. 1 want to read 

what others write about the work that 1 do. 1 want to make reasonable 

decisions. 1 don't want to do things in a purely arbitrary fashion. I don't 

want to do the wrong things out of ignorance. 
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At one level, then, this story is my version of a basic human quest-a search for 

meaningful, productive work that makes use of my talents and rnakes a contribution to 

Society, work that challenges me, interests me, and needs me. Work that is purposeful, 

honourable, and do-able. Educational development in the 1990s is work with a 

worthwhile goal - improved university teaching and learning - and work that is 

unencumbered by prescnbed rules of practice. While there are conventions of practice, 

it is largely up to individual developers to find ways to improve teaching and Iearning 

in their own work setting. If it is a blessing to be given work that is open to 

interpretation, it can also be a curse, leading to a tyranny of confusion and inaction 

when the worker just doesn't know where or how to begin, or have a useful measure of 

the effectiveness of her actions. 1 choose to see this situation as an oppominity for 

learning -- leaming to do the work and leaming about the work of educationai 

development. 

This story, at a more specific, concrete level, is about my efforts to constmct a 

personal practice in educational development, through sustained inquiry into the 

meaning of educational development work. 

IV 

Through erploratory open-ended inquiry, self-directed search, and 
immersion in active qerience, one is able to get inride the question, 
becorne one with it, and thus achieve an understanding of il. 

- C. Moustakas (1990) 

When 1 first set out on my path to understanding educational developrnent, my 

approach was direct, prag matic, and task-oriented. 1 was a graduate research assistant 

to an Instructionai Development Cornmittee in 1990, and 1 simply wanted to complete 
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the assigned work competently and efficiently. That first year, 1 gave no thought to the 

process of laming. I concentrateci on using and developing the skills 1 needed to do a 

good job. 

The next year, 1991, I became an apprentice. The new instructional 

development unit had a Director from whom 1 could learn. ALl my attention was 

focuseci on the way she did the work. 1 observed her, asked her questions, helped her, 

and tri& incorporating her ways into my own working style. 

Then 1 left my informal apprenticeship to take up a full-time practice at the 

Instructional Development Centre of another university. At about the sarne time, I 

reaiized that formal academic courses would not prepare me for this work. That is 

when 1 began to think of myself as a self-direcied leamer with the self-defined leming 

project of uncovering the nature of educational development. In his comprehensive, 

definitive guide to self-directed learning, Candy (1991) uses the term auodidacts to 

refer to persons engaged in the independent pursuit of learning. He defines autodidaxy 

as intentional self-education. Candy is skepticai of the notion that autodidaxy can be 

treated as a simple variation on the conventions of institutionally structured learning. 

Nonetheless, 1 proceeded with my leaniing project in a systematic and conventional 

fashion, asking explicit questions and designing methods to fuid the answers. My early 

attempts to uncover meaning now appear as discreet clumps of learning, properly 

written-up products of a series of forays into the realm of research. 

Unfairly, just when 1 felt I was entering a stage of leaming that prornised me 

understanding, 1 lost confidence that 1 knew how to proceed with my leamhg project 
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in a legitimate and productive manner. Candy writes, 'the autodidactic process is a 

complex and unpredictable one, which unfolds as it goes dongn (p. 177); he 

emphasizes the non-linear nature of the autodidact's learning efforts, "which often zig- 

zag fkom one 'organizing circumstance' to another in an apparently random way" @. 

199), and points out that accident or serendipity plays an important role in determining 

the direction that many learning projects take. These words are comforting, but offer 

little practical assistance to a learner lost in the middie of a complex learning project. 

1 let go of structurecl attempts at learning and relied heavily upon intuition to 

guide my progress. 1 continued to leam, but frequently felt isolated and uncertain. 1 

was, at this point, deeply engaged in hll-time ducational development work. 1 decided 

to keep detailed records of my work, and to make regular entries in a journal. Other 

than that, 1 did not h o w  how to proceed. 

In ianuary 1995, a colleague suggested that I take a look at a slim black book 

by Clark Moustakas (1990), a book caiied Heuristic Research. Moustakas' work had a 

tremendous impact on me; 1 recognized myself in it. Here are some excerpts: 

AU heuristic inquiry begins with the intemal search to discover, with an 

enwmpassing puzzlement, a passionate desire to know, a devotion and 

cornmitment to pursue a question that is strongly connected to one's own 

identity and selfhood. (p. 40) 

The question is one that has been a personal challenge and puzzlement in the 

search to understand oneself and the world in which one Lives. The heuristic 

process is autobiographic, yet with virtuaiîy every question that matters 
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persondly there is also a social-and perhaps universai-significance. (p. 15) 

The investigator must have had a direct, personal enwunter with the 

phenomenon king investigated. @. 14) 

From the beginning and throughout an investigation, heuristic research 

involves sel f-search , self-dialog ue, and selfdiscovery ; the researc h 

question and the methodology flow out of inner awareness, meaning, and 

inspiration. @. 1 1) 

Moustakas (1990) defines heuristic research as a "process of interna1 search through 

which one discovers the nature and meaning of experience and develops methods and 

procedures for further investigation and analysis. The self of the researcher is present 

throughout the process and, while understanding the phenomenon with increasing 

depth, the researcher also experiences growing self-awareness and self-knowledge" (p. 

9). Most importantly, he describes six phases that guide investigations and comprise 

the basic research design: initial engagement, immersion, incubation, illumination, 

explication, and creative synthesis. Moustakas also suggests productive ways of 

approaching each of these phases, many of which are quite similar to approaches 1 had 

already stumbled upon. Focusing, for example, a "sustained process of systematically 

contacting the central rneanings of an experience" (p. 25), was 2 strategy I was using, 

following the technique described b y Gendlin (198 1). 

In heu nstic research 1 discovered a clearly articulated procedure for con timing 

my inquiry. The heuristic process bridges the gap between my natural intuitive 

approach to learning and a systematic approach foilowing the tradition of a community 



of scholars. It felt perfectiy suited to my task, and legitimized a personally rneaningful 

research style; 1 adopted the methodology as my own. 

Moustakas States that the heuristic researcher is creating a story that portrays the 

qualities, meanings, and essences of human experiences, and advises that this story, to 

be worth the teiling, must be told in a way that enables self-transformation. Self- 

transformation is another concept farniliar to me as an adult educator - it has been 

described by Mezirow (1991) as the uniquely adult process of leaniing. Cranton 

(1994b) defines transfomative leaming as the process of critical self-reflection by 

which leamers constnie, validate, and reformulate the meaning of their experiences; it 

occurs when individuals question the values, beliefs, and assumptions underlying their 

actions and then revise old or develop new ways of seeing the world. 

Transfomative learning is espoused as a valued goal of adult education 

(including self-ducation) but 1 know that the process cm be uncornfortable, difficult, 

disorienthg and disruptive. I'm not sure how open 1 am to the prospect of self- 

transformation. 1 do know that 1 need to reflect on whether the explanations 1 provide 

for my work experiences form a sound foundation for a valid and meaningful personal 

practice. This is the cnticai self-reflection Cranton and Mezirow refer to, and it may 

lead to transformative learning. 1 remind myself that transformative leaming at its best 

can also be liberating, opening a route to authentic action in the world. 

v 

How much of what we do goes unnoticed, unaccowued for, forgonen, not 
seen ro be "doing anything ', considered unimponant or indeque? 

- M. Lewis (1993) 
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One of my favounte children's books, a tale that 1 told and retold my children, 

is the story of a little girl who goes to a meadow to play and tries to entice the animals 

to play with her (Ets, 1955). She is only successful when she makes herself still and 

waits, silently, patiently, for the animals to join her: 

Out from the bushes where he had been hiding 

Came a baby fawn, and looked at me. 

1 held my breath and he  came nearer. 

He came so near 1 could have touched hirn. 

But I didn't move and 1 didn't speak. 

And fawn came up and licked rny cheek. 

This story says to me that there is opportunity in silence and stillness. That silence can 

signify receptivity and openness. That stillness can give others the space they need. 

That both can point the way to proper, caring action. As an adult educator, 1 have 

learned how to enhance the leaniing process by removing myself from the centre of a 

classroorn to a place on the side, or in the middle, where 1 can both participate and 

observe, ready to jump in if and when the learners need me. 

Silence is not always a Wtue. In recording the story of my inquiry into 

educational development, 1 am caught in a space where the private and personal must 

be exposed if meaning is to be made public. The heuristic process as descnbed by 

Moustakas (1990) requires of me that 1 place my expenences and my understandings at 

the very centre of the inquiry: 

Whatever presents itself in the consciousness of the investigator.. . 
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represents an invitation for further elucidation. What appears casts a light 

that enables one to corne to know more fully what something is and 

means. In such a process not only is knowledge extended but the self of 

the researcher is illuminated. (p. 10- 1 1) 

This situation demands that 1 write in my own voice, uncovering and relating the tmth 

of my expenence. 1 most certainly wish there was another way - a Less personal, more 

private way -- to develop and convey a deep understanding of educational development 

practice. It is perhaps not surprising that I am apprehensive; "Women in the academy 

have not had Our stories told very much one way or the other" (Lewis, 1993, 213). In 

her book Silences, Olsen (1978) documents the history of women writers and points out 

the relative silence of women as literary voices. Heilbrun (1988) says that women are 

"without a text" for their lives, and must discover one. I will teil, therefore, a story 

that is very much mine, in the hope that it will be meaningful and usehl for myself 

and others. 1 will try to write about what 1 know, from where 1 stand in the world. 

Lewis (1993), sitting at her desk in the night, writes: 

Indeed I cannot see beyond the circle of Light cast by the single desk 

larnp that lights up this s m d  space 1 cal1 my own. 1 sit inside this 

circumference of light surrounded by the deep darkness of a world that 

for the moments of my being here disappears as a concrete reaiity. ..This 

room, this pool of Light, this place where 1 can sit alone, is a space with 

which 1 am deeply familiar. (p. 220) 

My intention is to portray that which is familiar to me as a consequence of my 
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extended inquiry and active engagement in the process and practice of educational 

developrnent . 

Oventiew of the Contents 

In this section 1 explain what this text includes, why it is included, and how it 

was obtained. 

The study is situated in the Canadian university setting. It does not include 

educational development activities in the community coileges and CEGEPS, although 

these activities are extensive and ongoing (Jones & Geis, 1995). 1 have chosen to focus 

on the university setting because my own history is one of association with, and 

attachment to, the university setting. There are differences between the coilege and 

university sectors which may impact on educational development; these differences are 

difficult to address fairly in a study directed by an individual with close ties and special 

interest in only one of those sectors. 

Chapter One has provided an introduction to the study, including a discussion of 

the assumptions underlying my approach to research and practice, and an explanation 

of how 1 came to be interested in this topic. It suggests why the study is necessary and 

why 1 have taken a particular approach to study , i. e., the heuristic research rnethod as 

described by Moustakas (1990). 

Chapter Two sets educational development work in an historical wntext. In this 

chapter 1 look at the emergence and growth of the educational development movement 

in Canada, tracing its history in the events and people who were part of that 

movement, and discuss the meaning of that history for present-day practice. This 
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informal history is constmcted from two sources: developers' written records of their 

work; and the mernories of persons who have played key roles in programs and 

centres, as communicated to me in conversations with them. 

Chapter Three focuses on conceptions of educational development as portrayed 

in the literahire. It provides an orientation to ED as a field of study and practice by 

describing: educational development activitiedprograms; definitions of educational 

development; the role of the educational developer; the charactenstics of faculty 

members' as ED clients; research on, and theoretical frameworks for, educational 

developrnent. 

Chapter Four look at educational development from two quite different, yet 

equally signifiant, points of view: that of educational developers and that of 

developing educators. Teaching faculty and educational development faculty each have 

a different perspective on educational development based on their respective roles in the 

process. In Part 1, with information and opinions wllected through a survey of my 

educational development colieagues in Ontario, 1 am able to create a picture of these 

developers as an occupational group. In Part 2, 1 report on results of an ethnographie 

study of faculty members engaged in le.ng-to-teach, and discuss what this tells us 

about the nature of the educational development process . 

Chapter Five emphasizes my own educational development experiences and 

what I know of educational development through critical reflection on those 

experiences. In Part 1, 1 examine the interplay between the framework 1 have outlined 

for myself in Chapter One and the specifics of my educational development practice -- I 
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shapes my activities and experiences. In Part 2, on the 

rny ED experiences, 1 make explicit knowledge claims 

consider how the framework 

basis of cntical reflection on 

about the process of educationai development and the nature of ED work -- my purpose 

is to ensure that my personai conceptions of educationai development are grounded in 

my personai experiences, and to broaden conceptions of ED in the Literature. 

Chapters Two through Five describe how and what 1 learn of ED through 

extended inquiry and active engagement in educationai development; Chapter Six, 

however, has quite a different focus. It is motivated by questions about the nature of 

knowledge, and reflezts my cornmitment to persons as knowledge-builders. The chapter 

is a review of literature; in the chapter, 1 search for a deeper understanding of 

knowledge and knowing, so that 1 may wnstnict, recognize and appreciate valid ways 

of knowing educational development processes and practices, and am better able to 

critique knowledge claims concerning educational developmen t . 
In Chapter Seven 1 return to the assumptions presented in Chapter One, and 

consider whether they serve as a sound foundation for practice and shape my knowing 

of educational developrnent in a substantive and positive way. 1 compose revised 

assurnptions for practice, re-setting the starting points for continuhg practice and 

inquiry in educational development. 



Chapter Two 

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORK: 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

In this chapter 1 address questions about educational development work -- who does the 

work, how they do it, and why they do it that way - from an historical perspective. 

My purpose is to present an informai history of educational development work in 

Canada, and to discuss the meaning of that history for present-day practice. 

Many faculty at Canadian universities are unaware that such a thing as 

educational development exists, and newcomers to ED work are often surpriseci to hear 

that some Canadian university programs are more than 20 years old. Although 1 and 

others cite the Smith report (1991) as if it was the fust notable event in tenns of 

attention to teaching at Canadian universities, academics have been quietly working 

away on campuses across the country to initiate and provide ED programs since the 

1960s. 

In June 1994, a colieague interested in my leaming project had the grace and 

foresight to point out to me that one route to an understanding of educationai 

development, as it is now, lies in a closer look at the influences on educational 

development in the past. I decided to take a refiective look at the emergence and 

growth of the educational development movement in Canada, tracing its history in the 

events and people who were part of that movement. I anticipated that a review of the 

history of ED work would be useful to me and my educational developrnent colleagues 
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in a number of ways; for example, it could: 

- help educational developers anchor plans for the future in the reality of Our own past 

experiences and the experiences of Our coiieagues; 

- encourage reflection about assump tions underlying current prac tices; 

- help individual developers put personal experiences in the context of events occuning 

throughout the field of educational development; 

- by providing a broader perspective on the purposes and goals of ED, loosen closely- 

binding ties to immediate demands, specific personalities, and particular situations. 

Another reason 1 had for undertaking this project was to extend the range of 

research strategies available to me, as a practitioner, for examining and improving my 

practice. 1 wanted to explore the usefulness of critical historiography for coming to 

understand the meaning of ED and for my own development. 

Method 

1 constructed this informal history from two sources: developers' written records 

of their work @ublished documents about ED, and documents recording past ED 

eventslwork); and most importantly, the memones of perçons who have played key 

roles in programs and centres, as communicated to me in conversations witb them. In 

the spring of 1995, 1 interviewed eight educationai developers ( inte~ews, of one to 

four houn duration, were taped and transcribed), and a cal1 for assistance through e- 

mail brought responses from 10 additional developers, who provided information or 

anecdotes concerning their experiences. I asked these developers: What did they 

consider to be key events, people, and documents in the history of educational 
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development in Canada? How did the story of educationd development unfold from 

their perspective? Also, what should 1 know about the past to help me do educational 

development work in the present? 

AU participants were volunteers. The sample was not exhaustive, but it was 

representative of a variety of perspectives and experiences. 1 tned to contact people 

who had had a long history of involvement and who had been involved at more than 

one site, or played a variety of roles as a developer. 

I will first describe my findings conceming a) the ongins and cntical events in 

the early history of educationai developrnent, and b) the growth and expansion of 

educational development. 1 w i U  then discuss some key issues conceming educational 

development work raised by my study of the historical context for ED work in Canada. 

Oripins and Cntical Events 

Educational development is best descnbed as a movement -- and some of this 

movement is towards becoming a defined field of study and practice. The origins of the 

Canadian movement lie in a combination of factors inside and outside Canada. The 

earliest ED records are those of academics across the country, in the late '60s and early 

'70s, trying to find out more about educational developrnent -- where it was happening, 

and what shape it was taking. Since the movement developed earlier in Britain, 

Australia, and the U.S., and was just becoming visible in continental Europe, there 

were other places, prograrns and people to inquire about; people undeaook surveys and 

sîudy tours to track and record the movement. Canada (especiaüy Ontario) traditionaily 

had had close ties with Britain, which naturally made it easier to keep in touch with 
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teaching irnprovement efforts there, and many of the new faculty (including educational 

developers) hired in Canada at that time were Americans who undoubtedly were 

influencecl by events in the U.S., so the British and Amencan influences were 

particularly s trong . 

A s m d  number of active and vocal faculty playeâ a proactive role in pushing 

for teaching improvement programs. Individuals who were aware that something cailed 

instructional or faculty development existed got the bal1 rolling in Canada by raising 

others' awareness and by rnaking openings for ED on the Canadian higher education 

scene wherever they had influence. Some advocates immediately lobbied for andlor 

established development services and many others were the driving force behind the 

formation of cornmittees with a teaching irnprovement mandate; some, but not ail, of 

these faculty went on to do educationai development work in the programslunits they 

helped to get started. Most worked at a local level, in their own institution, while 

others worked on a bigger stage, trying to influence policy and practice at a provincial 

or national level. 

If there was a single issue in Canada that focused people's attention on 

educational development a t  that time, it was the evaluation of teaching. Student 

evaluation of teaching was one of the first things that ED was expected to address 

(through related conferences, publications, cornmittee work, institutional programs, 

etc.), and educational development came to be very closely associateci with efforts to 

assess the teaching cornpetence of faculty members. 

There are five critical scenes in the early story of ED in Canada: 
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1) the opering (in 1969) and early development of McGill University's Centre for 

University Teaching and Leamicg; 

2) the activities (1970- 1980) of the Professional Orientation Cornmittee (later the 

Teaching Effectiveness Cornmittee) of the Canadian Association for University 

Teachers (CAUT); 

3) the On tario Universi ties' Program in Instmc tional Development (OUPID) , 1973- 

1980; 

4) the founding of the Society for Teaching and Leaming in Higher Education 

(STLIIE), and the ongins of the 3M Teaching Fellowships program, in the early 

1980s; 

5) the existence of the Canadian Society for Studies in Higher Education (1970- ). 

Each of these scenes wiil be discussed in tum after 1 first present some of the stories of 

individual developers. 

Orieins of ED 

The origins of ED in Canada are perceived slightly differently by the various 

educational developers 1 interviewed, depending on the role they played in that 

movement. I have selected comments from five developers (Charles Pascal, George 

Geis, Ronald Smith, Patricia Cranton, and Christopher Knapper) to iiiustrate a range of 

views. Although these five are in close agreement with one another regarding the 

origins of educational development work, each chose to focus on a different aspect of 

the situation in descnbing their personal sense of the beginnings of ED in Canada. The 

five stories nicely illustrate the fact that the comrnunity of developers in Cana& is a 



small one; al l  of the participants in my study have had contact with one another in the 

course of doing their ED work over the years, and their connections are an important 

aspect of this history. 

Charles Pascal was born and educated in the United States, and came to Canada 

as one of the first staff members for one of the first Canadian educational development 

units - at McGill University in Montreal. He later went on to direct the Ontario 

Universities Program in Instructional Development (OUPID) and to chair the Higher 

Education Group at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE). According to 

Pascal, the first important events in the story of ED in Canada are those associated 

with the opening of McGU's unit, reflecting a view that educationd development is 

closely tied with organizational development in institutions: 

In the late '60s at McGill there were several professors and instructors who 
were very innovarive and who thought undergraduate teaching was far too 
important to be lefr to hoppenstance, and that jurt having Ph.D.s did not 
necessarily gwrronree t h  the teaching and leaming process would be efective. 
So people like.. . well there war a mathemafician by the m e  of Donold 
Kingsbury who was quite innovative in r e m  of teaching and learning 
techniques ... were pressuring the then Vice-Principal of McGill, Michel Oliver. 
Oliver himself was a fair@ progressive individual, and was the person who 
eventually set up the Ceme for Leaming and Developrnent. Amther professor 
who w u  active0 involved in teaching innuvarion at the time was a professor of 
psychology by the name of Marcel GoIdrchmid. And then there were people like 
John Southun who wos a yomg professor of biology, Md a professor by the 
name of David Hap who was a young professor of chemistry. So there WQS a 
srnattering of quite innuvative professom or inst~zu:tors and there w a  pressure 
put on administration tu establish sorne kind of Centre, some enabling vehicle 
for instructional development, professional developmem for professurs, and that 
led to the founding of the Centre for Learning and Developmenr in 1969. 

îk fowiding Director war Marcel Gol&hmid and GoIdrchmid then had 
to recruit orher professors ami he did what I thoughr was a m a n  thing, he 
looked around the world to see where instructional development war happening 
in some kind of mature fom. Z don2 know everywhere he looked but t h e j b t  
major cenrer of its type in the United States war at the University of 



Michigan ... and su he called up the Center for Research on Learning and 
Teuching, in Ann Arbor, and asked the Director there, Stan En'ckron, for the 
names of sorne promising graduate students who were very interested in 
i~~~tructional development. My m e  WU mentioned and Z guess I \vas the 
second person recnrired. 

Pascal's experience also suggests that the ongins of ED are in people - innovators, in 

particular. And he hints at the need to support the actions of innovators with expertise: 

that is, knowledge of instructional design and systems theory. 

When the Centre for Learning and Development at McGill had a vacancy in 

1970, Charles Pascal aggressively recruited George Geis, the Arnerican who had been 

his mentor at the University of Michigan, believing him to be "conceptually, the best in 

the world". Geis was director of McGiil's Centre for a number of years and then went 

on to become a professor of higher education at OISE in Toronto, where he continues 

to practice as an educational developer. The following excerpt from a conversation with 

Geis describes many of the broader influences on the early developmmt of ED, from 

the perspective of someone who thinks of educational development as a field of study 

and practice, rather than an institutionai service: 

2 Iefr graduate school und my first job war at a college Ni upper New York State 
in the '60s - to develop progrmed ittstnicn'on. Because Z had a degree in the 
psychology of leaming and was inrerested in humun leaming they said "well you 
m m  know abouï progranuned instruction.. . " 

The year aper Z went on this projecf I s m  an advem'sement for the JNst 
meeting of the Progr~uned Imtnrction Society. So I thought I'd better husrle 
âùwn there undfind out whot it is t h a  Im supposed to be doing! Z amgved, and 
the populmanon w u  hea* military, primari& from the Air Force. m e  military 
had a problem of tewhing to high criteria large nwnbers of people who had 
diverse backgrounds and rorher low skilIs with regard to snufyng and so fonh. 
They haù stniggled during World War II and thereafter with methocis of training 
that would make sure people threw the g r e d e  afrer the pin was pulled and so 
on ... they had to repair equipment which was always changing, they had 
complicated logistic p I m  and so on, and these were people Iike you Md me, 



who suddenly got dra#ed or w ~ e v e r ,  who would be put in charge of 
something. So they were very concemed with good ways of teaching thut could 
be dom al2 over, t h  didn 't hang upon a puniculor locale or a given penon. .. . 
î k y  hud to develop these kind of person-proof things. Remember t h  they came 

from an environment which. in the '50s and '6&, was very hot on systems 
anaosis theory. And. ..they haà some really brighr people who tried to app& this 
kind of analysis to training. Behavioraily oriented, peflonnance oriented. 

Into that were feeding a nwnber of streams. One w u  the very beginnings 
of cornpurers anà rather a sophisticated time for audiovisual equipmenc. So there 
war a lot of emphasis on "c& we use these suppons to teach people?" and 
"couldn 't rhey teach themselves, really ? " If you couiü avoid reachem, it would 
be very good, becouse then you wouldn 'C have to train them. So they began CO 

automate und task analyze a lot of s tuî  Another Stream coming in was 
behavioral psychology. People were saying, "Wow, we know how to W z e  
situantuanom, so we con mm if into something teachable, then we can teach if 
withour a teacher, and thor would be just greut. " W was the milieu in which 
the projects were placed. So I got immersed in t h  

When you begin to look at the history of al1 this, you realize there were 
people a hundred yean before who hod been interested in the surne kind of 
thing. In the mid- to lace 1800s the principal in Winnetka Illinois, pan of the 
Illinois school system, devised a way of systemankally analyzing whai he taught 
and puning together a system so t h  students could pull folders out and take 
tests LU the end to see ifthey'd passed and ifthey didn't pars they 'd get a 
remedial folder. m r e  were three or four of these plans in the school sysiems 
around the turn of the century. mis, remember, was a time of eflciency 
engineering, unù that was a way to makz educmanon encient.. . an engineering 
way of thinking. . . Very important.. . 

I guess the concext of all this is Amencan. If's the idea that the sky 's the 
limit and if we ju t  get in there we con m a .  the world behave the way we want 
it ta Education's no d@erentfrom fwd. or transportath, or anything eke. We 
can increare the yield of afie[d of corn, we can breed better cows, we can build 
berter cars, if was just a maner of gening down to if. From Wàtson on to 
Skinner was this idea of. alet's take hokt of our education systeni and engineer 
it. Why don't we engineer that, we engineer everyrhing else?" Urban planning 
was going on.. . al1 this stuff war kind of emerging from World War II systems 
analysts--those people were back in civilian life and appljing what they knew to 
currenr problem. 

A number of things were happening in the 1960s in higher education t h  
made improving teaching through inrt~uctional development seem like a good 
idea. One is what sociologists cal1 the rule of the hammer; ifyou have a 
hammer, you're going to find l m  of things to hammer. So here was this 
instructional system design technology, k had all kindr of things going for it, so 
its own momentwn kind of pushed k 77zn. that was a time of a lot of student 
unrest, annoyance and upset on wtiversi~y campuses. A h ,  a time of the infusion 



imo the postsecondary system of quite a dzrerent profie of sn<dents, a 
heterogeneo~cs profle. And there was un expansion of the foculty which rneant 
there weren't the s m  old boys ... there didn't seem to be the homogeneig of 
either the snrdents or the faculryy. nere was money available. Whenever 
govements oser money for program, people say. " Well sure, that 's what we 
oughr to do'. Concumedy, corpor~~tl~ons and indusm*es began to face somewhor 
similar problem: wannhg to expand, having to take on penonnd that weren't 
trained. ï7te iidea of truining people eflcient2-y.. . And the technologies were 
changing. Television was widelj avuilable, Md cornputers came in.. . 

Whereas Pascal emphasized the importance of people in getting educational 

development going, of the frontmnners in setting the pace for others, Geis focusses on 

all sorts of things going on at the time that made educational development desirable, 

interesting, and something that individuals were one smaü part of. Geis tells a story of 

ED that puts it in the context of person-prwf training, systems theory, technology, 

situation and task analysis, and behavioral psychology - ail contributing to the 

instructional design era. The perceiveci need for ED in universities arose due to 

particular concems in that context -- student unrest, changing profile of students and 

faculty, fûnding, changing technologies -- but the solution was that used for most 

problems at the time: efficiency, and engineering. An influence that Geis does not 

mention explicitly was the growth of adult education, with its range of special 

techniques considered useful for teaching adults outside the school setting. 

Ron Smith, a mathematician who later did a Ph.D. in educational development 

with George Geis at McGiii, and has been with the Leaming Development Office at 

Concordia since it first opened, in the foliowing excerpt retums to the idea that the 

beginnings of ED in Canada were closely tied with the development of institutions: 

I think the originr of imtructional development. the story of how centres came to 
m'Sc, is more a l d  phenornenon than a national one. I came to the univetsi~ 



(then Loyola) in 1%9. In I%9, we had a course evaluanuanon gmem nur by 
smdents. The VP wanted to use the system to makz personnel decisions. so he 
had Senate pars a motion thaî focrlty MUSTpamkipate in the system. A 
committee, the Senate Comminee on Leaming Developmenr (SCOLD), wns set 
up (1970) tu a) oversee the course evaIuation system, and b) organize teaching 
develupment ~1~rivities~ I was on the Committee (d evetitually became Chair), 
and we did various W projects and managed the evalw*on system. This 
committee eventuaib argued that there war too much work for a Committee, and 
pruposed t h  an o@ce be set up. rite Leaming Developmenr W c e  P O )  was 
crenred one momh before the univemiy (Concordia) war founded in 1974 
(before the merger). I think this was done to protect the once, Le., to ensure 
that there would be a place for it in the new univenity. 

Smith's experience suggests that there is a critical moment for establishing an ED 

prograrn that is different for each place. Smith responded to an immediate local need 

which in this case was an evaluation system as an institutional prionty, so the 

educational development prograrn at Concordia came into being associated with the 

evaluation o f  teaching. It is an interesting example of  how teaching development 

activities were very closely tied with efforts to evaluate teaching -- in this case, the 

same office, the sarne person. 

Smith also notes that: 

Despite my contacts with McGill and George (Geis). 1 wm nof really influenced 
by inrtructio~l design because Our ofice war founded so early. My first Ph.D. 
course a McGill wns on@ in 1976; the LDO w a ~  founàed in 1974 and I haà 
been doing development work with SCOLD before thor. I had taken the 
Bergquist course before the book even came out. I was more influenced by 
Bergquist's adult ed approach and by my adulr ed colleagues at Concordia than 
by i~~~tnïctioltl~l design. A h ,  McGill was giving out grms  for instructional 
design projects. We didn't haw money for this at Concordia -- if just wasn't 
possible to do this kind of ID. McGill had the money to take on big, systematic 
p rojects. 

Smith's comments confirm that Mathis' (1979) description of two divergent 

philosophies -- humanist (associated with adult and higher ducation) and behavioralist 



(associatecl with instructional design and measurement) - underlying approaches to 

educational development , is meaningful in the Canadian context . Educational 

development strategies were infiuenced by the fields of adult and higher education, as 

weli as the field of behavioral psychology, right from the beginning. 

Patricia Cranton wmpleted a doctorate in educational measurement at OISE in 

1976, and immediately joined the academic staff at McGil17s Centre for Learning and 

Development, where she remained for 10 years. She later went on to become a 

professor of adult education at Brock University, and founding director of Brock's 

Instructional Development Office. The following excerpt fiom an interview with 

Cranton emphasizes the early need for expertise in educational development, and 

expectations and reality wnceming the kind of expertise required: 

I staned at McGill 's Centre for Leaming and Development in 1976.. . . The 
Once of Educanbonal Development reported to the VP Academic and was 
faculry-directed.. . . nie Ojîce hud two suppon staff and an advisory comminee 
which was chaired by the Director. ï k e e  separate units reponed to the W c e  
of Educational Development: the Imtructional Resource Centre (media), the 
Teaching Improvemenî Clinic. and the Centre for ïeanUng and Development. 
The Teoching Improvemenî CIinic was a technical service.. . nur by staff, not 

f~culq.  niey videotaped f d q  and gave o u  the Teoching AnuZysis by StUdents 
questionnuire (Bergquist). 

The first assignmenî George (Geis) gave me war to design a syscem for 
the evaluarion of teaching. Evaluatl'on was going on in a raher haphazard w q  
at McGill and they didn't w m  it standardized, but they did want it to be more 
systemaric. The Centre w a  supposed to help.. . When George asked me to design 
the evaluution system, Z wrote it al1 up before Z staned thut first September. 

Achrally, I had never taken an evaluarion course. I used my own 
erperiences as u stdènt to corne up with the evalumion systern. I mode it al1 up 
out of nry head. I think that's why if tumd out. Zt made sense. .. 

My system for the evaluanuanon of teaching passed through Senate and 
became mandatory at McGill. Z would help people uîe the sysîem - I WOUU 
ofrn give a I/2 day workshop for n depument, to show them how to use it. 
ActuclZ&, 1 w u  invired al1 over the place (O&& the wiiversity) îo spenk about 
the system. People liked it becaure ir allowed faculty members and departments 



to make decisions abow evaluation. 
Since we evaluared everything we did, 2 ako evaluated the system aper I 

had designed il. I ako did other evaluarion type things. I wrote two modules: 
Constmcdng Tests and Course Evaluanuano~. These evaluation projects took up 
my Jirst couple of years there. 

Cranton was presumably recmited for her expertise in educational measurement, and 

this gave her the necessary qualifications for her job. But her work-useful knowledge 

came out of her own experiences - as a student. A h ,  note that the university's 

request was for technical assistance with evaluation, which Cranton responded to with 

strategies that enabled not only measurement of competence but development of 

competence; for change to corne about, opportunities for faculty members and 

departments to make decisions were necessary. Finaiiy, Cranton's story reiterates that 

staffmg !evels at McGU's centre aiiowed specialized, extensive projects like this - and 

that this deep engagement in longterm projects fostered developer's understanding of 

their work. 

Chnstopher Knapper was bom and received much of his education in Great 

Britain, coming to Canada to complete his doctorate in Psychology in the 1960s. He 

first berne involved in educational development through his work as a member of the 

Professional Orientation Committee of the CAUT (Canadian Association of University 

Teachers). Knapper went on to become the first Coordinator for STLHE, and the 

founding director of two Ontario units - first at Waterloo and then at Queen's. The 

following excerpt from a conversation with Chris Knapper describes some of the early 

developments in the movement, from the unique perspective of someone originally 

involved in educational development as a form of professional service ta the acadernic 



cornmuni ty , which extended beyond institutional boundaries: 

It goes bock to the establishment of the Professioonal Orientation Cornmittee of 
the CA UT.. . a r o d  1970 1 would guess.. . .ln pamkular, its then execiuive 
director, a man called Berland (the same Berland who luter wrote the repon on 
OUPID) was wv concerned t h  university professon never got my orientananon 
to their professiooMI responsibilities as academics. He believed that yes, they 
had served upprenriceships as researchers, but t h t  was really the limit of their 
preparation. And 1 .  had a very idealistic view of the university academic, who 
was somebudy who was pan of a sacred trust ... I mean if wasn't to do with 
training ..At war much m r e  idealistic than thar. How could you, ifyou like, 
inculcate people with the values of the professoriare. 

It was ako influenced by the fact that CAUT believed very strongs thut 
universities should be nui by academics9 and therefore that this (the 
respomibility îo sir on comminees, to work with other people) wm taken vety 
seriously, and imbedded in t h  was the issue of reaching. mis cornmittee was 
struck, and I was asked to be a member of it.. . . I knew Berland because he haù 
been a colleague of mine at the University of Sc~skatchewon ... I wm at that tirne 
on the Execun've of CAUT. So you could say thnr the ongins, well not exactty, 
but a big impem for inrtmctioml developmenr came from the CA UT.. . . 

The original terms of reference for the Professionai Orientation Cornmittee, written by 
Al Berland, state: 

As a professional organization, the CAUT has an obligation to persons entenng 
the profession of university teaching, and particularly to the Young, which 
hi therto has been ill-defined and oni y sporadicd y implemen ted . No 
requirements for the specific function of teaching are set for those entering the 
profession, nor with very few exceptions are there systematic procedures for 
assisting new rnembers of the profession in undertaking their teaching 
responsibilities. 

Knapper continues: 

7 k  CA UT committee started to meet, the chairman for personal rearonr 
resigned very early on in the a m r s  of the committee, and Z becorne 
Chaiman.. ..And before the work of the committee had got unàerwuy we were 
contonted, or the CAUT was confron~ed, wirh developing a position on stuaknt 
evaluations of teaching. mis was the era, we 're talking t h  end of the '603, 
when student acn'vbm was still quite strong in C a d .  Sident evalunrnrons of 
teaching were becoming widely used in CMada and the CiUT felt it shouki 
have a position on this.. . . and it was referred to this professional orientation 
comrnittee.. . . (rite comminee) produced a report, and a series of 
recommendationr, which were evennuily adopted as CA UT policy and olrhough 
they seem to have disappeared, as far as Z kiow technical& they are still CAUT 



policy.. . nie comminee then got &d to look at merit pay, in paninclar to what 
extent war merit pay ured and to what extent was teaching involved in thor. .. 

Very slow& over the nexi few yeam the cornmittee ream became the 
teaching comminee.. . nor the original intention at all. CI UT did various things 
through the commitree but al1 of them, nearly all of them. were related to 
teaching;. . . anyrhing t h  ever came in to CA UT about teaching w m  referred to 
me os Choirrnan of the Cornmittee. If somebody had a beef about a tenure case 
they would seek the conmittee's &ce, ifthey wanted a speaker sornewhere I 
would generally be &d to do t h . .  . 7he CAUT launched a mnograph series 
and it on0 ever published 2 v o l m s  Md one of them. .. war about the evaluan'on 
of teoching. and I edited thut one. " I f  teaching is important'. . . 

The cornmittee was now dealing not only with teaching - but with the evaluation of 

teaching. In 1973-74 Knapper received a Canada Councii sabbatical grant to take a 

study tour to find out about forma1 efforts to improve university teaching around the 

world. In the following i n t e ~ e w  excerpt he comments on the broader philosophical 

origins of educational development: 

nie ongim of i~tructional development in rny mind do nor derive from a 
radical critique of higher education ntose people existed in the 1960s and Z'rn 
sure they existed in the 1920s b u  that's not the origins of this movement. Zt 
came fiom people who simpl'y wamed to teach more eflcienrly anù effectively 
and believed t h  this was an important process t h  needed Oetter scminy. You 
see that in the Ruth Beard book and you see if  in McKeachie's "Teaching Tips" 
which were very similar philosophicallj.. . . m e  people who were cririquing 
higher educm-on, who came mostly from the radical left, I would say had very 
linle influence on profasors; Ifind their ideas quite inieresring but they were 
too far out and they had onother agenda. Ivan Illich. for exarnple, wrote a very 
interesring book Ouf he really w m ' t  interested in improving universiry teaching 
and leaming.. . 

When Knapper retumed to Canada, he rejoined the CAUT cornmittee: 

Meanwhile the Cornmittee was starting to develop the Teaching Dossier 
approach.. . Z i  haù rww become the Teoching Effectiveness Cornmittee and 
evenncally the Chair of that comminee becume Bruce Shore flom McGilZ). . .And 
it was really Bruce who got the idea of the Teoching Dossier. The i&a of it war 
thor, al2 nghr, we 've said W.. . we have a lot of cuununo~ about (stuàent 
e v a l ~ * o m  of teaching). . .t& student evaIm*on of temhing is a fine thing for 
formative types of evaluation, but we were ves, netvous about if  for tenure Md 



promotion.. . . So people said ' Well you believe ieaching is important so whar 
would you use for fenure and promotion?" And Bruce c m  up with this and we 
worked on it as a cornmittee and thm took a long tim - if wns very slow, the 
developmenr of the Teaching Dossier.. . 

In Knapper's story, an interest in collegial service, done as one of an acadernic's 

responsibilities as a member of the academic profession, eventually develops into a 

focus on teachirg - in particular, an appreciation for efficiency and effectiveness and 

the assessrnent of teaching competency. 

Critical Scenes 

In this section 1 will comment on each of the five critical ieS in the early 

history of educational development in Canada. The fïrst two (McGill and CAUT) will 

be brief, since the previous citations from developen have already introâuced the main 

events and themes in these scenes. The OUPID program is important because it is 

closely tied to the first steps towards educational development taken by Ontario's 

universities, which account for 40 % of Canadian university faculty and students. Also, 

my own ED practice is in Ontario. Because the story of OUPID, and the subsequent 

story of STLHE, illustrate many of the critical issues in the early history of ED, I will 

descnbe in some detail the key events in each of those stories so that my wmments on 

the issues may be understood in the context of the events. Findly, 1 will briefly explore 

the ways that CSSHE has facilitated the growth of educational development in Canada. 

McGill. Although McGill's Centre for Learning and Development was not 

technically, perhaps, the first ED unit, its opening is generaily regarded as the first 

with real and lasting significance. Pascal noted its origins in lobbying by innovative 

young profasors, which had the sympathetic ear of an innovative young vice-president , 
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and also the recruitment of staff with educationai expertise, particularly expertise in 

instructional design and measurement. The Centre stood out from other ED units 

during the 1970s and into the 1980s, because no other universities in English Canada 

adopted the same kind of comprehensive model (research and service inclusive, well- 

staffed) for an educationai development unit. Its staff members were influentid in the 

ED movement across country, wntributing to committee work, conferences, research 

projects, and publications. 

The Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT). This is a story of 

educational development that is not tied direcily to the growth of ED units; it shows 

how interest in teaching was dominated by the evaluation of teaching issue, that is in 

finding ways to measure effectiveness. The Professional Orientation Cornmittee of the 

CAUT was supposai to propose guideiines on training for teaching (and other academic 

responsibilities) for new faculty members, taking into consideration how programs 

could be conducted without interference with classrmm privilege and academic 

freedom. EssentiaiIy , this professional development mandate was hijacked b y the 

evaluation issue, and in time it becarne the Teaching Effectiveness Committee. The 

cornmittee's work on the Teaching Dossier, which is the initiative most 

clearly/commonly identified with ED in Canada and recognized as an important 

contribution to the international educational development scene, is especidiy notable. 

The Ontario Universities Program in Instructional Deveio~ment (OU'PID). In 

1970 Bernard Trotter prepared a report for the Cornmittee on University Affairs (CUA) 

and the Cornmittee of Presidents of Universkies of Ontario (predecessor to Council of 
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Ontario Universities), Television and Technoloev in Universitv Teaching. Trotter's 

report is noteworthy because in it he concludes that "it is not profitable to look at any 

single teaching/leaming resource in isolation from others in use or in prospect. We 

must aim at nothing l a s  than fundamental review of the instructional process" (p. 2), 

and that "most universities are a long way from looking at the instructional process 

cornprehensively as a system in which resources can be deployed in a variety of ways 

to meet objectives" (p. 36). He recommended that the universities of Ontario establish 

a (single) centre for educational development: 

The Centre could combine several important functions. Perhaps most 

importantly, it would help to train instructional development consultants. In the 

fust instance this would probably mean providing the means whereby qualified 

academics could train themselves. The Centre could also provide consulting 

services to faculty in the universities and collaborate with discipline groups on a 

single or interuniversity bais in approaching the problems of defïning 

objectives, choosing the appropriate mix of resources to be used, evaluating 

results, and so on. The Centre would also assist in setting up "instructional 

improvementn courses for university faculty . It would be enwuraged to publish 

the results of research into any and ail of these problens. @. 54) 

Trotter conceived of academics already holding appointments in any university in 

Ontario being seconded to the centre, these people wntinuing to receive their salaries 

from their parent institution, and only a smail directing staff being located at the centre 

in any full-time capacity. EvenWy, every university in the province would have a 
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small number of people associated with the centre, interacting with each other and 

bringing experience back to their own universities. 

By December 1972, COU and CUA had both agreed to a significantly revised 

approach to educational development: a province-wide program (rather than a centre) 

"to assist faculties in Ontario universities in improving the effectiveness of instructional 

processes by systematic development of objectives, content, methods and evaluation for 

each course offered with economy in the application of instructional resources". Dr. 

Harold Good of Queen's University was appointai as Director of OUPID in April 

1973. Good, a scientist, implemented a research grant approach to development; 

individuals at universities across Ontario competed for funds to engage in educational 

development activitiedproj ects. Although Good had a healthy respect for instructional 

design and instructional systems theory (Good, 1975), his approach to hinding meant 

that grants were distributed to acadernics who typically knew nothing about the design 

of instnictional systems. In 1975 COU commissioned an independent evaluation of 

OUPID; although the recornmendations were generaiiy ignored, the prograrn did then 

change its focus. Fred Parrett, dùector of OUPKD in 1976, wrote that the prograrn 

. . . has evolved and shifted away from a small-grant fûnction to an institutional- 
grant concept with considerably more emphasis on "staff" workshops and on 
information disbunement.. . O h e  long-term objective of the province-wide 
program is to ensure the continueci and visible commitment to improving 
teaching and learning at an individual university level, and when a university 
has made little organized effort in this direction, to encourage its development.. . 
(personal communication, 1976) 

Although the new institutional grants were intended to help universities provide 

educational development for their faculty rnembers, if a university tried to use OUPID 
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money to fund all its development programs it would fail - it wasn't enough. OUPID 

gave out too Little money to support Centres, on purpose, to send a message to the 

institutions that they needed to commit to their own programsfcentres and couldn't rely 

on OUPID. The policy was to back winning centres. Of course, this meant that it was 

much easier for larger universities to afTord development programs, because it took 

proportionately far less out of their budgets to fund a prograrn. It also meant that there 

was a shakedown after the ending of OUPID. 

Another aspect of the prograrn was to train leaders to operate at a local campus 

level. Examples of this were two sessions, d e d  "Workshops on Designing 

Workshops", held in August 1976 at Queen's University. Twenty participants signed a 

contract that they would take the workshop(s) they designed in CO-operation with other 

delegates back to their own universities and run them for the benefit of their 

colleagues. 

When Parrett's term of office ended in 1977, Charles Pascal was hired as half- 

time Director (and half-time Chair of Higher Education at OISE), dong with Marion 

Wilbum as fuu-time Coordinator; both had three year terms. Although the program 

formally came to an end in 1980, Wilbum stayed on for two more years, editing the 

newsletter and running conferences and workshops. 

Many developers consider OUPID to be a lost opportunity. Elrick (1990) 

believes the problems were fundamental: that the program had a focus on technical 

improvement and efficiency that clashed with the dominant academic culture of 

universities. Others beiieve it could have worked if the money had been distributecl in 
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different ways, or think that the timing was wrong, in that OUPID gave money away to 

individuals who knew nothing about ED. The later strategy of giving money only to 

institutions, or interinstitutional projects - not individuais - achieved something, but it 

was tw Little and too late to allow OUPID to have a major impact. It did help establish 

some new centres; although most eventuaily died with OUPID, at least there was a 

brief splutter of activity in some of the smailer universities. Although OUPID was 

helpful in consolidating the work of the larger centres, and there was some advantage 

in their being able to say that they got extemal funding, the important centres were 

aiready there before OUPID started giving out hnds to institutions. They simply asked 

for the money that OUPID was giving out, used it to gamer support for their Centre, 

then carried on after the OUPID funds dried up. 

At the same time, many developers also see OUPID as having an important and 

lasting impact, primarily because it legitimatized ED as a valuable thing to spend time 

and money on. Apart from giving away grants, OUPID did a number of things that 

were quite helpful to the educational development movement. Under Charles Pascal and 

Marian Wilbum, OUPID formed a focus for, and aided, an embryonic network of 

educational developers, and demonstrated that there was a community of people 

interested in these issues. Wiburn (with a background in adult education from OISE) 

placed more emphasis on such central and interactive activities as a newsletter, 

workshops for developers, and conferences for faculty at large. And Pasml had a very 

active advisory committee which met quite often in Toronto and was an opportunity for 

these people to know each other and to find out what they were doing. This networking 



was more important than the money and eventually led to the formation of STLHE, and 

to the idea for STLHE sponsored conferences. 

Interestingly, adult education principles and methods appeared to have greater 

influence on the strategies actually used in practice by developers, than did principles 

of instructional systems design. Although the systems approach was seen as desirable, 

in fact 'optimal', by many, it never really had a large impact -- partiy because there 

was no expertise available to train others, and aiso because people involveci in the 

movement seemed to lose faith in it as a doable approach to the improvement of 

teaching . G d  and Pascal, for example, both believed strongly in a combination of 

organizational development and instructional design expertise; yet adult education and, 

notably, political strategy won out over a strategy that rnight have emphasized 

instructional systems design. Charles Pascal comments on this issue: 

Weil the whole idea of instituiioml grants war to get inshhifional commimnr. 
. . . the on& way you could get O UPID rnoney was to be able to say you had your 
own commim~nr and your own infrastructure. Thai had to be pan of the plun. 
So in order for the U of T, for a m p l e ,  to get some imtructional development 
money fiom the O U F 0  operation they had to set up something. Thar's where I 
met people Iike John Kirhss  and Arthur Rothman. But (most) ... of rhem knew 
M i n g  (about instructional systerns design). Interestingly, the most 
sophisticated ID person ar (I of T was ifs President. John Evam, who had 
redesigned MacMaster's medicul school. 

Should we have been more rigorous in saying to the universities "you 
can'r ger ihis money unless you not on& have an intemal vehicle and show your 
own expendîtures in this orea, but we oho won 't give you any money unless you 
have one person trairteà in instructional system design nnd organizarioml 
development"? ntor might have been a good idea in retrospect. On the other 
hanà it might mt have been a good idea .. . 

(The govemment) believed, from a public policy point of view, in order 
to improve widergraduoe teaching ond leaming, they should take mney off the 
top of the universiy operaring grm. ?ne univeniries did not like t h  because it 
was a rhrent to autonomy. "Jus give ur the m n e y  through operatng grants. We 
know how to spend it. " So there was conîroverq on that. And the politics of 



foming a comact orounà whar you could or could not do, what you needed ro 
do to get the money, were pretty semitive. Z did think ut the tim thot it would 
be nice to be able to up the m e  a bit, but in some ways il's no different than 
learning how to play any kind of gume.. . . (PJrobably the best thing is just to get 
OU there and (play), just begin to feel cornfortable. Learn to undentami how 
importunt it is, how fwr it c m  be, how vaiuuble it is, and then you can begin fo 
apply some more rigorous criteria. Z think we took a longer rem view of if. 

Ifyou were to ark me right now, shouid every universi9 ... have a very 
sophisticated well-trained imtruetiml systems designer.. . the m e r  is yes. But 
it 's rwt jusr having someone with.. . understanding of instructioml systems and 
organizationaI àevelopmenr - it's having them as part of the power elite.. . 

The Society for Teachin~ and Learning in Hi~her Education (STLHE). As 1 

have already noted, during the time of OUPD educational developers t e n u  to meet 

quite often and got to know each other fairly well. When OüPID ended they decided to 

continue meeting informdy, and centres took tums sponsoring conferences for the 

group as a whole. They wanted to involve faculty in these conferences, but were 

concemed that faculty would not attend because there was no formal sponsoring 

agency/association. So they formed an organization and, looking for a narne that would 

cornmunicate credibility, calleci it the "Society for Teaching and Learning in Higher 

Education." They advertised the conference as the 4th Annual conference of STLHE, 

again to suggest legitimacy (this was not entirely dishonest given the eariier, p s t -  

OUPID, conferences) and charged a smaü registration fee which included membership 

in the new Society. The conference was quite successful, attracting 70 - 80 academics, 

and by the end of the conference people were asking if they could sponsor the next 

one. The conferences began to make money, which provided a srnaii budget for the 

Society, illustrating how ED may be approached from the grasmots, independent of 

institutional or govemment funding. The society was run by a coordinator and a core 



group of active memben from the Ontario universities with educational development 

units, but the organization was very informal, with no constitution, tems  of reference, 

by-laws, etc. Membership is still comprised of both developers and educators, which is 

different from professional educational development organizations in other countries. 

The annual conference has always focused on the interactive, the informai, and the 

practid; developers and educators share and demonstrate activities and approaches 

they have had expenence with. 

Christopher Knapper, first Coordinator of STLHE, in the foiiowing excerpt tells 

the story of the origins of the 3M Teaching Fellowship~ program: 

3M had a President of 3M Canada who was very interested in universiry 
teaching in an amateur way. He himeIf had got to where he had through the 
role model of a university teacher; he woulù meet with univenity presidents in 
his role ar President of 3M Canuda and he'd got a bee in his bonnet that they 
didn't really concem themselves with universiry teaching. He wunted to do 
somerhing about this. 

3M sponsored an event (at the Universiry of Western Ontario) which war 
for rhe teachers of biology, life sciences. People in biology or lije sciences 
deparnnents in universihes across Ca& were asked to nomime an excellent 
teacher to go to this evem to discuss teaching and leam about teaching, and al1 
rhe costs of this were paid for by 3M.. . . 

So that took place and the nexr yeur.. . . it would be.. . about 1983 1 would 
guess. . . there was. . . an adviser to the president of 3M and he came to 
Waterloo.. . . The idea w a ~  that we (U?a~erloo) woulà pur on the nerr one of these 
events, so he went to see the Presidenr, Doug Wnghr, and the Presideril asked 
me if Z wouki join t h . .  . . Z think the o r i g i ~ l  money they were putring up was 
something like $30' 01X). 00.. . . And I suid, "I would be quite willing to come up 
with other ways of spending your $30,000.00, but I wouiiin't be willing to 
(organizc? a biolugy reachers conference). " 

So Wnghr said.. . we two should go away and have arwther meeting and 
decide whar to do.. . and I said to him (the man from 3M). . . , ' Well.. . lei me put 
a proposal to you. There is in Canuda a Society for Teaching and Learning in 
Higher Education. " Z war (coordinator of S I W E )  then. We 'd M one 
conference by thut time. ... Z said, "It strikes me, this is a new sociey, this would 
be a wonderful partnership. The Universiry of Woterloo is indfereni to this. 
mis soties, would be very e~husiasric. You'd b y enthusinmi. " He said, 'Well 



I don 't kmw about tha, but I'll take it bock to the President of 3M and let you 
know. ' Anyway they phoned back and.. .said, uwe think t h  this is quite an 
imeresting avenue tu erplore but of course we need to find out whether this 
sociery of yours is capable of doing this. We thought we wouki send a team to 
the (ner) S l W E  conference. " And 2 thug&, "Ah, th's the end of thor," 
because I knew t h  this ... wuld not be what 3M would q e c t  in a conference. 

Z still remember am-ving at registrarion at S l W E  at the same tim as 
this delegrnoon from 3M, and they were al1 dressed in pin-smpe suifs and I 
thought, # M j  god, this is nor going to be their cup of tea ut all. " For the neu 
two days everywhere I w m  ar the conference I seemed to nin imo one of these 
guys.. . . Got to the end of the conference and.. .k said " Well we 're very 
impressed.. .if's not quite what we erpected, but if's dear these people are very 
committed teachers. and we really feel that you've got a good organizatrzatron. " 

We ( S Z H . . )  then rnet as o group and we came up with about 4 or 5 
different types of acn'vities thut they (3M) mi@ want to sponsor. m e  President 
when he said t h  he would give us mney, let it be b w n  that...k wanted if to 
be something thot honoured excellent teachers, that he wanted to maire it the 
Stanley Cup of univemity teaching. (Those were) actuaIZy his worb. 

It WQS Alan Blimrd and Dale Roy who prepared &OU 4 or 5 dlrerent 
proposah.. .And one of them was the 3M Teaching Fellows. niese were 
subntined to 3M, anû 3M selected the one thac they liked. The idea war very 
much the idea of rwf jwt selecring these people (Teaching Fellows) but that an 
event was attached to it.. . 

And we hod a huge nwioer of applicazions the first year.. . . It war an 
instant success. Because of the 3M name. Industrial spomorship, they do things 
in a different way, and it was successful righr from the beginning, that project. 
We kept thinking it would change. Like when the President leff 3M3 and he had 
been persomZIy the one who had suppo~ed it, but, no, the successor almost 
instanrly contmed that they wouki comntrnue with the arrangements. Maybe they 
wiU ubandon it one day but I suspect it is pretzy emrenched now, whereas the 
firsr few years they would only ever commit themeIves year to year. . . it 's been a 
very good pumiership. 

So, the 3M fellowships program offered a way to legitimize teaching educational 

development work, and to raise the proNe of STLHE. 

The Canadian Society for S ~ d i e s  in Hieher Education (CSSHE). One other 

scene of relative significance to persons doing educational development work in Canada 

was the formation of the Canadian Society for Studies in Higher Education, in 1969. 

The society's first annual conference was held in Winnipeg in 1970, and Edward 
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Sheffield, whose study of exemplary university teachers continues to be widely cited 

today, served as the society's first president in 1971. While the society is devoted to 

the study of a very broad range of higher education topics and issues, and a wide 

variety of problems and contexts, one important area of scholarship has been the 

evaluation and improvement of university teaching. The annual conference has served 

as a gathering place for those educational deveiopers interested in research on effective 

teaching and the improvement of teaching, and the Canadian Journal of m r  

Education (m), pubiished by the Society, has been an important venue for 

dissemination of research and wmmentary on educational development topics. 

Approxirnately 37 articles about teaching and learning were published in the Journal 

between 1971 and 1994, and the vast majority of these were written by Canadian 

scholars and focus on the Canadian higher education scene. Some highlights from the 

(UKE) are listed in Figure 1. 

The Growth and Ex~ansion of Educational Development 

For a new educational developer in Canada, beginning the work is somewhat 

akin to arriving Iate at a party - it takes time to sort out how people are connecteci and 

what has ben  going on pnor to your own amival. Those already in attendance are 

weicoming, but there are no formal procedures for initiating new practitioners, and no 

single story that is iold to orient them to the conventions of practice. 

A process of "demystifjing" occumed for me as I inte~ewed people and I 

began to see that the history of educational development is simply the stories of 

individual people who, for the most part, happened on to the field and made it a part of 



Canadian Journal of H i g k  Education 

Vol. IV, No. 1, 1974 
b Accounfabilify for Efectiw and EnCient Universiry Teaching (H. M .  G d  & B. Trotter) 

Vol. N, No. 2, 1974 
Imtnraional Dmîbpmenr in Canudian Higher Educatian (B. M.  Shore) 

Vol. V, No. 1, i.975 
b Research on Teaching (Arthur M. Sullivan) 
b Instructional Deyelopment - Whar? Why? How? (H. M .  G d )  

Vol. My NO. 1, 19'79 
Special Issue on the Evaluation of Teaching 

Vol. X, No. 2, 1980 
b Teaching Improvement in Canada.- Data Conceming What and How (S. F .  Foster & J. G. 

Nelson) 

Vol. XI, No. 1, 1981 
b n e  Rehionship Between Sudent Ratings and Irtstructor Behavior: Implications for Improving 

Teaching (P. A. Cranton & W. Hillgartner) 

Vol. XI, No. 2, 1981 
L A Reviav of Significant Contributions of Psydtology to Canadian Higher Education (J .  G. 

Donald) 

Vol. XIII, No. 2, 1983 
b Faculty Developmenr Practices in Canudian Universifies (A. G. Konrad) 

Vol. XlV, No. 2, 1984 
w Faculty Participation in Teactting Improvement Programr @. S. Botman & A. D. Gregor) 

Vol. XVI, No. 3, 1986 
b Teaching and Leaniing in Higher Education in Canada: Changes over the Larr Decade ( J .  G. 

Donald) 

Vol. XX, No. 2, 1990 
w Improving Instruction in Universititx A Case Study of the Onîario Universities Program for 

Instructional Dewloprnent (O UPiD) (M. Elrick) 

Vol. Xxm, No. 3, 1993 
L The Rok of Scholamhip in Universiîy Teaching (K. L. Taylor) 

Vol. XXIV, No. 3, 1994 
b Perspectives on Improving Teaching in C a d i a n  Unimifies (A. W. Wtight & M. C. O'Neil). 

Fimue 1. Articles on teaching and Ieaming published in the Canadian Journal of Higher of 
Education: Highlights, 197 1- 1994. 
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their iives. Each had their own conception of educational development, and some kind 

of opporhmity to do something in the field that suited their skills, career goals, 

acadernic inter&, personal values, and sa on. Networks formed among these 

individuals, their institutions and initiatives, and individual stories became a cdlective 

tale, identified (at least among those in the story) as educational development in 

Canada. 

1 discovered that, in addition to educational developers, there is another group 

of persons central to the history of educational development in Canada: W champions 

-- advocates or lobbyists for ED, or persons in positions of power who used their 

power to support educational development initiatives. Because teaching is relatively 

undervalued in universities, so ED is also, and champions are needed. These two roles, 

developer and champion, have sometimes been played by the same person, leading to 

some confusion about the role of the developer. Different developers chose to 

incorporate the champion role or to connect with champions in different ways. 

However, there was no dissension among respondents in my study regarding the impact 

of politics, nor regarding the importance of political action, on educational 

development. As Pascal says, 

You show me the head of an instmtiunal àèvelopment unit who dues not have 
an appreciaron for the politics of the university ami Z'II show you sornebody 
wh's  going to have a very short-lived qerienee. 

This need for champions and leadership was an important clue for me, helping 

me to see that running parailel to the stories of individuals are the stories of 

universities. Social institutions such as universities are not static -- they have their own 
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history and their own developmental path which is separate fiorn, but interwoven with, 

the stories of the people within them. This institutional history is particularly relevant 

in academic life, given the longterm relationship that rnost acadernics have with their 

institutions. The importance of champions and political action indicates a need for 

connections between the stories of individuah and the stories of institutions, and a need 

for developers to feel they have a legitimate place in their institution so that an 

authentic relationship with that institution is possible. In fact, my own need to connect 

rny personal educational development story with the story of my home institution led 

me to do a case study of the activities and events leading to the establishment of the ID 

unit where I now work. 1 found this exercise gave me a better feel for the "personality" 

of my institution, told me something about the past educational development 

experiences of faculty who had been on staff there for many years, and essentially 

helpeû me to better understand the expectations of those 1 now work with and for. 

Unit ûpenines 

When asked to describe changes in educational development over the years, 

most developers emphaskd events surrounding the opening of institutional units across 

the country. This is interesting, because Canadian educational development centres are 

small, often staffed by the sarne persons who previously did very simitar work as a 

member of the university's educational development cornmittee. Whether it is 

absolutely necessary to have formal units in order to accomplish the educational 

development work that goes on in most Canadian centres is, I beiieve, open to 

question. I have concludeci that unit openings are important in the stories of developers 
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because the presence of institutional units legitimizes and honours what they do. 

There have been three eras in unit openings - eras which mostly reflect the 

developmental history of universities, but which dso have been shaped by the stories of 

individual developen and champions. In the following description I use a plant 

metaphor to describe these eras: 

1. New vounP proutth. In the 1970s there was an increase in the nurnber of 

Canadian units and also rapid growth in the number of cornmittees providing ED 

seMces or planning an ED unit. 

An interesting phenornenon was the birth of new universities in the mid- to late 

1960s. Newness in some cases provided an opportunity (cntical moment) to set up ED 

centres. But new universities must aiso establish themselves - and ED was probably 

not the way to do this (research was). Also, a greater number of universities meant 

increased cornpetition to prove the worth (typically through research) of an institution. 

So these new universities were generally less attentive to ED than they could have 

been . Certain1 y their developmen ta1 path as institutions has affected the developmen ta1 

path of educational development in Canada. 

II. Development of strone mots. The early to mid '80s were shaped by the 

cutbacks and the shakedown that followed on the closing of OUPID. Loss of this 

source of govemment funding meant that some units closed. Other units, however, 

carried on with their work and established themselves. In many universities, 

wmmittees provided educational development services -- without hope of getting 

funding for a centre. This was the time of increased networking arnong developers 



(STLHE formed, and researchers collaborated). The only unit that opened during that 

time was at the University of Alberta - a peer consultation program was implemented 

from the start, coordinated by a staff position. 

III. Flowering. In the late '80s and eariy '90s persistent educational 

developrnent wmmittees on campuses across the country were finally rewarded with 

institutionally-funded units; new technologies, accoun tability , and studen t pressure 

were issues in higher education once again, prompting administrations to develop a 

deeper interest in forma1 educational development programs. Some Ontario universities 

(for example, York, Queen's, Ryerson) re-opened or re-vamped centres that had closed 

in the mid '80s. Educational developrnent became a national activity as the Maritimes 

and British Columbia opened their first units. 

Program Developmen ts 

When asked to descnbe changes in educational development over the years, not 

many developers talked about developrnents in programming, services, or activities. 

Workshops and short courses, for example, have b e n  an accepted feature of programs 

since the beginning of the educational development movement; although prograrns may 

be addressing different topics in the '90s (diversity is one new area), the educational 

rnethodology used by practitioners (group work, discussion, and experiential activities) 

is predominantly the same as in the '70s. It is difficult to say whether there have been 

changes in the approach to individual consultations (another common feature of ED 

work) since 1 am not aware of any Canadian models for the teaching consultation 

process (apart from the Massachusetts mode1 importe. to McGU by Chns Daggett in 
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the 1970s); the most visible development in consultation has been the growth of peer 

consultation programs, in which regular faculty are trained to act as teaching 

consultants for their wiieagues. There has been rather more development in the area of 

programrning for teaching assistants (TAS): credit courses in university teaching and 

leamhg for graduate students have certainly grown in number (though some 

universities had quite extensive TA training programs in the late %Os, early '70s); 

diploma or certificate progms that include practica are now offered in several 

universities; and, graduate students are now more closely and actively associated with 

ED units than they were in the pst, frequently taking charge of their own training 

prograrns (Marx, Ellis & Martin, 1979; Piccinin, Farquharson & Mihu, 1993; Piccinin 

& Picard, 1994; Saroyan & Amundsen, 1995). One other general trend that I realized 

through my interviews of developers is that when ED units open in a university, staff 

tend to take responsibility for activities and events that were previously the 

responsibility (either forma1 or inforrnal) of individual faculty members and university 

cornmittees. In other words, the opening of a unit often has more impact in terms of 

the way it gives recognition to ED as a legitimate activity in the university, than in 

tems of actual expansion or development of ED activity. 

Most remarkable is the fact that a collection of accepted educational 

development activities has so quickly been developed and put in use in Canadian 

universities (Donald, 1986; Foster & Nelson, 1980; Konrad, 1983; Shore, 1974). 1 

have describeci some of the ways programs have evolved over the years. However, the 

features of most activities have remained fairly fied, and can now be described as 



conventions of ED work. 

Chanees in Developers 

In contrast to the fact that 1 saw relatively few changes in prograrnming over the 

years, 1 did become aware of changes in the perceptions, attitudes, and activities of 

developers, changes which seemed to arise through their participation in ED. For one 

t h g ,  developers made changes in their own teaching, or observed changes in the 

teaching of their ED coileagues, as they learned more about teaching through 

engagement in educational development activities. Also, respondents spoke about 

changes in their own role as developers, changes in how they came to view educational 

development work and the process of educational development. George Geis, for 

exarnple, talked about how he and others working at McGill's centre, in trying to 

increase the level of faculty participation in ED prograrns, were challenged to re-think 

their approach to ED: 

we) got to be more sophisn'caed about (our) clients.. . we got ro be more 
interesred in: what do they think about, how do they view reuching, how do îhey 
view îheir snrdents, how do they detemine what to put in a course.. . whaf 's their 
thinking about knowledge.. .ail rhese kindr of questions. Instead of JUSZ saying 
"you c m  package this bener". Thar war a kind of move in our practke. 

Change was not always in relation to particular problems of ED practice; even those 

who commented on the positive nature of their experiences as developers reported 

changes in their views over time. Patricia Cranton, for exarnple, stated quite clearly 

that her early experience working at McGill was so successful that it gave her the 

strong belief that educational development works, can be done, and helps. Yet, she aiso 

indicated that after lemhg McGill and reflecting on her work there as part of her own 

process of development as an educator, her ideas about the role of the developer 
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changed. She came to consider it preferable if educational development is "faculty- 

directed rather than developer-led". While there was no uniform direction of change 

among ail developers, their engagement in and reflection on ED led to changes in 

perceptions about what their educational development role should and could be. 

Issues 

The changes that have occurred in educational development work, as the field 

establishes an iden tity , becornes associated with certain conventions and practices, and 

is, to a certain extent, re-imagined by the individuals who play the role of educational 

developer, have taken place in the context of broader issues and events. The movement 

as it is known today arose at a particular time, in response to particular conditions in 

specific colleges and universities, and was promoted by individuals with particular 

backgrounds, skills and interests. As a developing field of study and practice, it has 

been shaped by those times, locations, persons, and conditions. The experience of 

constmcting this history of educationd development in Canada has drawn my attention 

to three broad issues influencing ED work: the ways ED is conceptualized, the role of 

educational developers, and the legitimacy of educational development. 

Those who support educational development often frarne resistance to ED as 

resistance to the idea that teaching is important in Our universities, when in fact the 

resistance may be to the form that ED takes. Because teaching is perceived to be less 

valued than research in universities, and because many of the people who provide or 

support development programs are the same people who would like to see more 
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attention given to teaching, a university's lack of support for ED is usually labelleci as 

a lack of support for teaching. This view draws Our attention away fiom the possibility 

that the conceptual models shaping Our approach to ED may be hadequate. 

My histoncal review has taught me that concems about competence have played 

a tremendously important role in the growth of educational development in Canada. 

Broadly spealang, the whole point of ED has b e n  to assess and develop faculty 

members' instructional competence. Barnett's (1994) argument that two opposing 

contemporary ideas of cornpetence - acadernic and operational -- are currentiy 

"jockeying for position in academe" therefore seems relevant to educational 

development work; Barnett's intriguing thesis arises from his analysis of the dominant 

forms of knowing and learning in the modem university. The academic fom of 

competence, explains Bamett, is built around a sense of mastery within a discipline, 

while the operational conception of cornpetence reflects a wider societal interest in 

performance (especiaily economic performance, i. e., efficiency) . The two rival 

definitions of competence are based on alternative interpretations of basic ideas about 

skills, communication, leaming , evaluation, and epistemology (see Figure 2), and 

reflect different sets of beliefs, values, and interests. Barnett States that the relationship 

between universities and society is changing. As a consequence, the older acadernic 

definition of competence, in which notions of understanding, disciplines, and tmth have 

been central, is being displaced by the operational version of competence which is 

characterized by a focus on technical know-how, instnimentality, and practical 

effectiveness. In the case of educational development work there is, in addition to the 
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stones of individual developers and the stories of individual universities, the story of 

universities as a whole - a story that is currently about their changing relationship with 

the wider society. 

Operat ional cornpetence Academic cornpetence 

Epistemolog y 

Situations 

Focus 

Transferabili ty 

Leaniing 

Communication 

Evaluation 

Value orientation 

Boundary conditions 

10. Critique 

Know how 

Defined pragmatically 

Ou tcomes 

Metaoperations 

Experien tial 

Sîrategic 

Econornic 

Economic survival 

Organizational noms 

For better practical 
effec tiveness 

Know that 

Defined by 
in teliectual field 

Propositions 

Metacogni tion 

Proposi tional 

Disciplinary 

Truthfulness 

Disciplinary strength 

Noms of intellectual 
field 

For better cognitive 
understanding 

Fimre 2. Two rival versions of competence. From Bamett, R. (1994). The Limits of 
Cornpetence: Knowledge, Higher Education and Society. Buckingham: Open University Press 
and the Society for Research into Higher Eduûation. 

The ED movement started at a time when the operational conception of 

competence was growing in favour in many higher education circles. Technical 

strategies (such as instmctional systems design) for developing instructional competence 

held promise for resolving an ongoing issue in higher education - the need for faculty 
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to have some fonn of preparation for teaching - which gained prominence in the '60s. 

People with a cornmitment to teaching or people who happened to be playing a role in 

higher education's efforts to address this issue became part of a movement to provide 

formal ED programs in universities, a movement to make teaching better, in which 

' better' was operationally defined. The operational approach (which is, incidentally , 

favoured by management everywhere because of its interest in outcomes, efficiency and 

effectiveness) is in opposition to the coilegial culture of Canadian universities -- which 

have traditionally been dominated by scholarship and the disciplines and learning for its 

own sake. We are presently (mid 1990s) in a time of increased attention to 

accountability, fewer resources, and threat of government intervention that makes the 

operational model even more appealing, which may explain why more universities have 

funded ED in the p s t  five years. The current high degree of interest in student 

leaming, although seeming to offer a new take on what it means to be comptent, is 

simply the operational mode1 coming to the foreground. This outcornes-based technid 

production model, which proposes that teaching is effective to the extent that it 

improves student learning, is in opposition to the prominence of the teacher as the 

representative of the discipline in the traditional academic model of university teaching. 

The model appeals to some faculty because it reflects what al i  educators accept as a 

txuism - that attention to student leamhg guides the effective teacher. The model 

appeals to governments and university administrators for the same reason , but aiso 

because a focus on Ieaming outcomes (rather than teaching actions) can be used as an 

argument for increased use of technology , decreased faculty-student interaction, and 
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less faculty control of instructional systems - all of which could save money and shake 

the power of faculty autmomy. 

Barnett's analysis of competence aliows a useN interpretation of the mistance 

to educationd development that is identified by many Canadian educational developers. 

It suggests that the ED movement, which has been supported for rasons that are 

primarily operationaUtechnical, has corne up hard against the academic model that 

dominates the university environment. Some developers, recognizing the discrepancies 

between the two interests, have worked to improve teaching through an acadernic 

model, rejecting or downplaying the technical mode1 and using instead the 

research/disciplinary approach that seems to be more in line with the acadernic mission 

of universities. Other developers have established, perhaps unconsciously, strategies 

that circumvent the two models. The field of adult education, with its humanist bent 

and its ongins outside the influence of traditional academic disciplines, has shaped 

many of the approaches commonly used to bring about change in university teaching. It 

is worth noting, however, that many adult education scholars (e.g., Coilins, 1991) are 

lamenting the stranglehold that the îechnicalfoperationai rnodel of competence has had 

on their field as well. 

Interestingly, a ciose reading of Barnett suggests that both conceptions of 

competence, one reflecting the traditional world of academe and the other reflecting the 

societal world of work, are limited and narrow views that constrain higher education. 

Barrett presents evidence that leaming can be neither 'operationaUyY nor 'academicaily' 

defined; if that is true, we need a new, more wmplicated conception of teaching 
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competence, arising from realistic conceptions of leaming, to guide a new, more usehl 

conception of ED. 

The Role of Develoxr 

At this point in Canada, the history of educational development is a story of 

people and a story of institutions, more than it is a story of a field of study or a story 

of professional practice, dthough this is beginning to change. The people (educational 

developers and educationai development champions) and the institutions (Canadian 

universities) share the common experience of providing andlor supporting services to 

irnprove the quality of teaching. It seems to me that the story of educational 

development as a field of study and practice will grow out of this cornrnon experience 

and will aiso include the stories of higher education as a social phenomenon (as Bamett 

reminds us), the stories of the faculty members who teach in the higher education 

setting, and the stories of students who corne to higher education institutions to learn. 

Educational developers are in the unique position of defining the meaning of 

educational development in higher education, and through them a wmprehensive story 

of ED is likely to be articulated. 

My intenriews with educational developers, and my review of documents 

recording the course of events in educationai development in Canada, suggest that two 

different visions of ED expertise colour the ways that developers do their work, which 

has interesting implications for the advancement of educational development as a field 

of study and practice. 1 propose that developers in some ways see thernselves as either 

pragmaîic or inteiiectual developen, although they do not use these descriptors, or 



make explicit the assumai differences. 

Let me outline the differences in the ways these hvo groups define themselves 

and each other (for the purpose of this discussion, I will refer to the first group as 

pragmBrics and the second as intellecncals). 1 must emphasize that ability and 

cornmitment are high in both groups, but their orientation to ED work is different. 

Pragmatics are people who do their personal b a t  in a local situation, relying on 

informal knowledge. They look to others with access to fomal knowledge for guidance 

about "how" to do it, or they get these others to do it for them. Inteilectuals rely on a 

formal body of knowledge. They look to a discipline or a field of study for guidance 

(and may try to contribute to that field through their ED work). If inteilectuals believe 

their skUs will not be appreciated, recognized, or used in the field at its current level 

of development, they may leme ED work, or maintain only tenuous connections with 

it, or they may try to advance the field. Pragmatics tend to continue doing the work as 

it is conventionaily defined/practiced. Some pragmatics, in bursts of enthusiasm, 

energy , and commitment make significant contributions to the field, and then retum to 

regular acadernic life. Others do ED conscientiously as a service to the acadernic 

community or capably as their job. Some pragmatics recognize that acadernic has more 

cachet and act "as if' ED has academic/inteilectuai status; champions of ED work are 

particularly keen for it to have that kind of status, Le., validation through evidence 

from the disciplines. The number of persons doing ED work in Canada is relatively 

s m d ;  pragmatics and inteiiectuals have frequent , if superficial, connections and 

interactions. Pragrnatics and inteiiectuals hesitate to engage in real conversations with 
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each other due to intellectuals' frustration that they can't learn from pragmatics, and 

pragmatics' resentment of the time intellectuals spend in defining or critiquing practice 

rather than doing the ED work that needs to be done. It seems to me that pragmatics 

need to articulate the informa1 expertise that they may have developed, or at the very 

least need to acknowledge that it is possible and worthwhile to articulate professional 

practice; instead man y seem intimidated. Similarly , intellectuals need to acknowledge 

where their forma1 expertise meets its limits. Both need to find the common ground, 

probably in a body of knowledge arising through engagement in common problems of 

educational development work. 

1 believe it is important to recognize this split into two types of persons doing 

ED because it touches the very hart of what it means to engage in ED work. Tt 

suggests that the dichotomous views of cornpetence described by Bamett are shaping, 

and perhaps dividing, the field of ED as it is defining itself, with pragmatics following 

an operational model and intellectuais following an academic model. 

While the pragmatic approach may offer excellent solutions to immediate 

probbns, and the intellectual approach may contribute to the development of the field 

and also to the design of strategies/models for addressing problems, both approaches 

are grounded in ways of viewing teaching and leamhg that may not refiect the reality 

and complexity of the ED process. Neither approach helps to build a comprehensive 

body of ED knowledge and a mode1 for ED that reflects the tnie nature of educational 

developmen t work. In addition, expertise becornes either the property of individual 

developers or a formal contribution to the knowledge base in relate. but separate 
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disciplines, and is not easily passed on to persons entering the field other than through 

the very cmde mechanism of t e h g  colleagues what you do, or through the roundabout 

route of the formal disciplinary knowledge bases. 

1 propose that the term practitioner embodies the best of the pragmatic and 

intellectual roles in ED work. It seems to me that developers need to acknowledge that 

their own ED lcnowledge is developed primarily through reflective practice (and that 

formal howledge can stimulate and guide reflection) and need to articulate that 

knowledge. Also, developers must pay more attention to the fit or lack of fit  between 

their underlying assumptions about ED, the assumptions underlying ED conventions, 

and the assumptions underlying universities' demands for ED services/programs, and 

be assertive about articulating their assumptions and constnicting a mode1 to address 

them. Although reflective practice has been proposed as a mode1 for leaming about 

teaching, 1 am not sure to what extent it shapes conceptions of ED work; Smith (1995) 

has made efforts to encourage cntical reflection arnong educational developers. 

L e ~ i  timacv 

While developers may have had doubts, not about the need for an ED of some 

kind but about the effectiveness of the ED strategies they are using, these doubts have 

been overshadowed by ED's fight for survival as a legitimate and acceptai activity in 

universities. Andy Farquharson, longtirne Director of the Leamhg and Teaching 

Centre at the University of Victoria, comments poignantiy on this aspect of ED work: 

It hm been a real struggle to keep teaching on the agenda at the uni ver si^ over 
the years.. .the research agenda seems to driw the place. (We) now hear lots of 
good things, but in the beginning Z was ofrn asked "Why on earth do you waw 
to be the Director?" 
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It is unwise for developers to speak of any doubts they might have about the methods 

and approach they are using when trying to gain support for ED work. Most developers 

have had the experience of knowing their work has made a difference to people they 

know and care about; they do not want to lose the opportunity to continue that work. 

The fight for legitimacy has meant that Canadian developers have spent far more tirne 

speakmg about their successes than their difficulties, failures, and doubts. Essentially, 

survival is the masure of success in ED, more so than advancement in the approach 

taken to the work. 

1 would venture, however, that the fight for legitimacy has essentially been won 

at a macro level - ED certainly has enough credibility to be functionally effective, if 

we look at educational development activities and experiences across Canadian 

universities as a whole. At a micro level an institution's degree of support for ED 

probably says more about that institution's stage of development than it does about the 

legitimacy of ED activity in Canadian universities. Research activity is the definhg 

characteristic of universities, and institutions stili Qing to prove themselves on that 

playing field are less likely to see an institutionalinxi ED program as accruing any 

rneaningful benefits unless the program includes extensive educational research activity. 

ED has established enough legitimacy that a university with an established reputation 

for research may gain some additional benefits by providing an ED program; such a 

step suggests that it takes al1 aspects of its mandate seriously. In fact, in the current 

climate of increasing public demands for accountabiiity from their educational 

institutions, some universities may consider it a nsk to have an ED program. Since 
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the benefit for institutional ED programs is reputational, and wst effective, programs 

may be less at risk in times of budgetary cutbacks than rnight be supposed by the 

individuals running those programs. In a certain sense, it is only now that educational 

development has estabfished itself, as a small but essential component of university 

services, that it will be expected to solve r d  problems of practice, and demonstrate 

that the approaches used are effective ones. 

Conclusion 

DelWig into the history of educational development in Canadian universities has 

been an empowering and enlightening experience for me. For one thing, rny 

conversations with coileagues who have been doing ED work for many years served as 

a form of initiation for me, a rite of passage in which 1 was given permission to make 

use of the knowledge that others have gained through their experiences. Constructing 

this history has helped me to see my place in relation to those others, and the ways my 

own learning may contribute to a body of ED knowledge growing out of Our collective 

experiences. 

The idea of educational development as a movement implies progression 

towards something -- there is, presumably , a valued goal. While the history of 

educational development work that 1 tell here has taken place within the context of 

broader issues such as the changing role of higher education in society and changing 

conceptions of leaming and knowledge, it is largely a story of persons in universities - 

persons who are interested in teaching, who are committed to leaming and to the 

educational mission of universities, who have chosen to do work that helps universities 
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do a better job of fulN1ing that mission. It is not surprising that the issue of 

competence is such an important one in a field devoted to effective practice. However, 

1 must admit that 1 was not hlly aware of the significance and impact of this simple 

assumption underlying the work of educational developers: that is, that we value 

competence. 1 have previously articulated the values framing my educational practice as 

"fidelity to persons as knowledge-buildersn. It is now more clear to me that these 

values coalesce in the ideal of competence, or expertise, in the person who knows. In 

the case of educational development work, this competent person wiii be an educator 

with howledge of a type that enables effective teaching, i.e., facilitates learning. 1 see 

this ideal reflected in the field of educational development as a whole; 1 see too that it 

is inherently present in my own framework for practice. What that competence, or 

expertise, looks like, how it is developed, who owns it and defines it, and who 

evaiuates it, are questions that remain unanswered. 



Chapter Three 

CONCEPTIONS OF EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 

ED AS A FIELD OF STUDY AND PRACTICE 

In this chapter 1 focus on conceptions of educational development. My purpose is to 

provide an orientation to educational development as a field of study and practice by 

describing the ways that ED and the role of the developer are portrayed in the 

literature. 1 give a broad overview of a) educational developrnent activitiesfprograms, 

b) definitions of educational development, c) the role of the instructionaVfacu1ty 

developer, d) the characteristics of faculty members as educational development 

'clients', and e) research on, and theoretical frameworks for, ED. 

The previous chapter offered sound evidence that contextual factors -- time, 

location, people, and so on - play an important part in shaping educational thought and 

action. Because the body of published literature on educational development in the 

Canadian context is relatively smaü, 1 have included in my review the literature 

published in other countries. While the body of literature is largest and most 

comprehensive in the U.S. and Bntain, and also in Australasia, these literatures have 

been shaped, for the most part, by the Arnerican, British and Australian experience of 

ED. Although Canadians have wntributed to the international literature on educational 

development, this literature may not represent the Canadian experience. One reason 1 

have explicitiy contextuaiized my own study of educational development in the 

Canadian setting is to help me better understand the ways that conceptions of ED are 



influenced by factors associated with a particular context. Another reason is to 

contribute to the literature that describes the Canadian ED experience. 

Educational Development Activities/l?roerams 

For most people, educational development is closely identified with the activities 

of institutionally supported unitdprograms. Smith (1991) offered this description of the 

'typical' Canadian teaching and learning centre: "These offices frequently publish 

newsletters, hold serninars, invite speakers and disseminate information on innovative 

teaching. As a rule the centres are small, with a permanent staff of one, and have very 

limiteci financial resources.. . . " (p. 58). 1s the convention descnbed by Smith an 

accurate one, or peculiar to the Canadian setting? Centra (1976), in a study of 1,000 

US. institutions, found that the activities of faculty development centres typically 

consisted of direct assistance with instruction, workshops and serninars, grants and 

travel funds , assessrnent of teaching , development of traditional teaching practices, and 

publicity activities. A replication of this study done in 1984 showed Little change. The 

same prograrns and seMces were still offered, although they were offered in more 

institutions than in 1976 (Erickson, 1986). A study by Donald (1986) indicated that 

programs in Canadian universities provide similar services as those in the U.S. Le., 

workshops on teaching topics, newsletten or bulletins, courses for graduate teaching 

assistants, consultation with experts on teaching, incentives such as teaching awards or 

grants for the development of new courses or teaching methods, teaching evaluation 

services, teaching documentation centres, and a library of teaching resources. 

Teather (1979) provided an international review of staff development activities; 
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this edited book includes chapters written by acadernics directly involved in the field, 

demibing concepts and practices in 12 different countries (Australia, Britain, Canada, 

Denmark, East and West Germany, India, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden. 

Switzerland and the United States) when educational development was still a relatively 

young field. While Teather commented on the value of the comparative approach, in 

that "each contribution serves to throw into sharp relief particular and often different 

aspects of staff development" (p. 15). it is clear that activities were remarkably similar 

in countries around the world. More recentiy, Candy (1988) describes the current 

activities of Austraiian teaching and leaming uni& as including a) publications 

(newsletters, flyers and brochures, reports and subrnissions to management, handbooks, 

research reports); b) courses, workshops, seminars, conferences and retreats for 

academic staff; c) testing and consultation with respect to teaching (consultation on 

teaching methods, consultation on research, instructionai and cumculum design, 

evaluation of instructional effectiveness); d) testing and consultation with respect to 

learning (learning style assessment, shidy skills counselling , remediation of basic 

readingiwritingldata analysis or research skills); e) research and institutional 

investigations; f) diplornatic and public relations activities; and g) other activities, 

including the maintenance of a resource library, advice and assistance with the 

development of instructional media, and secondrnents and teaching improvement grants. 

Berendt (199 1) has summarized the main activities of today 's European staff 

development programs as workshops and courses (disciplinary and interdisciplinary), 

consultation, self-study materials, and common projects between staff developers and 
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university teachers. Berendt cornments that the usual focus is on workshops and 

courses, particularly the workshop. 

One of the first things I did when 1 began my own development work was to 

review the formal literature and the documents available from educational development 

units around the world to see what senrices they offered theu faculty. 1 then compiled, 

for the Instructionai Developrnent Cornmittee at the university where I worked, a List of 

possible activities (see Figure 3), which provides a bit more detail concemhg typical 

components of educational development programs at that time (1990). 

Defining Educational Develo~ment 

Twenty-two years ago, GafT (1975) provided a seminal description of three main 

categories of practices intended to improve teaching in American higher education: 

1. I~tsf~~t ionaZ developmenr programs that facili tate studen t learning , prepare learning 

rnaterials, and redesign courses; 

2.  Faculry development programs to promote faculty growth, to help faculty members 

acquire know ledge, skills, and sensitivities; and 

3. Orgonizatiowl developmenr programs to create an effective organizationai 

environment for teaching and leaming. 

This classification was potentiaïiy quite useful in that it clearly defined the intended 

focus of each type of program. However, over the years, a common focus on teaching 

improvement has blurred the lines of distinction between these three categorîes of 

intervention. Ail three have similar purposes, which Lindquist (1978) succinctly 

describai as: 



SERVICES AND ACIlVlTIES OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRES 

SHORT COURSES 
- workshops, seminars, forums 
- ongoing discussion groups re teachiag issues 
- orientation for new facdty 
- TA orientation 
- summer schools on university teacbg 
- credit courses for giaduate students re university teaching 
- compter conferencing 
- financial assistance for: 

* workshops on campus aimed at improving teaching effectiveness 
* faculty to attend offcampus sessions to upgrade teaching skills 

RESOURCES 
- resource library of books, articles, audio/video tapes, etc., 
- newsletter 

* teaching tips 
* upcoming events 
* book reviews, suggested reading 
* reviews of researchlinnovations in teaching 
* profiles of good instructors on campus 

- publication of monographs on teaching 
- short handouts on specific topics 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
- research on teaching and curriculum development 
- developmeat of compucenzed instruction 
- financial assistance for 

* devefopment of new course materials/teaching approaches 
* teaching research 

ASSESSMENT AND IMPROVEMENT OF TEACHING 
- self-evduation tools for faculty 
- observation and anaiysis of classroom teaching (or video-andysis) 
- consultation with 

* pee= 
* retired faculty 
* professional staff (on individual or departmenîai basis) 

- course evaluations 
* guidelines for development 
* design 
* analysis 
* coordination of individual efforts 
* consultation 
* interpretation of results 

TEACHING AWARDS 

Fimre 3. Services and Activities of Instructional Development Centres. Prepared for the 
Instructional Development Cornmittee, Brock University, 1990. 



1. meeting the learning needs of students; 

2. assisting in the personal and professional development of instructional staff; 

3. developing institutional conditions which encourage and reward teaching 

improvemen t . 

Recent Amencan literature continues to suggest that these teaching improvement 

purposes can be met either through instructional development (Weirner, 1990), through 

faculty development (Schuster & Wheeler, 1990), or through organizationd 

development (Seldin, 1990). In practice, it c m  be difficult to distinguish arnong the 

three types of improvernent programs. Since the early 1980s, most programs also 

address curriculum refom/developrnent (Gaff & Simpson, 1994). 

Different jurisdictions have adopted different conventions concerning 

terminology. Efforts to improve teaching and leamhg in the United States are most 

frequently caîied faculty development programs, reflecting the fact that faculty are the 

target audience and that programs typically incorporate activities relating to other 

aspects of faculty life besides teaching. In Canada, the terms instructional and faculty 

development are generally used interchangeably, with instructional development being 

the preferred term arnong most 'insiders', Le., staff in teaching and leaming 

improvement prograrns. (Note that confusion is fquently avoided, in the U.S. and 

Canada, by caUing instructionaVfaculty development units 'centres for teaching'). In 

Bntain, the usual term for teaching improvement programs is staff development, and in 

Australia, educatioml or professioonal developrnent . 
There have been some changes over the years in the ways educators/developers 
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think about efforts to improve teaching, and in the tems used to describe those efforts. 

Early in the history of the teaching reform movement, Mathis (1979) noted that the two 

major approaches to improvement in the U.S., faculty development and instructional 

development, had different intellectual mots. He suggested that "the ideology of the 

faculty development movement h a  a number of identifiable relationships to a priori 

scholarship in higher education" (p. I l ) ,  specificaily the study of human and personal 

relations, the study of strategies for change, and the study of adult development - and 

that it grew out of a crisis mentality in the field of higher education. This, said Mathis, 

was in contrast to instmctional development, which had its genesis in the behavioral 

sciences, especially psychology. Mathis suggested that faculty development was 

consequently dedicated to a rational approach to planned change, while the roots of 

instructional development meant that it was dorninated by empirical and experimental 

methodology. For many people, particularly in the early years of teaching improvement 

programs, the term instmctional development implied the application of the generic 

instructional design procedure to the higher education context. There was (as described 

in Chapter Two) a body of expertise in design that had arisen in response to training 

problems outside the university or college setting ; developrnen t activi ties focused on 

improving the design of the instmctional system (Spuches and Doughty, 1990). 

Advocates for the application of this kind of instructional development expertise to 

higher education would expect to see systernatic changes in the structure, organization, 

content, and delivery of courses, and the development of materials supporting such 

changes. Good (Ig'Z), for example, started fiom the prernise that instructional 
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development "is a process with compeiling intemal logic and proven applicability to the 

management of acadernic systems" @.33), and proceaie. to wrestle with ways that this 

'systems management' approach might be adopted by Canadian universities, where 

faculty members with no expertise in instructional design are responsible for 

instructional decisions and presumably would be the ones to implement this systematic 

approach . 

The obvious need to involve faculty members in efforts to improve teaching 

meant that many educational developers with a background in instructional design were 

sympathetic to the faculty development phiiosophy. This was pgiticularly tme in 

Canada, where instructional developers were given general responsibility for an 

institution's efforts to improve the quality of teaching and leaming (Shore, l974), and 

where programs typically hcorporated a wide range of activities designed to support 

and improve the quaiity of instruction - including activities focussed on the application 

of principles of instnictional design to instructional problems and also strategies to help 

faculty members examine and improve the educational process. Volumes One and Two 

of A Handbook for Facultv Development (Bergquist & Phillips; 1975, 1977) were 

widely used throughout North Amenca, contributhg to many practitioners' familiarity 

with principles of faculty development, even though the overall purpose of their 

institution's development program might be the design of more effective conditions for 

leaniing, which instnictional designers consider to be their area of expertise. 

Weimer's (1990) Im~rovin Collepe Teaching is of special interest as a 

contemporary (American) account of instnictional developrnent. The emphasis is on 
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activities specifidy intended to develop teaching competency - an emphasis that has 

b e n ,  nght from the start, typicai of programs labelled ' instructionai development' . 

However, Weimer's approach is notably different from that found in the earlier 

literature on instructional development, particularly the literature that identified 

instructional development with instnictional design and posited a need for professors to 

either develop expertise in instmctional design or work closely with instnictional design 

experts. Weimer, by contrast, takes a more pragmatic approach to improving 

instruction by defining instructional development as: improving the performance of 

faculty members in the classroom. Given that faculty do have primary responsibility 

for providing instruction that will enhance student Ieaming, Weimer posits a role for 

instructional developers as facili tators for faculty efforts to develop their teaching . S he 

describes a range of activities that developers can provide for faculty members, and 

reiterates the necessity for an institutional environment that supports these instructional 

development initiatives. There is a marked influence of faculty and organizational 

developrnent approaches to teaching improvement and a lessening of the instructional 

design influence on Weimer's conception of effective instnictional developrnent 

practice. The remnants of the systematic influence of the instructional design approach 

is evident, nonetheless, in Weimer's prescription for a faculty-directed 5-step 

instmctional developrnent process. 

There is in the more recent educational development literature some evidence of 

increasing crossover between the fields of adult education and higher education. Geis 

and Smith (1989), for example, Iooked at the instnictional development implications of 
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considering professors as adults, given what is lmown about adults as Iearners. Cranton 

(1994, 1996) and Brookfield (1995) are hvo prominent adult education scholars who 

have articulate. quite sophisticated views of educational development as a form of adult 

leaming. Cranton (1994, 1996) examined the meaning of adults' selfdirected and 

transformative learning in the context of instructionai and professional development. 

Brookfield (1995) used his experiences as an adult educator and his howledge of adult 

Iearning as the starting point for a book addressed to faculty members who are 

interested in learning to improve their teaching and in leamhg ways to encourage their 

cokagues to participate in improvement activities. 

Finally, recent developments in the field of higher education have also 

influenced conceptions of educational development in the university setting. Gibbs 

(1995) identified Boyer's Scholarship Reconsidereû (1990) as a cnticai document in the 

development of the way educators/deveIopers think about faculty members as teachers 

and thus in how they conceptuaiize efforts to engage acadernics in the improvement of 

teaching. Ebyer chaired a Carnegie Commission that analyzed the nature of scholarship 

and redefined the role of academics to include a scholarship of teaching. This 

document provides a rallying point for a rnovement in the field of educational 

development towards a 'more inteliectually engaging' approach to the improvement of 

teaching, in which teachers play an active role in research/scholarship concerning ways 

to bnng about better student leaming. Elrick (1990) was the first to identiQ this issue 

in Canada, and Taylor (1993) later used the term scholanhip of teaching. Action 

research and classroom research are examples of recently proposed approaches to the 
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improvement of teaching that reflect the idea that there is a scholarship of teaching that 

should be fostered (see Zuber-Skenitt, 1992; Cross, 1990; Schratz, IWO). Another 

approach to teaching improvement through scholarship, currently being used and 

evahated at McGill University, is practice-centred inquiry - a continuum of activities 

that at one end becornes forma1 classroom research (Amundsen, Gryspeerdt, & 

Moxness; 1993). Interestingly, Schon (1995) argues that Boyer's new scholarship 

"must imply a kind of action research with noms of its own, which will conflict with 

the noms of technical rationality - the prevaiLUig epistemology built into the research 

universities" (p. 27). This kind of action research, according to Schon, wiil raise 

difficult epistemological , institutional, and political issues within universities . 

Given these developments, it is not surprising that there has been some recent 

debate about the validity of current ED terminology, dong with some suggestions for 

terms that better reflect current conceptions of 'best practice' in teaching improvement 

prograrns. In the U. S., Angelo (1994) has proposed a shift from faculty development to 

academic development to represent a change in how efforts to improve teaching and 

leaming are conceptuaiized. Academic developmen t , according to Angelo , would 

refocus efforts on student leaming (rather than teaching, per se), would promote faculty 

and student self-assessrnent and self-improvement, and would incorporate research- 

onented approaches to improvement. In Bntain, the terrn edwional development has 

been proposed (Baume & Baume, 1994) as an improvement over staff development, 

because it implies collaborative s taffdeveloper relationships (rather than trainer- 

trainee) , with energy active1 y focused on real and immediate educational problems. 
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This review of the li terature suggests that conventions have become established 

for definitions and terminology in ED as a field of study and practice, yet these 

conventions remain open to interpretation and change. Educational development is 

typicalIy presented in the literature as a unique kind of higher education activity rather 

than a subset of either instructional designldevelopment or adult 

education/development, although 1 have noted the significant influence of those two 

fields, in particular, on past and current conceptions of educational development. My 

inquiry into the meaning of ED may contribute to the development of more 

sophisticated and authentic definitions and terms for ED work. 

The Role of the Educationai Developer 

Typically, instnictionai/faculty development is presented in the literature as 

though it is something that institutions do (or don't do!) - a university wmmitted to its 

teaching and learning mandate provides ED for its faculty (as in the 1991 Smith report, 

for example). Yet educational development may be more realistically described as the 

day-to-&y occupation of certain committed individuals with a mission to enhance and 

support teaching and learning in the university. Who are these individuals who assume 

responsibility for universities' efforts to improve instruction? What do they think of 

their own role in ED? Although there is a large body of literature on the improvement 

of university teaching (written, for the most part, by educationd developers), little of 

that literature describes the actual characteristics of developers or of the educational 

development occupation. 

Weimer (1990) has described contemporary developers as a 'tnily eclectic' 
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group, and suggests that the varied backgrounds of Amencan practitioners rnay have no 

bearing on the requirements of their current positions. While she acknowledges that 

'professionals' with an educational background in instructional development are 

available, Weimer States that "beiig 'educated' and 'haine& as an instructional 

developer is an asset, but ... is not an essential requirementw @. 161). There is some 

evidence, however, that Weimer's perception is not entirely accurate; the situation may 

be changing, or her view may not be shared by others who think of themselves as 

'professional' developers. For example, Porter et al (1993) report on a srnaLi, informal 

study of persons who had recently acceptexi faculty development positions ai diverse 

Amencan institutions. In response to the question, " What in your background and 

training made you feel 'nght' for this faculty development position?", three common 

themes emerged: a) teaching experience in higher education, b) course work andfor 

training in teaching and leming in higher education, and c) work experience in faculty 

or TA developmen t centres. 

With the caveat that professions are changing, Schein (1972) provided a list of 

ten criteria commonly used to define a profession. The following six rnay be used as a 

sale to judge any given occupational group in terms of its degree of 

professionaiization: 

1. The occupation is full-time, providing the principal source of income for 

practitioners . 
2. Practitioners are assumed to have a strong motivation or calling as the basis for their 

choice of career and are assumed to have a stable life-time cornmitment to the career. 
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3. Practitioners form professional associations which define criteria of admission, 

educationd standards, licensing or other formal entry examinations, career iines within 

the profession, and areas of jurisdiction for the profession. 

4. Practitioners possess a specialized body of knowledge and skilis, acquired during a 

prolonged pend of education and training. 

5. Practitioners are assumed to have a s e ~ c e  orientation, meaning that expertise is 

used on behalf of the particular needs of the client. 

6. Practitioners demand autonomy of judgment of their own performance. They are 

assumed to know better what is good for clients than the clients themselves; even if the 

client is not satisfied, practitioners permit only coiieagues to judge their performance. 

This list of criteria may serve as a helpful background to my review of the literature 

about the nature of the role of educational developer. 

When educational development fvst emerged in higher education in the mid- to 

late '60s, many of the same faculty members whose commitment to teaching had 

prompted them to promote ED within their institutions then took on the task of 

designing and implementing the first programs for their colieagues. In some cases, 

particularly in the research universities (the Big Ten in the U.S., McGill in Canada), 

instructional designers and/or educational researchers were employed in the first 

instructional development units. While expertise in the design of instruction and in 

interpreting &or conducting educationd research, and also expertise in facilitating 

change Le., an ability to implement programs and promote practices likely to bnng 

about the improvement of instruction, are important forms of expertise that have been 
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vaiued in and among developers, the only prerequisite for many of the initial 

educational development positions was experience as a university professor. 

Back in 1978, Lindquist described teaching improvement coordinators as 

"persons without formal training programs and professionai associations to teach them 

their jobs. They learn on the job.. . " (p. 257). Yet, he propose. the following criteria 

for selecting teaching improvement staff - criteria which seem to imply a certain kind 

of professional expertise: 1) knowledge of teaching/leaming theory and practice related 

to diverse student needs; 2) howledge of teaching improvement and 

professionaUorganization developrnent theory and practice; 3) skill in interpersonal 

relations, group dynamics and communication; 4) ability to serve in expert, facilitating , 

brokering, leading and counselîing roles toward coilege professors and administrators; 

5) respect and empathy for diverse staff and students as weU as interest in aiding their 

growth; 6) administrative, research and teaching technology skiils; 7) openness to 

various disciplines and various approaches to teaching and learning; 8) understanding of 

coilegiate organization and the process of acadernic change; and 9) a sense of humour, 

unquenchable optimism and tolerance for uncertainty. If these were indeed the 

qualities required in a practitioner, it suggested that persons preparing for educational 

development practice would need to put considerable intentional effort into developing 

themselves in these areas. 

As educational development became an identifiable activity, it began to take on 

a professional identity of its own. The existence of faculty and instructionai 

development centres, offices, and organhtions, and the publication of articles and 
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books by and for developers, have contributed to a growing sense that there is an 

expert body of knowledge unique to the field of educationd development. 

Sell and Chism (1991) have provided a list of the general cornpetencies required 

for successful faculty developers in conternporary American universities. Necessary 

competencies include: 1) engaging in needs assessment; 2) designing and developing 

strategies that promote individual, pedagogical, cumcuiar, and organizationai growth; 

3) organuing and implementing specific programs, projects and studies; 4) planning 

and delivering oral presentations; 5) producing p ~ t  and non-print communications; 6) 

conducting research about teaching and learning; 7) estabiishing and maintaining 

consulting relationships. Noting that we lack a definitive study of what directors (of 

educational development unitslprograms) do and how they prepare for their 

responsibilities, Wunsch (1993) has proposed a list of competencies for directors, based 

on her knowledge of educational development and of administration in universities. 

Directors, says Wunsch, must adapt, eniarge, and apply the basic competencies listed 

by SeLi and Chism (1991), and must be competent in seven additional areas: 1) seeing 

their part in the big picture; 2) understanding institutional policies and their impact on 

development programs; 3) getting and spending money; 4) selecting and motivahg 

staff., 5) evaluating program quality and effectiveness; 6) developing and maintaining 

visibility and credibility; 7) using networking and collaboration. These iists of 

competencies somehow tell us more about currently accepted models of American 

instructionaUfaculty development programs (including a signifiant measure of 

administrative responsibili ties, and a presumed hierarchical relationship between 
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members of educational development staff) than they do about the role of the 

developer, although, admittedly, the two are difficult to separate. The role of developer 

appears to be that of fulfiliing the terms of their institutional job description, which 

might be expected as educationai development becornes entrenched in universities, yet 

seems to indicate a lesser degree of professionalization, if Schein's provision that 

professionals demand autonomy of judgment of their own performance is taken 

seriously. Oddly enough, neither Sell and Chism (1991) nor Wunsch (1993) include 

any criteria for judging the level of competency, even though they use a particularly 

technical approach to descnbing competency in the field of educational development; 

this fact also apparently reflects an occupation as yet ili-prepared to judge its own 

performance. 

There is, however, recent evidence that some major steps are being taken 

towards profession~tion, particularly in terms of defining cnteria of admission and 

educational standards for practice. In 1994 the Staff and Educational Development 

Association (SEDA), in Great Britain, Iauncheû a professional accreditation program 

for staff and educational developers working in hig her education (Staff and Educational 

Development Association, 1994). To be accredited, developers must prepare a 

portfolio that demonstrates that they oui: 1) analyse the development needs of 

individuals and groups; 2) design a range of development programs; 3) use a wide and 

appropnate range of development methods; 4) act professionally in a consultant, 

mentor, or advisor role; 5) give feedback to staff on selected aspects of theû work; 6) 

evaluate their own staff and educational development work; 7) perform the necessary 
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support and administrative tasks; 8) employ personal and professional coping stratepies; 

9) reflect on their own personal and professional practice and development; 10) act as 

an advocate for staff or educational development; 11) support or initiate advances in 

staff or educational development theory or practice. For SEDA accreditation, 

developers must also demonstrate four areas of particular expertise which they use in 

their work (eg., assessment, course design, teaching methods) and must show how their 

work embodies the value of staff and educational development, which are defmed as a) 

understanding how people l em,  b) recognizing individual difference, c) focushg on 

development, d) promoting scholarship and professionalism , e) emphasizing 

collaboration, f )  promoting equal opportunities, and g) reflecting on practice. Although 

1 am not aware of any other published prescription for values conducive to effective 

educational development practice, McGrory (1994) does report on a discussion of 

values among faculty developers at a conference in the U.S., noting that participants 

made the foilowing 'top five' list of values appropriate in a faculty development 

person: learning, collaboration, support, continuous improvement and open- 

mindedness. And Bergquist (1994) comments that, in the developmental culture of 

teaching improvement, a key value is collaboration, which is elaborated through 

developers' interests in dialogue, looking for commonali ties, and relationshipbuilding . 

1 do not know whether it is common to identify professions or occupations with their 

core values. Although 1 have made the assumption that education is a moral activity in 

which values play a key role, Schein's list of criteria for determining an occupation's 

degree of professionalization does not include any item specifically related to values. 
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Most estabiished professions have codes of ethics which typically include reference to 

values, sometimes in a preamble, sometimes in the body of the code. 

Can , or should, educational development practice be wnsidered as a profession? 

As a review of the literature shows, many of Schein's defïning criteria are items of 

recurring interest in a discussion about the role of educational developer. Whether or 

not it is useful to conceive of ED as a professional practice is a question that I prefer to 

leave unanswered, particularly at this stage of my inquiry. Cherryholmes (1988) States 

that "Professions are constituted by what is said and done in their name" (p. l), and it 

is those aspects 1 should like tu emphasize most in my research. 

University Faculhr Members as Develonine Educators 

The key players in universities' efforts to irnprove teaching are, of course,the 

members of the faculty. Interestingly, there has been relatively Little research on the 

characteristics of faculty members as 'clients' for instructional or faculty development 

activities. In this section 1 rely heavily upon the work of Smith and Geis (1996) who 

present a senes of obsentations, drawn from the research literature and their 

expenences, about professors as teachers, including: 

1. Faculty members are interested in and value teaching. 

2. Faculty members think that they are doing a good job teaching. 

3. Despite their apparent contentment with their teaching , faculty members seern 

concernai with improving it and the vast majority indicate they are working on their 

teaching each year. 

4. Faculty members hold a rather limited, naive view of teaching; they do not deal with 
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the instructional process (or the instructional improvement process) with the degree of 

sophistication that they demonstrate when taking about 'content'. 

5. Faculty rnembers tend to deftne teaching excelience in terms of disciplinary 

scholarship and knowing the subject matter rather than instructional design or 

methodology; they direct their teaching improvement efforts toward improving the 

content and toward carrying out research or other scholarîy activities, believing that 

disciplinary scholarship is the prime element in producing good teaching. 

Smith and Geis conclude: 

The picture that emerges is that of a content expert interested in teaching, 

believing that slhe is doing a good job, and engaging in teaching improvement 

efforts when that seems appropriate -- ali within a particular and personal view 

of what teaching is about and what the role of tacher is. .. .Many professors 

view teaching as the transmission of knowledge and as a means of developing in 

the lemer 3 way of stnicturing or thinking about pdcular domains of 

knowledge. Professors recognize the key role that teaching plays in their lives, 

but they are essentially untrained for it and rely upon (or even extol the efficacy 

of) their own intuition and experience. They recognize the demands of and 

possible conflict with another role, that of scholar and researcher. In the face of 

potential conflict of roles, many seem to have blended the two, emphasinng the 

contribution of their research to teaching. (p. 136) 

While faculty may be concerneci with poor student performance and interested in 

improving student leaniing, many believe that improvement depends, in good part, 
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upon changes at the organizational level (e-g., in admissions policies); they are less 

likely than students and administrators (and perhaps faculty developers) to view the 

quality of student leaming as directiy related to the quality of classrmm instruction. 

Faculty members only infrequently attribute student failure or even classroom 

difficulties to their own lack of teaching skills. They often argue "that the necessary 

resources and motivating conditions (for both student and tacher) for doing a proper 

job are not available" (Smith & Geis, 1996, p. 139). Consequentty, organizational and 

administrative changes - including a different faculty reward system, smaller classes, 

reduced teaching loads, better facilities, and release time - are faculty mernbers' 

preferred approaches to the development of teaching in universities. Thus, in terms of 

irnproving student leaming by leamhg about teaching, faculty rnembers: 

seern to "feel that they already know how to be effective teachers given the 

necessary time, equiprnent, support and so on" (Cross, 1977, p. 13). Any 

increase in their knowledge or skill related to style, method and the nature of 

the student emerges fiom their experience, trial and error and reflection 

(Martin, 198 1 ; Noonan, 1980) or through examination of their own classroom 

practices (Ange10 & Cross, 1993). (p. 14 1) 

Not surprisingly, Smith and Geis suggest that these charactenstics of professors 

as teachers have important implications for the work of educational developers. 

Educational Developrnent as a Field of Shidy 

The educational development literature is primarily descriptive and prescnptive, 

in which recommended practices arise fiom the experiences and beliefs of practitioners 
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in educational development or other related fields. Although the research Literature on 

effective teaching in higher education is extensive (Dunkin & h e s ,  1986; McKeachie 

et al, 1986; McKeachie, 1990), studies of educational development are rare. 

Educational development research has tended to focus on the evaluation of institutional 

ED prograrns in terms of impact on teaching practices and attitudes and on institutional 

policies; there has been little research conducted on the instructional improvement 

process in higher education. 

Evalua tion Research 

Prograrns have been evaloated and reportai upon over the years, especially 

American initiatives, which tend to be funded as discrete programs bounded by explicit 

time andlor financial limits. Eble and McKeachie (1 985), for example, assessed the 

impact of the Bush Foundation Faculty Development Project in Minnesota and the 

Dakotas, which in the early '80s provided funding for 30 separate institutional 

programs. They concluded that the most successful programs were specific enough so 

that faculty felt ownership of the program and broad enough to serve institutional needs 

and garner administrative support. Follow-up activities and programs that involved 

faculty members working together to achieve common objectives (gants for cumculum 

development, for example) were particularly important to success. In addition, they 

found that effective programs: 

were carefuily and completely plannecl, 

had neither too extensive a seleetion nor too limited a focus on specific objectives (a 

variety of opportunities recognized a diversity of needshterests but stiii maintained a 
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had effective leadership h m  administration, 

involved faculty substantially in planning and administering the prograrn, 

offered opportunities for everyone, giving faculty a sense they were valued (i.e., 

were not aimed at "deadwoodw), 

stimulated enthusiasm and high participation rates, 

created situations in which faculty felt support from cokagues and a sense that 

administration valued teaching, 

had visibility among faculty and students on campus, 

took account of time pressures on faculty, 

included activities which resulted in observable changes in courses, teaching 

strategies, subject matter cornpetence, cumcula, etc., - provided training (not just exhortation) to develop new skills, 

0 included activities that increased faculty and student interaction in working towards 

cornmon goals, 

r challenged faculty to stretch individual efforts and see beyond theu own professional 

growth towards impact on students and institution. 

By contrast, the less successful programs.. . 

9 served routine andlor lirnited interests, 

Wacked a sense of purpose, especially related to enhancing student learning, 

faild ts arouse faculty enthusiasm, or bring forth effective leadership, 

recognized problems, but did not pursue appropriate or effective change strategies. 
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Research like this contributes to the considerable body of information in the 

Literature about the characteristics of effective programs. Such literature tells the story 

of what happens when persons in universities are given the mandate to improve 

university teaching, and attempt to bring about these improvements from within each 

institution at a given point in time. Educational developers perceive certain needs in 

the local situation, implement a variety of initiatives, and continue with those that seem 

most ' successfùl' . Educational developmen t prograrnming in effect develops through a 

process of trial and error, to the point where those who are new to the field can then 

leam from the past experiences of others. The evaiuation study, at its best, is a more 

formalized approach to refiection on experiences. These studies may certainly increase 

our understanding of the ED process and ED work. Such studies may also be a form of 

justification for actions taken, and a glorification of informai situationai knowledge as 

expertise -- particularly if the rationale for beliefs, the assumptions underlying actions, 

and the critena for success are not also put under scmtiny when the program is 

evaluated. 

Of particular interest in the Canadian context is a case study of the 1973-1980 

Ontario Universities Program for Instnictional Development (OUPID) which sought to 

determine the reasons for OUPID's apparently iimited influence on teaching (Elrick, 

1990). Elrick suggests that the OUPID approach was based on the then widely-held 

(but shortsighted) view that teaching would improve if new teaching methods were 

em$ayed, especially those using technology. Arguing that the prograrn did not 

confront those issues which are believed to impede teaching excellence, namely 
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teaching's low status and lack of rewards in the university setting, Elrick concluded 

that an effective ED prograrn must agree with and then extend academic and university 

values and traditions, including faculty members' belief that their research enhances 

their teaching . 

Wright and O'Neill (1995) have identified specific elements of program and 

policy which educational developers believe have an impact on the quality of instruction 

in higher education institutions in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and 

Australsia. They surveyed individuals with formal responsibility in their institutions 

for the improvement of teaching and recorded their perceptions regarding the potential 

of a variety of improvement practices. The study shows that "teaching improvement 

specialists are confident that the work of teaching centers will improve instruction" 

(p.48). According to these individuals, the most prornising senrices of teaching centres 

are: mentoring programs and support for new faculty, grants to faculty to devise new 

approaches to teaching, workshops on teaching methods for targeted groups, expert 

consultation, and the organization of consultation on course materials among faculty 

peers. Interestingly, the three categories of improvement strategies rated top overall 

(out of nine) were leadership of deans and heads, employment policies and practices, 

and developrnent grants and opportunities (such as sabbatid leaves and workload 

reductions) - strategies that are not within the mandate of rnost educational 

development programs, yet would likely be endorsed by most faculty members, given 

the attitudes reported by Smith and Geis (1996). Wright and O'NeiU conclude from this 

that maintaining active connections with persons, especially department heads and 
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deans, who are responsible for these key categories of practices, is itself an important 

educational development activity. This result suggests that organizarional development, 

as defined by GafT (1975). is still a tremendously important aspect of teaching 

improvement activities, although the term itself is seldom used in junsdictions outside 

the U.S. 

There is, of course, an ongoing need for research that masures the 

effectiveness of particular teaching improvement practices. Unfortunately, far more is 

hown about educational development programs and activities than is known about their 

effectiveness. Gaff found that evaluation of North American programs was rare (Gaff, 

1976) and Centra reported that fewer than one in five institutions participating in his 

survey had attempted evaluations of their activities (Centra, 1978). Cannon (1983) 

reports that in 1978 Hoyt and Howard reviewed the literature on faculty development 

program evaluation and, "although they found the iiterature limited and simplistic, they 

did report consistent participant satisfaction with services provided " (Cannon, 1983, p. 

41). In 1981, Levinson-Rose and Menges (1981) reviewed the research evaluating the 

impact of more than a decade's worth of faculty and instructional development 

activities and found that the relevant literature was larger than they had expected (71 

studieslreports) and of lower quality than they had hoped. Although most of the studies 

did support the intervention in question, Levinson-Rose and Menges found that the 

greater their confidence in a study, the l a s  iikely it was to support the intervention 

being studied. Still, they were able to make some specific recommendations to 

practitioners wnceming the probable effectiveness of certain improvement strategies, 
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including: a) that the involvement of developers in refining proposais and executing and 

evaiuatuig activities is likely to enhance the impact of grants awarded for faculty- 

designed teaching improvement projects; b) that workshops and seminars are useful to 

motivate and raise wnsciousness, but unlikely to produce lasting changes unless 

participants continue to practise skills and receive cntical feedback on their efforts; c) 

that end-O f-course student evaluations can positively affect subsequen t teac hing , 

particularly if ratings are accompanied by consultation, and @cuiarly if consultants 

focus their efforts on those instnictors whose student ratings are less positive than theu 

self-ratings; ci) that concept-based training (for example, films illustrating six basic 

concepts in questioning) may be less costly, disruptive, and intimidating than the 

practice-based training requued by rnicroteaching and mini-courses - if concepts 

cntical for higher education are emphasized. Levinson-Rose and Menges concluded: 

A well-defined field of inquiry should draw upon coherent theory, subscnbe to 

high standards of research, and build upon previous research in a systematic 

way. By these criteria, research on improving coilege teaching is not a well- 

defined field. (p.418) 

In an effort to understand why university teaching has not responded to attempts 

to improve it, Cannon (1983) analyzed the nature of universities as systems, the 

characteristics and the work of academic staff, and the research, theory, and practice of 

attempts to improve the quality of teaching. He wncluded that there is no well 

formulated general theory of educational development, and that "the successful practice 

of professional development in universities in the future wili depend on the 
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development of an adequate theoretical basis to inform practice" (Cannon, 1983, p. 

59). Weimer (1990) has since noted that "few instructional improvement processes have 

been proposai; none has yet ben  subjected to research analysisn. 

Theoretical Frameworb 

Attempts to build a coherent and comprehensive theoreticai foundation for 

practice and research in educational development have been made, either by drawing on 

existing theory in other areas or by constnicting the beginnings of a geneml thwry of 

educational developmen t . 

Cranton (1994) notes that faculty development has been iinked theoretically with 

models of Meer development (Brookes & German, 1983) and of organizational 

development (Keiler, 1983). Smith (1983) and Smith and Schwartz (1985), drawing on 

Argyris and Schon's (1974) action theory, devised strategies for helping faculty identify 

their assumptions about teaching . Bnnko (1990) used Vygotsky 's (1962) theory of 

cognitive development to describe communication between the instructional developer 

and the faculty member. Other researchers have used cognitive theory as a means of 

understanding faculty members' knowledge of their subject matter and of their 

instruction (Resnick, 198 1 ; Shulman, 1986). 

A view of ED as an ongoing process wnducted by instmctors in collaboration 

with developers, which has gaùied prominence in the fiterature in recent years, has 

prompted some interesthg descriptions of what this process rnight be. Zuber-Skemtt 

(1992) describe; the process of professional development as one in which the academic 

"as a self-directeci leamer and problem-solver" engages in "a process of learning and 
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knowing' (p. 146). To develop rneans "to leam and to change for the better, to move 

fIom one stage to the next; it means to change one's personal constnicts (consisting of 

both thought and feeling), attitudes, and the values underlying one's stratepies and 

actions" (p. 177). Moving into a prescriptive mode, Zuber-Skerritt proposes action 

research as an approach to staff/professional development which advances professional 

inquiry , improves education, and promotes tacher development. Action research tums 

the process of development into "a problem-solving cycle or rather a spiral of cycles". 

On a sirnilarly prescriptive note, starting fiom the premise that a hit-or-miss 

approach to instructional improvement is less adequate than a wnsidered and systematic 

one, Weimer (1990) proposes a five-step process as one means faculty might use to 

"guide their pursuit of better teaching": 1) develop instructional awareness; 2) gather 

information from students and peers; 3) change, make choices; 4) implement 

alterations; 5) assess effectiveness. For each step in the process, Weimer suggests 

activities that wili support the goal, and then elaborates upon the instructional 

developer ' s role in these activities. 

Zuber-Skemtt and Weimer, both practising instructionaVfaculty developers, 

convey an image of active and self-directeci engagement by the educator in the 

development process. Each also prescribes a particular procedure for developing 

eàucators to follow as a fmmework for educational development. Of course, 

prescriptions for development make the educationai developer's job a little bit easier, 

providing a more definite image of the role we might play in the development process. 

However, no matter the possible advantages of an orderly and systematic approach to 
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educational development, it seems more realistic to assume that the process of 

development occurs spontaneously as an active response to the situations that teachers 

fmd themselves in, as a way of making sense of their role in these situations, and a 

way of establishg a sense of competency and success in their roles. My own 

conversations with teachers, especially award-winning teachers, reveal that educationai 

development is not something that 'happens to' them, nor is it a process that only 

occurs through participation in programs, nor is its pattern easy to predict. 

Kozma (1985) confirmed that change in teaching does not take place as 

prescribed by planned change frameworks. Applying concepts From the study of 

innovation in wmplex organizations to instructional innovation in universities, Kozma 

constructed a grounded theory of instructional innovation based on data from the 

analysis of four institutional projects. He found that new teaching behaviors evolve 

from past practices; new teaching practices are generally not considereù and adopted 

(or rejected) deliberately and systematically, but rather are adopted bas& on their 

closeness to previous practice. New approaches are usually alternative expressions of 

attitudes, values, preferences and philosophies embedded in previously used techniques 

-- which suggests that change in practice may be quite possible but that not a i I  changes 

will be an improvement if an innovation's proxirnity to previous teaching practice gets 

more attention than its potential contribution to student 1-g. 

Ramsden (1992) hints at the messiness (and evolutionary aspect) of educational 

development when he describes the process of development in teaching as "a shift fiom 

a simple way of understanding teaching to a cornplex, relativistic, and dynamic one" 
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(p. 250), involving a "change from simple to complex, from absolute to relative, from 

the unquestionhg acceptance of authority to a search for personal meaning, from 

discrete techniques to the expression of sküls within an ordered, yet ultimately 

provisional systemn (p. 267). 

There is in the higher education literature a body of work that has looked at 

profasors' personal theories or metaphors for teaching, and how they make meaning of 

teaching (Fox, 1983; Kugel, 1993; Pratt, 1989; Pratt, 1992; Tibenus, 1986). One 

theoretical framework that takes teachers' theories of teaching into account depicts the 

process of teaching improvement as a four-level developmental model, each stage 

characterized by distinctive perceptions of teaching and learning and associated teaching 

practices. At the first and least developed stage, the instnictor views teaching as 

presenting information. By the fourth stage the instmctor views teaching as a "complex 

interaction of students, content and teacher actions" (Sherman et al, 1987, p. 78-79). 

These researchers suggest that movement between the stages is encouraged by an 

opportunity for structureci reflection, sufficient time to make shifts in thinking and 

action, considerable involvement, moderate levels of challenge, and peer support and 

encouragement (Amundsen et al, 1993). 

Ramsden (1992) also builds on the idea of theories of teaching to construct a 

framework for educational development, that is, to explain how faculty members go 

about their work and how their teaching might be improved. The development process, 

says Ramsden, is a change in understanding about what it means to teach. He e s t  

describes three genenc ways of understanding the role of the teacher (Le., three 
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theones of teaching) in higher education: 1) teaching as t e b g  or transmission, 2) 

teaching as organizing student activity, 3) teaching as making leming possible. Then, 

clearly influenced by stage theones of development, Ramsden states that these theones 

of teaching have a progressive, or hiemchicai, structure; theory three is the most 

sophisticated and therefore most desirable. 

There is a rationai line of development from one theory to the next which 

accords with a process of an individuai lecturer's leaming about teaching . . . 

Each higher theory expresses a twofold and seemingly contradictory 

development - towards an increasingly relativistic and problematic 

understanding of the relations between teaching and learning, on the one hand; 

and towards recognizing the unity between what the lecturer does and what the 

student leams, on the other. (p. 1 17) 

A study designed to test the validity of Ramsden's framework supportai the 

descriptions of the three theories but did not support the notion of a hierarchical 

relationship between them; development in thinking about teaching was recursive 

(individuah fluctuate back and forth between levels) rather than unidirectional 

(Amundsen & Saroyan, 1993). 

Ramsden's prescription for improving teaching is to "study Our students' 

expenences of leaming" (1992, p. 249). Although Ramsden is not very clear about 

how faculty might go about this, the action or classrmm research that has been 

proposed by others (Cross, 1990; Schratz, 1990; Zuber-Skemtt, 1992) is a rnethod 

appropriate to the task of studying student leaniing. Yet it seems to me that only 
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teachers who are at stage three, or perhaps two, would be interested in studying their 

students' expenences of learning. How does an educator move from one stage to the 

next, if in fact that is a true depiction of the development process? Practice-centred 

inquiry, a structure for the improvement of teaching that is based on the premise that a 

large part of a professor's knowledge about teaching evolves from reflection and 

experimentation, may be useful in this regard (Amundsen, Gryspeerdt & Moxness, 

1993). 

Of particular interest to me is Ramsden's staternent that the same p ~ c i p l e s  

apply to helping professors to teach as apply to helping students l em.  In Ramsden's 

terms this means that a theory of educational development that views ED as "making 

leamhg (about teaching) possible", is more desirable than a theory of ED as "telhg 

professors about teaching", or a theory about ED as "organizing activities for 

professors". Generally, though, the implication is that developers are engaged in the 

sarne process of development as are instmctors, and that ED work incorporates the 

process of educational development. In that case, rather than seeing ED as something 

one person does to/for another person, 1 may see ED as a process of change and 

growth I may engage in myself -- on my own or with others -- and rnay invite others to 

do this for themselves. Brookfield's most recent work (1995) may be quite usehl in 

this regard; it is an example of such an approach to educational development. 

The fact that most theoretical fmmeworks for ED consider ED as an ongoing 

process conducted by instnictors, sometimes in collaboration with developers, confvms 

that a view of educational development as a l e d g  process is reasonable and useful. 
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If educationai development means teachers learning about teaching, then faculty 

engaged in educationai development are adult leamers, the practice of educational 

development may be approached as a fom of adult education, and the role of 

educational developer is that of adult educator (a notion affirmed, as we saw earlier, in 

the work of adult education scholars - particularly those who have experience in 

faculty/instructionaI development). In fact, Cranton (1994) argues that adult education 

can provide a much-needed theoretical framework for educational development -- a 

framework that brings with it some important implications for effective educationai 

development practice. 

ConcIusion 

My exploration of conceptions of educational development in the iiterature 

shows that there has been a gradua1 shift in emphasis in ED from views that focus on 

the provision of programrning to views that focus on the learning that is central to the 

developrnent process. The problern of how to leam remains, for developers and 

instnictors. The role of developer in fostering and supporting learning remains an 

important, perhaps essential, one in the development process. 



Chapter Four 

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPERS AND DEVELOPING EDUCATORS: 

TWO PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

In this chapter I look at educational development from two different perspectives. The 

chapter is based on two studies 1 have conducteci, the fust focusing on educational 

developers, the second on educators engaged in the educational development process. 

The studies were driven by my interest in gaining knowledge that would help me 

become an effective educational developer. I felt the need to know: First, who are 

developers, how have they prepared for ED work, and what do they take responsibility 

for? Second, how do developing faculty l e m  to teach and irnprove their teaching - in 

other words, what is the shape of the process 1 am expected to foster and influence? 

Teaching faculty and educational development faculty, ~ ~ e c t e d  in a relationship 

formed for the purpose of improving teaching, have different perspectives on 

educational development based on the role they play in that irnprovement process. I 

used two very different methods -- survey questionnaire, and ethnography -- to study 

these two sides of educationai development. Both approaches were similar, however, 

in that they allowed me to step outside the ED process and the immediate demands of 

my role as educational developer, and position ED at a m ' s  length as a phenornenon to 

be andyzed and understood. 1 hoped to take what 1 learned back to my practim, where 

it would help me to constmct an identity and style as an educationai developer. 
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Part One: A Portrait of Educational Develomrs 

In the spring of 1992 1 conducteci a survey of individuals who do educational 

development work in the Canadian university setting. My purpose was to co lk t  

information and opinions that would aüow me to create a picture of these developers as 

an occupational group. I wanted to gain some insight about the ways they define their 

educatiofiai development practice and their role as practitioners. 1 had, at that time, two 

years work experience in an educationai development unit, and 1 was seriously 

considering educational development work as a long-tem setting for my own 

educationd practice; 1 wanted to know more about ED from the perspective of the 

people who do the work, and 1 wanted to know more about the background and 

interests of my colleagues. 1 also had an iîl-âefined interest in the question of whether 

ED work wuld or should be defined as a profession. Finally, there were Little data 

available about the characteristics (including background, routine activities, attitudes or 

intentions) of developers; 1 felt results would make a contribution to the literature, and 

that my Canadian ED coiIeagues, in particular, would be interested in the results of 

such a survey. 

Procedure 

My study sample was educationai developers in Ontario universities -- for a 

variety of reasons. First, choosing a population within a particular geographical and 

political area dowed me to assume that the university culture in which the developers 

were working would be sirnilar for di participants. Second, there are more educationai 

developers in Ontario than in any other place in Canada, and, as was already seen in 
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Chapter Two, the rwts of educational development go back at least 15 years in the 

province. Most Ontario practitioners have the advantage of sufficient experience and 

historical perspective to make their opinions interesting. Finaliy, my own practice is in 

Ontario, and I was particulariy interested in understanding more about the educational 

developers who work in situations similar to my own. 1 appreciated that results would 

not be generalizable to other jurisdictions, yet stiu believed such a study could 

contribute to a better overall understanding of educational development work. 

Fourteen of 16 Ontario universities had educational development programs in 

operation at the time of the study, April 1992. Ten of the 14 universities had ED units; 

in four universities educational development was either the responsibility of a 

cornmittee or an adviser. 1 surveyai by mail the 25 persons that 1 knew were associated 

with educational development prograrns in these universities. 

1 cons tnicted a twelve-i km questionnaire (see Appendix A). Most questions 

were openended; they elicited information conceniing unit staffhg patterns, job 

responsibilities, research activities, acadernic background, job training, and career 

development patterns, and r- o~inionsncerning the nature of their 

professional involvement in educational development work, their most useful 

qualifications for this work, and characteristics of effective university teaching and 

effative educational development. 

1 received and anaiyzed a total of 15 responses (60% response rate). Responses 

represented all of the 10 universities with a unit. Data analysis focused on the 

developrnent of an accurate pichire of the respondents as an occupational group. 
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Frequencies were calculateci for those items on the questionnaire that were b a t  

analyzed quantitatively. Open-ended items were subject to qualitative content analysis, 

using an approach simiiar to that described by Lincoln and Guba (1985). 

Fourteen of the 15 respondents were associated with the 10 educational 

development units, and provided information about staffing levels in these units. (Note 

that 'staff' refers to professionaVacademic appointrnents and does not include 

secretarial or clerical staff, or student assistants.) The average number of staff in ED 

units (full- or part-time) was reported as 2.4; many of the appointments in those units 

with more than one professional staff member were part-time appointments. (This 

suggests that the convention described by Smith was accurate.) Sixty percent of 

respondents were 'in charge' of educational developrnent at the institutional or faculty 

level; the remaining 40% were associates or staff in the educational development unit. 

Those 'in charge' at the institutional level typically reported to the chief academic 

officer, i. e. , vice-president/provost , associate vice-presiden t/provost , or 

presiden t/principal . 

Role Responsibilities & Activities 

Respondents reported a wide range of job responsibilities. To a large extent, 

their responsibilities reflect the usual range of typicai educational development activities 

documented in the work of Centra (1976), Ericlwn (1986) and Donald (1986). Yet it 

is clear that the work of these developers is more comprehensive (and likely more 

elusive) than is suggested by listings of discrete categories of activities. Indeed, it 

seemed that many respondents considered any action that might bring about the goal of 



better teaching and leaming to be part of thek responsibilities. 

Persons 'in charge' of educational development in their universities included the 

following in their list of responsibilities: 

1. Advocacy for teaching. 

2. The design and delivery of programs i.e., organizing activities. 

3. Communication and networking, both on campus and off. 

4. Acting as an expert resource on teaching and learning. 

5. Staff supe~sion and administrative activities within the ED unit. 

6. Scholarly activity - wnting and research on ED or on teaching and leaming. 

Persons 'not in charge' of educational development listed the following types of 

responsibilities: 

1. Ongoing responsibility for specific programs or activities such as TA orientation, 

teaching a mini-course for graduate students, workshop presentations, etc. 

2. Consultations wi th facul ty conceming teaching andfor curriculum issues. 

3. Materials preparation; newsletter and publications contributions. 

4. Special projects -- the fmt-year-student experience, for example. 

The role responsibilities of these Canadian practitioners were generally consistent with 

the educational development competencies since listeci by Seli & Chism (1991) and 

Wunsch (1 993). 

Researc h activities. Eig hty-seven percent of respondents (1 3) described research 

activities in the a r a  of teaching and learning or educational development, including 

such activi ties as discipline-specific educational research , "non- traditional" research 
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(such as action research or research aimed at policy development), scholarly conference 

presen tations, or assisting colleagues with their research projects. Only two respondents 

(13 56) indicated that they had never conducted educational research. 

Role Develo~ment 

These results relate to respondents' career development path, including pre- 

s e ~ c e  and in-service education and training for ED work. 

Academic backeround. Thirteen of the 15 respondents had completed a doctoral 

degree; two were doctoral candidates. The disciplinary 'home' for 40% of respondents 

was psychology or applied psychology and for 27% of respondents was education 

(adult education, educational psychology, higher education, and instructional design). 

S-pecialized iob training. Ten respondents (67%) said they had participateci in at 

least one type of planned experience as training for their ED work: most specified 

workshops, short courses, and conferences; severai listed credit courses, certificates, or 

academic degrees (in the areas of higher education, adult education, and educational 

psychology) as a forrn of job training. Five respondents (33%) mentioned other less 

specialized expenences which were usehil preparation for their ED work: teaching a 

graduate course in teaching, receiving feedback on their own teaching, cross-cultural 

experiences, working with srnail groups, research in educational psychology applied to 

higher education. Two persons (13%) specified selfdirecteci on-the-job training and 

job experiences as a form of specialized job training. 

Opinions: the "best" ~repration for ID work. When asked their opinions about 

the 'best' preparation for ducational development work, most respondents suggested 
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several factors in their background, listed here in decreasing order of frequency: 

Erperience. Not surprising 1 y, vimially every respondent indicated that experience 

was one of the best forms of preparation for their development work. Ten of the 15 

respondents stated that their experiences as faculty members of their university 

(teaching experiences most notably, but not exclusively) were the ba t  form of 

preparation for ED work. Other experiences cited by respondents as hvaluable 

preparation included their experiences as students, personai growth experiences, and - 

in one case - experience as a nursery school tacher! 

EducMon and training. Interestingly, six persons suggested that their education had 

ben useful in preparing them for ED - but each had a different background: 

philosophy , psychology , social work, measurement, higher education, and instructional 

design. Two persons indicated that training in counselling methods had been helpful to 

them. 

Interests and unitudes. Four persons suggested that their personal interests and 

attitudes made them particularly weli-suited to ED work. These respondents described 

themselves as "practical" , "intereste. in alternatives", "committed to a future 

perspective", " non-threatening " , " non-doctrinairen , and " willing to experimen t " . 

Nenuorking. Four respondents mentioned their ability andor actions to maintain 

connections with faculty, ED practitioners, and other related professions as crucial to 

their success as an educational developer. Active membership in professional 

organizations was a typicaliy mentioned approach of these respondents. 

Research. Two respondents indicated that their research activities or interests 
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prepared them for educational development work. 

Overail, this list of factors, felt by respondents to have best prepared them for practice, 

was a broader range of factors than was noted in a recent study of educational 

development 'new hires' in the U.S. (Porter et al, 1993). 

Career ~ a t h .  Participants in the study were asked to describe how they came to 

be involved in educational developrnent work. Notably, ED was not a planned weer 

goal for virtually ail of the respondents. The earliest stage at which any of the 

respondents becarne aware of educational development practice as a career option was 

as a graduate student. Most came to the work after many years in a discipline-based 

academic career. Respondents typicaily mentioned a cntical opportunity -- a specific 

experience that steered them in the direction of faculty/instnic tionai developmen t 

although that had not been their original goal. However, many also indicated a sincere 

and long-standing interest in teaching and leaniing, and suggested that this interest, in 

combination with an opportunity, led to their current situation. 

Responses to this question were classified according to the factor that seemed to 

have the most signifiant influence on their career path: 

Appointmem. Three persons (20%) indicated that their involvement in ED work 

began when they were appointai to their positions (aU three were in charge of 

development programs at their universities) by university administration on the bais of 

their past history , experiences, interests, and capabiiities. These persons had full-time 

acadernic appointrnents at their university prior to their ED appointment. 

Interest. Three persons (20%) suggested that the starting point for their ED work 
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was their interest in teaching and in human development. This interest (which was ' ~ t  

speci ficall y in instructional/ facul ty development) led to opportunities in ED . 

Doctoral srudy. Three persons (20%) described situations in which their Ph.D. (in 

education) led almost immediately to university positions in educational development, 

although the doctorate had not k e n  taken in preparation for such work. 

Use of W services. Two persons (13 96) indicated that becoming involved in their 

institution's educational development programs as regular faculty members Ied 

eventually to their ED practice. 

9 Professional service acfivities. Two persons (13%) indicated that research or 

cornmittee work undertaken early in their careers as a form of semice to fellow faculty 

members led to greater involvement in issues related to the evaluation and improvement 

of teaching, and ultimately to involvement in ED work. 

Other (13 %). One person simply stated that a combination of interests, acadernic 

background, and experiences led to hislher current position. One person stated "1 

needed a job"; interest in the work developed later through involvement in ED 

activities. 

This description of the respondents' career development path seems to support 

Weimer's (1990) observation that the varied background of educational developers may 

have no bearing on their current positions. Many of the respondents followed a career 

development path that has apparently been characteristic of instnictionaVfaculty work 

since its ongins in the early 1970s, Le., they established themselves in an acadernic 

department or discipline and then moved into educational development work as a 
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s e ~ c e  to their pers  in academia. Others, however, worked as developers right from 

the beginning of their acadernic career. Those who always worked as developers either 

were trained as experts in an area particularly valued in ED (instructional design or 

educational evaluation, for example) or had had on-the-job instnictionaVfaculty 

development training (typically, when they were graduate students) through association 

with more experienced practi tioners. 

Role Identitv 

Eight of the 15 respondents (53%) described their educationd development 

work as a professionai career in itself (the term 'professional' was not defined; see 

survey, Appendix A). The remahder described the$ development work as an ongoing 

collegial role played in addition to their pnmary role as an academic, or as a temporary 

stage in their academic career. These differences in respondents' role identities were 

largely unrelated to most other characteristics of the respondents -- most notably, views 

on teachhg and instructional development were sirnilar among aîI three categones of 

professionai identity. However, the following distinctions were noted between those 

who descnbed their educationd development work as their professional career, and 

those who described this work as a collegiai or temporary role (see Figure 4): 

Job res-mnsibilities. Those who described their educational development work as 

a professional career in itself typically used specific and detailed terms in describing 

prograrns and activities, and typicall y dexribed themselves as expert resources. They 

also tended to describe quite a comprehensive package of responsibiiities - a broad 

range of activities intended to address numerous issues and concerns. By contrat, 



those who described educational development as a secondary or temporary role tended 

to describe their responsibilities in either very global tems ("to promote excellence in 

teaching"), or in very narrow tems ("writing a newsletter"), and did not describe 

themselves as experts on teaching and leaming. 

Il PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY 

II EDUCATIONAL 1 1 ACADEMIC 

comprehensive 

1 
WORK 1 lirnited, narrow 

education or psychology 1 ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE 1 other 

RESPONSIBILITLES 
vague, general 

II expert resource l I 

II extensive limited or none 

II qualifications: important qualifications: 
not an issue 

Figure 4. The professional identity of persons who see themselves as educational developers 
compared with the professional identity of persons who see themselves as academics. 

Research activiti~. Six of the eight respondents who described their 

educational development work as a professional career in itself indicated extensive 

ongoing involvement in research activities; the other two (both doctoral candidates) had 

also conducted research on teaching and learning, but to a lesser degree. Respondents 
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who described their work as a secondary or temporary role had done iittle or no 

research on teaching and learning. 

Academic background. Eig hty-eight percent of those w ho consider their ED 

work as a professional career have an education or psychology background, in 

comparison with 29% of those who consider ED as a secondary or temporary role. Al1 

four of the respondents fiom the academic discipline of education indicated that ED is 

their primary professional career. 

Career ~ath .  Those who described ED as their professional career seemed more 

iikely than others to be concernai with issues of qualifications for their work. Many 

described a qualification step (either academic background or a specific work 

experience) in their career, or noted a seeming lack of appropriate qualifications for 

their positions in ED. Those who described ED as a temporary or secondary 

professional role simply described the turn of events by which they came to be doing 

ED work, with apparently little concern for their qualifications. In connection wth 

this, it can be noted that ail those respondents who descnbed ED as a temporary stage 

in their acadernic career, and none of those who descnbed ED as their professional 

career, stated that an appointment by university administration was the key factor in 

attaining their current positions. 

Practitioners' Educational Views 

On teaching. There was a notably high degree of agreement among the 13 

participants in the study who offered their opinions on effective teaching in higher 

education. In the view of many, eactive teaching.. . 
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is focured on stzdenr leaming (9). Effective teaching supports student leamhg and 

student growth, and promotes selfdirected, active l e h g  arnong students. 

is churacterized by the rnastery of teaching skills (6). Effective teachers are 

comptent in the following areas: selecting and using appropriate teaching methods; 

having and drawing upon a wide variety of skills; responding and adapting with 

flexibiiity to students and the circumstances. 

In addition, several respondents wrote that effective teaching ... 

is a scholarZy acn'vify (2). Teaching is enhanced when faculty's scholarly role is 

aliowed to have an impact on their teaching; this includes developing a scholanhip of 

teaching , and building links between the research and teaching aspects of faculty 

responsibilities. 

is churacten'zed by pemnal growth of the teacher ( 1 ) .  The effective teacher is 

engaged in an ongoing process of personai development. 

establishes dialogue in the clmsroom ( 1 ) .  Effective teaching is an interactive 

conversation between teachers and leamers. 

On educational development. Several factors were mentioned over and over 

again when respondents were asked to describe effective E practice. In their view, 

educational development is effective tu the ment that i f . .  . 

suppons/assists faulfy (8) .  Effective educational development provides what faculty 

need and want. It supports faculty's efforts at improvement, assists them by responding 

to their needs, helps them accomplish their own goals, and facilitates the work of the 

academic community . 
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challenges the s t m  quo (6). Effective educational developrnent fosters critical self- 

reflection among faculty and within the university system. It questions current 

attitudes, practices and systems, and challenges and stimuiates faculty to develop 

al ternatives . 

empowers faculty (6). Effective educational development is led by faculty and 

includes opportunities for faculty to talk to one another about teaching and to learn 

from each other. Practitioners must therefore transfer responsibility for development 

activities to faculty; programs should be seen primarily as a catalyst for the ED efforts 

of faculty. 

In addition, some respondents suggested that effective educuionaI development 

practice. . . 

is adaptable and fldble (3). Effective educational development evolves over time, 

responding to the unique needs of each institution, adapting to changing circumstances, 

and developing with the faculty at each university. 

hm ~drninistr~ve support (2). Effective educational development has the real 

support of university administration and works to establish political and organizational 

support for teaching. 

is accessible (2).  Effective educational development is accessible to faculty in terms 

of location and climate. It works to establish trust among faculty, making it easier for 

faculty to participate in programs and activities. 

promotes better shldent le~rning ( 1 ) .  

collaborates with other univers@ services to promote/develop effective teaching (1). 



empharizes practical ~~~siscance rather than research (1). 

is a long-tenn cornmitment fo fwulty (1) .  

On the rde of the ~ractitioner. Twelve of the 15 respondents descnbed a 

critical experience in the past six months that had either chailenged or confirmed their 

ideas about educational development. These experiences included: having responsibility 

for difficult or new ED prograrns or establishg a new ED unit, corning face-to-face 

with financial cutbacks, considering the implications of developrnents in their field of 

study for their ED practice, using ED services to improve their own teaching, and 

having to respond to new scholarly developments in the field of higher education. 

My analysis of their descnbed experiences suggests that there are some basic, 

although not necessarily shared, prïnciples underlying their approach to ED work: 

The effective developer. . . 

recognizes t h  how educational development work is done h a  as much impacr as 

what is done, - 

seeks intellectual challenges and thinks through whac the goals of programs are. 

respondF to the specific, expressed needr of faculty. 

not on& desigm programs, but ais0 delivers t h ,  to keep in touch with the front 

lines of improvernenï g o m .  

accepts the political mure  of the job and worh to establish odministrative suppon. 

provides suppon for teachers who are trying to make changes, but accepts fhat 

faculry are resportsible for their own development and may choose not to change. 

remembers thut ongoing one-on-one work with facilty can be a very reMudng 



approach to teuching improvemenr. 

aperiences being on the "receiving" end of ED services, ifpossible. 

focues faciI[ry mention on snrdent developmnt und the impact of tenching on 

students. 

The articulation of such principles as these, arising from analysis of educational 

developers' experiences, follows in a tradition that is quite important in the educational 

development literature (se, for example, Diamond, 1984; Durzo, 1978; Gaff, 1975; 

Lindquist, 1978; Schuster & Wheeler, 1990; Weimer, 1990; West, 1989). By 

reflecting on their own cntical experiences, or those of their colleagues, developers are 

able to develop guidelines or "tips" for practice, helpful in understanding and 

i m proving one' s own practice, and presumably useful for beginning developers . 

Discussion 

While it is important to appreciate the unique characteristics of the individuals 

who participated in this study, it is nonetheless possible to present a profile of a typical 

educational developer in an Ontario university (see Figure 9, which may be useful in 

understanding educational developers as a group. 

Generally, the respondents made it clear that they need to feel that educationai 

development is useful, necessary, responsive - and that it works. These educational 

developers are interested in change, Wre to be helpN, and want to feel that they are 

instrumental in b ~ g i n g  about change. They are especialiy interested in changes that 

will bring about better faculty consideration of student needs. They want to be 

intellectually challenged, to use their skills to do a good job, to feel connected with 



PROFILE OF TYPICAL EDUCATTONAL DEVELOPER 

comected to the university ' s educationai development unit 

works with 1-2 other educational developen 

reports to the university's chief academic officer (in charge) 
OR reports to director of the ED unit (not in charge) 

Background: 

ahas a doctorate, typically in education or psychotogy 

has some specialized self-selected optional training 

@describes & preparation for ED as: 
0 life experience 
0 advanceci education (acadernic/professional training) 

emoved into ED after first establishing an acadernic career 

obtained present position through: 
0 appointment 
0 interests 
0 acadernic qualifications 
0 activities as an acadernic 

Professional Identity: 

50% : ED is their professional meer  
50%: ED is temporary stage, or ongoing collegial role, in their acadernic career 

Responsibilities/ Activities : 
"any action to b ~ g  about the goai of better teaching and learning" 

advocacy 
programming 
communication 
expert wnsultancy 
administration 
scholarly writing & research 

F i y e  5. A profile of the "typical" educational developer. 



faculty, and to feel that they are providing a useful service to faculty. Positive 

response to their efforts is gratifying - they are both comforted and chailenged 
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when 

their enthusiasm about teaching is shared by others. They want to keep faculty, and 

not educational developers, at the center of the development process, and can be 

fmstrated when faculty do not seem interested in taking responsibility for educational 

development. Finally , it is cIear that they do not like to feel marginalized, isolateci, or 

as though their s e ~ c e s  are talcen for granted. Educational developers, clearly 

committed to their work, would like to feel that the work they do is valued and 

supported by the university wrnmunity. 

The developers in this study assume responsibility for a very broad range of 

initiatives, including advocacy, programming, and expert consultancy. In fact, many 

feel they should be prepared to do anythmg that may improve the environment for 

teaching and the quality of teaching in the university. Yet they have insignificant real 

power, in tems of direct authority or staff resources, to implement change. They are 

high on the institutional "pecking order" since they report directly to the chief acadernic 

officer, but are charged with bringing about change pnmariiy through influence on 

those around them (as in Wright & O'Neill, 1995). Coiiaborative collegial efforts with 

others in the university are a necessity, given these work parameters. The practitioners 

in this study did not suggest a different mode1 for work conditions, but they did 

comment that an institutionai environment that supported teaching and learning, and by 

extension educational development, made their work much easier. 

Results suggest that there are distinct differences between those who see 
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themselves primarily as educational development professionals, and those who see 

themselves as academics for whom educational development is only one component of 

their professional lives. Interestingly, while the study generally wnfums Weimer's 

(1990) description of developers as an eclectic group, there are more sirnilarities among 

the sub-group who see themselves as professional educational developers than arnong 

those who see it as a secondary or temporary role, suggesting that the occupation may 

natudly be in the process of professionalization. Still, 1 believe that those developers 

who stated that they see thernselves as "professional" developers are really making a 

statement about how they see themselves (which may have sorne valuable, but 

secondary, implications for how ED work can be conceptualized). Educational 

development is their identity and the focus of their academic lives - i.e., saying "1 am 

an educational developer" is comparable to saying "1 am a biologist (or physician, or 

sociologist, or social worker) " . 

The differentiated profile for educational developers may be more comrnon in 

Canada than in other countries. Here, both educational developers and regular faculty 

have always been welcome to join the country's main association for educational 

development concems, the Society for Teaching and Leamhg in Higher Education; 

also, the relatively smailer population of academics, and fewer number of educational 

programs directly relevant to hig her education , makes speciaiization more difficult . 
S hould accreditation prograrns for educational developers , recentl y proposed in Bri tain, 

be encourageci in Canada? Do we wish to select (and exclude) developers with 

particula. characteristics? The two types of practitioners noted in this study are able to 
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offer difierent skills, perspectives, and howledge background to the problem of 

improving teaching and leaming. At the same time, the huo groups are likely to have 

different neeâs in terms of their own career- and selfdevelopment. 

There is a growing interest in fostering the scholarship of teaching through 

educationai development programs that encourage faculty to take an intellectually 

engaging approach to the improvement of teaching and leanllng, including research and 

writing for publication. This study raises the question of whether educational 

developers' sustained involvement in ED work is essentially a scholarly activity or a 

different sort of professional activity. In a certain sense, professional is inseparable 

from scholarly in the case of educational development work in universities, since most 

edücational developers (ail in this study sarnple) are academics; no matter whether 

educational developers promote or reject a scholarly model as appropnate for 

educational development, they are likely to do their ED work in a scholarly fashion, 

given their personal identity as academics. Results from this study indicate that the 

typical practitioner engages in educational research and scholarship. Yet it is unclear 

whether they conduct research because their personal identity as academics includes a 

research role, or because they see educational development itself as a research inclusive 

activity . Those who iden tify themselves as educational development professionals 

engage in slightly more educational research than those who see themselves as 

academics, suggesting that these developers consider research essential to ED . 
However, another reason practitioners might have for adopting a scholarly model for 

ED is the value attacheci to scholarship in the university. To establish credibility for 



themselves and their work, it may be that educationai developen must either take a 

scholarly approach to ED, or must establish a personal identity for themselves as 

scholars in another academic field. 

In my experience, it is relatively uncommon for educational developers to talk 

publicly about their own views on teaching, apparently preferring to defer judgement to 

the faculty members they are trying to support. When asked in this study to describe 

effective teachi'g, their answers were remarkable in two ways. First, it appears that 

respondents have views that are quite simila. to each other, views that cm best be 

described as student-centered, and self-directed. For exarnple: 

"Eflective teaching is giving, willingly. open&, honestly, authentrWcaZly, 
power to leamers. And tmly believing in and uccepting their right and 
respomibili~ to have power over their own learning. The effective edumor is 
a ca~alyst, srimulmt, resource, challenger, questioner. " 

"Effective teaching provides the m s t  positive, open environment within 
which students are free to construct their own ideas and develop their own 
inîerests with full suppon Md free from ridicule. " 

"Good teaching helps students achieve their own goalr. A good teacher 
is a resource. a source of experience and activiries, thar sncdents can draw upon 
as needed. " 

Second, these visions of effective teaching, 'theory three' in Ramsden's (1992) 

hierarchy of 3 levels of understanding and performance, are not typical of most 

university faculty members, w ho generally tend to espouse a more subject-cen tered 

approach to teaching (Grabove, 1994; Wiicox, 1996), 'theory one' according to 

Ramsden. While it is not surprising to find that educational developers would view 

teaching differently than other faculty, it is important to note that the differences may 

be quite fundamentai ones. 

Given that these developers espouse a student-centered and leaming-focused 
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view of undergraduate education, it is not surprishg that they are dedicated to a 

parallel vision of educational developrnent: they lean toward a faculty-centered, faculty- 

directed (and leaniing-focused) approach to tacher education, as has been 

recommended by Ramsden (1992). They believe, in other words, that faculty are 

responsible for their own leamhg and developrnent, and that the role of the developer 

is to stimulate and support this process. While this is presumably a good thing, I 

wonder whether the faculty they work with are aware of the way these practitioners 

define educational development. 1s it not possible that the typical faculty rnember 

conceives of educational development as prograrnrning that educational developers are 

responsible for? Actuaily, the visions of effective teaching and of effective educational 

development work espoused by participants in this study point to a real dilemma for 

educational development practitioners: how to challenge teaching conventions whiie 

supporting the faculty who are doing the teaching, and keeping these faculty directly 

and actively involved in development activities. These issues are educational issues, 

matters of concern to adult educators in a wide variety of settings. This means that 

there is a wider body of educational literature and practice that developers may use and 

contribute to ( s e ,  for example, Cranton [1994, 19961 and Brookfield [1995]). 

Respondents indicated that experience was one of the best forxns of preparation 

for ED work. They leamed valuable skilis, knowledge, and values from a wide variety 

of experiences, which they were then able to use in their educationai development 

work. However, adults, educational developers included, do not always leam from 

their experiences. What approaches to leaniing educational development work are most 
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Iikely to take advantage of experience as a starting and focal point for rneaningful 

leaming ? 

There are, at the present time, no specialized requirements for entering the field 

of educationai development work. A doctoral degree was the only characteristic most 

developers had in common, yet those who had not yet completed their doctorate did not 

see  themselves as less skilled than their peers, nor did they view their doctoral degree 

as preparation for ED work. And in other Canadian universities, there are skilled and 

respected persons doing educational development work who do not have a doctoral 

degree. Apparently, anyone with interest and cornmitment and opportunity is able to do 

ED work. Yet some of the respondents demonstrated a notable concem with 

qualifications and with expertise -- either they are overly, if understandably, mindful of 

status, or their experience has show them that a particular kind of expertise IS 

required of educational developers. If expertise is required, what is the nature of that 

specialized body of knowledge, attitudes, and skilis, and how is it b a t  developed? The 

growing interest in professional accreditation may serve as the impetus to defme the 

special skills and knowledge required for effective ED practice. 1 hope developers WU 

be prepared for that process, with accurate and authentic descriptions of the kind of 

problems they address in their day-to-day work and the kind of knowledge required in 

practice and developed through practice. 

Conclusion 

This study did, as I had hoped, provide some insight into who my educational 

development coîieagues are and how they make sense of their work, and helped me see 
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myself in relation to them. In fact, 1 learned that many of my own concerns and 

interests are shared by my educational developrnent colleagues - which both surprised 

and encouraged me, and suggested that whatever understanding of educational 

development 1 may gain through my inquiry will like1y be of use to others, and 

contribute to the knowledge base for educationai development as a field of study and 

practice. 

Stiii, my study left me wishing that there was more open and critical discussion 

arnong developers conceming the assumptions underlying their actions. It seems to me 

that their commitment to improving teaching and learning aiiows them to accept rather 

too readily the current conventions of ED work, and that while their commitment to 

doing their personal bat  allows them to cope with the diverse demands of ED work, 

some further critique of the situation might weU be in order. 

Part Two: Facultv Members as Develo~ine Educators 

My focus now shifts from the role of the educationai developer doing 

educational development work to the role of the educator engaged in the educational 

development process. 1 consider university faculty members as developing educators 

and ask: How canldo university professors leam to teach and develop theû teaching? 

What does leaniing-to-teach look iike? These are particularly interesting questions 

given that the vast majonty of faculty members are given no forma1 preparatory 

training in teaching, and are thus obliged to learn on their own initiative, from their 

experiences. My purpose in undertaking first, a review of the learning-to-teach 

Literature from the teacher's perspective and second, an ethnographie study of teachers 
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engaged in learning-to-teach, was to gain a better understanding of how faculty leam to 

teach (defined here as the educational development process). This purpose was 

grounded in my assumption that to fulfîll my role as educational developer 1 needed to 

find ways to support faculty leamkg through educational development activities. 

Early in 1993, 1 defined rny role in the IDC as "working with faculty mernbers 

to help them improve their teaching and develop as teachers, through individual 

consultations and through the provision of programs (e. g., workshops)" . The approach 

1 was using had developed through practice and reflection. 1 tried to a) mode1 the 

practices of other educationai developers; b) apply the principles of adult education; 

and c) respond to faculty reactions to my approach. 1 described my approach as a 

pragmatic, service-onented one, influenced by two underlying intentions: "First, it is 

the philosophy of the Centre to establish coilaborative, rather than directive, working 

relationships with faculty. Second, 1 view faculty as selfdirected learners engaged in a 

process of leaming-to-teach, and I hope to facilitate this process." 

In the IDC, 1 noted, individual consultations are essentially problem-based. 

They occur, for example, when an inshuctor is facing a specific teaching diffculty, is 

in a process of implementing a new teaching approach, or has reason to doubt his or 

her abilities as a tacher. Consultations are stnictured around the resolution of the 

presenting problem. Bereiter (1992) would describe this situation as one focused on 

problem-cemred hwledge ,  that is knowledge helpful in understanding a phenornenon 

or problem. 1 noted that programming, by contrast, is essentially topics-based. Group 

sessions are planned on a senes of topics that Centre staff have identified as being of 
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potential interest to faculty mernbers. Programs are structured around the topic, and 

content is some combination of skills, knowledge, and attitudes related to the teaching 

topic. Although our intention is to select topics that address real teaching problems, 

Bereiter (1992) would describe this situation as one focuse. on referem-cemed 

kmwledge, that is knowledge related to an object, topic, or concept. 

It is usehl to recall Ramsden's (1992) three progressively more sophisticated 

theones of teaching: 1) teaching as t e b g  or transmission, 2) teaching as organizing 

learner activity, 3) teaching as making leaming possible. Although 1 (like many of my 

educational development wlleagues) purport to have a view of educational development 

("doing whatever is necessary to help faculty improve their teaching") that is clearly at 

the level of Ramsden's theory three, in practice 1 (again, like many of my colleagues) 

seemed to be spending an inordinate amount of time "organizing leaming activity". 1 

was concemed that I was spinning my wheels, stuck at theory two, or maybe even 

theory one. Certainly I found it relatively easy, in my dual role as consultant and 

program planner, to become preoccupied with finding and organizing and transmitting 

information about teaching - even if my intention was to facilitate leaming and 

problem-solving. 1 wondered: Do my interventions actuaiiy enable the developrnent of 

faculty members as teachers? Am 1 facilitahg the process by which faculty members 

Iearn to teach and improve their teaching? Or, am 1 hindering their learning by the 

actions 1 take to address educational issues in the university? When 1 tried to focus on 

the leaming that must lie at the centre of the improvement efforts, 1 realirBd 1 needed 

to know more about that process of learning. Ramsden States (as 1 reported in Chapter 
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Three) that the way to improve teaching is to "study Our students' expenences of 

learning" (1992, p. 249). Sirnilarly, I concludeci that the way to improve my 

educational development work was to study faculty members' expenences of learning- 

to- teach . 

1 decided to do two things: e s t ,  to cunduct a systematic and functional review 

of the literature on learning-to-teach, and second, to conduct an ethnographie study of 

an instructional development program at my place of work. 

The Literature 

I reviewed literature on leaming-to-teach, i. e., the teachingkacher development 

process, from the fields of teacher education, higher education, and adult education. 1 

r a d  from the perspective of a regular faculty member who might look for suggestions 

on how to go about improving teaching. My review was certainly not exhaustive 

(particularly in the teacher education field), but 1 did aim to be comprehensive. 1 

included in my data base (Figure 6) any article that could be used as a lens to focus my 

practical undentanding of the learning-to-tach process and that prornised insight into 

how a faculty member could improve his or her teaching and develop as a teacher. My 

intention in reading the articles was to uncover each author/researcherYs key finding(s) 

or recornmendation(s) or assumption(s) about what is involved in learning to teach 

effectively. Many of the articles prescribed a particular approach to the development 

of teaching based on the author's own research, or on the research fiterature, or on the 

author's understanding of the expenencc of kachers; others simply described some 

aspect of the development process. 1 continued with my reading until 1 began to find 



Amundsen, Gryspeerdt, & Moxness, 1993 
Amundsen & Saroyan, 1993 
Ange10 & Cross, 1993 
Apple & Jungck, 1992 
Beidler (Ed.), 1986 
Berlak, 1993 
Boice, 1992 
Brookfield, 1991a and 1991b 
Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980 
Carson, 1990 
Clark, 1992 
Cranton, 1992 
Finger, 1988 
Fox, 1983 
Goodson, 1992 
Grimmett & McKinnon, 1992 
Hargreaves & Fulian, 1992 
Huberman, 1992 
Hutchings, 1993 
Jackson, 1992 
Kozma, 1985 
Kugel, 1993 
Louden, 1992 
McKeachie et al, 1986 
Mezirow , 199 1 
Newman, 1991 
Oberg, 1988 
Oberg & Underwood, 1992 
Paiey, 1990 
Pratt, 1989 
Ramsden, 1992 
Raymond, Butt, & Townsend, 1992 
Robertson, 1992 
Russell & Munby (Eds.), 1992 
Schon, 1983 
Sheffield , 1974 
Sherman et al, 1987 
Shulman, 1986 
Thiessen, 1992 
Tiberius, 1986 
Zuber-Skemtt , 1992 

F i a r e  6. Bibliographic references re Woys of Knowing Teaching. 
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that the recommendations, findings, and assumptions were redundant. 1 then compiled a 

list of di the "ways of knowing teaching" 1 had discovered in the iiterature, which 1 

subsequently analyzed in order to identiw sirnilarities and recurring themes. 

Aporoaches to 1earnin~-ta-teach. My review of the literature uncovered 50-60 

different ways of coming to a better understanding of teaching and developing effective 

teaching practices , as described by speciali sts in teachedteaching developmen t in the 

fields of adult, higher, and teacher education. These included such approaches to 

development as: 

- traving a flexible) plan for your life as a teacher; 

- using A U  the skills thot teaching entails fincluding conceptuuîization and planning of the 

task, and eval~(~~tion of if - not sUnply U>iplementation); 

- finding and using "oppo~nities to teach " as opportuniries to develop teaching; 

- paying attention to al2 the small and ordinary things rhat go on in your classroom, and 

questioning the ~csuu.2 explanations for them; 

- sharing with ofhers your understanding of teaching - making coherent and public the ways in 

which you are developing as a teacher; 

- interacting collaborarively with studenrs; 

- tinkering with things within your control. unri1 the desired eaect is achiewd; 

- qerimenting with new methods/approaches in a low-risk environmeru; 

- establishing connections beiween yourself as person and the conrat in which you work; 

- refecting on your qeriences through dialogue W h  another person; 

- s w i n g  the crcii knowledge of greaî/thoughtful teachers; 

- doing ckwi-dom/acrion research; 

- reaching afongside more experienced teachers; 



- masrering generic skills and procedures; 

- engaging in critical reflecrion about the ways yow values @ecr your teaching; 

- allowing suflcient t h e  und experie~ce at teaching for conceptions of teaching to become 

more cornplex; 

- engaging in the depamnental process of curnrncuium revieview; 

- role-pfaying the next stage in your own devefopntent; 

- snrdying shuients ' iearning; 

- airning for baiance in the use of your professional t he ;  

- using metaphors to capture your conceptions of teaching; 

- working wirh colleagues to try out new ways of teaching arisingfrom colle~n'*vely held beliefs 

aboui teaching; 

- eliciring feedback from others - students and colleagues. 

As can be seen, some of these approaches are more specific andlor more concrete than 

others. AIso, some seem to be recommendations, while others are rather more like 

expectations or findings about the ways that developing teachers learn. Whiie many 

appear to be characteristics of effective teaching, the literature I reviewed presented 

these ideas not as hallmarks of good teaching but as ways of approaching teaching that 

allow teaching to improve and teachers to develop. 

Key result areas in learning-to-teach. Keeping in mind that my interest was in 

fmding ways for educators to learn through and about educational practice in a self- 

directed manner, 1 should note that 1 diswvered - in all three fields of snidy and 

practice: adult education, teacher education, and higher education -- writing that was 

largely directed to teacher educators and educational developers rather than to teachers 

and faculty in those various settings. However, 1 did uncover much valuable 
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information about how university faculty might andior do leam to be teachen. The 

results of my review of the literature on teacherkaching development prompted me to 

constnict a framework for understanding and using the literature that would make sense 

from the perspective of university professors wanting to develop their teaching. As an 

organizing concept, 1 settled on the notion of "key result areas", which cornes from the 

literature on planned change in organizations. The term is used to denote those areas to 

which individuais or groups must attend if they expect to achieve a stated outcorne; in 

this case the desired outcorne is educational developrnent. 1 organized the 50-60 ways 

of learning teaching that 1 unwvered in the Literature into categories according to 

sirnilarity of method and purpose. Figure 7 presents these key result areas for leaming- 

to-teach. The implication is that a comprehensive strategy for learning-to-teach would 

address each of these categories, because each is distinctively different from the others 

and develops teaching/teachers in complementary ways. However, each category 

includes a range of different activities and approaches to development; the literature 

provides more information about various and particular ways educators rnay address 

each of these areas. The most important claim 1 am rnaking here is that the literature, 

taken as a whole, implies that the process of learning-to-teach includes these 7 

categories of action. 

Method 

My ethnographie study of an instructional developrnent program at my place of 

work was designed to help me uncover the key qualities and characteristics of the 

learning-to-teach process as experienced by university faculty members, and to observe 

the process of learning-to-teach. Essentially, 1 conceptualized my inquiry into the ways 



KEY RESULT AREAS for EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
(Note: Many deveIopment strategies address more than one of these KRAS.) 

1. Teaching Framework: Conceptualizing it 
- i mplici t/explici t 

2. Executive Control of Development: Managing learning re teaching 
- selecting experiences 
- planning and assessing own leaming 
- getting necessary support 
- "giving it timen, dowing process of development to happen 

3. Penonal Connections: Knowing & developing self as teacher/learner 
- teacher as instrument 

4. Building Blocks: Mastering teaching basics 
- skills (e.g., communication), procedures, attitudes (e-g., confidence, cornfort), 
content (e. g., knowledge of subject matter), principles (e. g . , from research on 
teaching and leaniing) 
- context-free 

5 .  Teaching (Practice): Dohg it 
i. e., interacting with students 

a) experience being a teacher, teaching 

b) experience being a student, leaming from student's perspective 

c) expenence others' teaching by seeing/hearing how colleagues teach 

6. Reflect ion1Inquiry: Understanding it 

a) reflect on teaching experiences (or research) 

b) reflect on leaming experiencesi (or research) 

C) reflect on others' teaching experiences (or research) 

7. Pubiic/Professional Connections: Validating it 
- compare unders+mdingslinterpretations of teaching with others' 

Fimire 7. Key Result Areas for learning-to-teach and devetophg teaching. 
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university instmctors lem about teaching and develop in their roles as teachers as 

basic research in the area of selfdirected leanllng, as applied research conceming the 

educational developrnent process, and as action research intendeci to improve my 

educational developmentladult education practice. 1 anticipated that study on this topic 

could: 

a) add a new perspective to theoretical and practid understandings of self-directed 

learning as akeady extensively record& in the adult education literature; 

b) take a step toward a better understanding of the educationai development process, 

which 1 was conside~g as a specific application within adult education; and 

c) provide a sound basis for program development - specifically, the instructional 

development program at the university where 1 work. 

Spradley (1980) defines culture as "the acquired knowledge people use to 

interpret expenence and generate behavior" @. 6). The research approach needed to 

acknowledge the probability that individual faculty members make sense of their iives 

as teachers in the university setting within a framework of culturally shared meanings 

about academic life and work. An ethnographie approach to the methodology, with its 

emphasis on the culture of the group of people being studied, seemed ideal; participant 

observation is the central method in ethnography. 

1 was dso inspired by Paley's account of how she found a new way to teach 

(Paley, 1990). By watching and listening to the children in her classroom, she saw 

what the children were aiready doing to help themselves and each other, and then 

extended their world. Paley (1990) focused on the childrens' storytelling to understand 
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their world, but only after her observations of their behavior convinceci her that the 

children used stories to make sense of their lives. This strengthened my resolve to 

observe faculty in the procas of educational development. 

Setting. The first step in doing ethnography by means of participant observation 

is to locate a social situation (Spradley, 1980). 1 decided to locate the field work in an 

activity-based socid setting - the workshops, seminars, and information sessions 

compnsing the 1993 Winter Teaching Senes for faculty at my institution. The purpose 

of the Teaching Series is to provide support for faculty who are interesteci in teaching; 

presumably, those who corne want to learn more about teaching, to develop as 

teachers, and to improve their teaching. Thus it seemed an appropriate setting to 

observe faculty engaged in the process of learning-to-teach. An additional advantage to 

this setting was that it aliowed me to observe how faculty used the series as a resource 

for their self-directe- learning, and to assess whether or not the senes facilitateci the 

learning process. 

Other rasons for selecting the teaching series as the social situation for the 

fieldwork, aside from its ability to attract faculty who are leaniing to teach, included 

the following: 

a) its accessibility to myself as researcher, given my role in the Instructional 

Development Centre, w hich affords oppominities for fidl participation; 

b) the possibiiities it provided for unobtmsive observations, given its public nature; 

c) the potentid for recurring, ongoing study, given that 16 workshops were offered in 

the Winter 1993 term; 
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d) the fact that a fairly large number of faculty members attended the sessions, and 

were representative of a wide cross-section of university faculty; 

e) the interest of the Instructional Development Centre in reviewing and evaluating the 

teaching series, which was offered for the first time in 1992-93. 

My goal was to corne to some conclusions about how individual faculty 

members learn to teach. So the unit of analysis (Patton, 1990) was the individual 

instmctor/faculty member, though individuah were observed in groups, and 

consideration was given to the cultural meaning of the leaming-to-teach process. 

Observation procedure. My role as researcher during the observation phase of 

the research was that of participant observer, as is prescnbed by the ethnographie 

tradition (Spradley, 1980). 1 participateci as both a representative of the IDC, and as a 

regular faculty member interested in improving my teaching. Sometimes sessions were 

on topics of little interest or relevance to me as a teacher; in these cases my role tended 

toward that of onlooker rather than participant. 

Fifteen sessions were offered in the 1993 Winter Teaching Series. 1 attended 

nine of hem, and acted as CO-facilitator in three others. Although some notes were 

kept in al l  sessions that 1 attended, complete records were made in three sessions for 

the purposes of this research project. 1 selected the fust three sessions that 1 was able 

to attend without playing the role of facilitator. These sessions were comparable to any 

others in the series. Informal planning meetings were held with aU those faculty 

members who were acting as session presenters. 1 decided to include one of these 

meetings in rny data collection. Written records were kept during a planning session in 
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which 1 was present but not a centrai figure. FinaJly, 1 decided to include data from a 

workshop/faculty discussion on teaching that occurred outside of the teaching senes 

during the sarne time frame as the r a t  of the research project. This session consistai 

of a group of faculty from an interdiscipiinary prograrn discussing teaching issues with 

the assistance of an invited guest speaker. In this session 1 was able to keep both 

written and recordeci notes. My rationale for including these three data sources was the 

principle of triangulation (Lincoln & Guba, 1986; Patton, 1990). Most irnportantly, this 

aiiowed me to gain insight into the learning process of faculty members who are 

interested in teaching, yet do not necessarily choose to participate in teaching 

workshops/seminars. 

My obsewations were focused on the behavior of participants, who were (in this 

setting) the faculty immediately engaged in leamkg-to-teach. However, the session 

facilitators/leaders were also faculty memkrs, and 1 exarnined their behavior in terms 

of its contribution to my understanding of the process by which faculty l e m  to teach. 

Observations were made covertiy. 1 kept written records of rny observations during the 

session, but many participants made notes during the sessions, so my behavior was not 

noticeably different from theirs. 1 brought a hand-held personal microcassette recorder 

to each session and used it to record specific key exchanges, if it appeared that its use 

would be unobtnisive. Patton (1990) remarked that there is a considerable range of 

opinions conceming the ethics and morality of conducting covert research. 1 should 

note that the usual argument for covert observation, Le., that participants may behave 

quite differently if they know they are king observecl, was not the key rationale behind 
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my decision to act covertly. Since the sessions were quite public events, 1 felt that 

participants' talk and behavior would already be influenced by the fact that they were, 

in effect, Ming observed by their pers; the additional impact of my overt observation 

on their behavior would likely be minimal. However, it was important to me that 

faculty not feel like "subjectsn in a research study, as 1 beiieved this could have a 

negative impact on the learning climate. In planning the series, much attention had 

been given to establishing a favourable climate for learning in the sessions; also, the 

leamhg climate was one of the conditions to be observed and described. 1 decided that 

the potentiaily iIî effects of overt observation on climate outweighed the ethicai risks 

posed by covert observation. Planning meetings were held with ali presenters one or 

two weeks pnor to their sessions, at which time 1 discussed with them my intention to 

act as participant observer during their session. 1 made it clear that 1 would not 

conduct rny research in their session if they had any resewations whatsoever about the 

project, but none raised objections. 

Proeram documents collection. AU sessions in the teaching series were 

evaluated by participants, using a standard wntten evaluation form prepared in the 

Instructional Development Centre. The response format was mixed: a combination of 

six or seven evaluative statements rated using a Likert-type scale, and several open- 

ended questions. At the time of project completion, results were available for nine of 

the 15 sessions that had taken place. Results frorn one of the Likert statements 

("Overdl, this session was very worthwhiie. ") and two of the open-ended questions 

("What did you like best about this session?" and "What did you iike least about this 
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session?") were included as data for this research project. 

Data analvsis. Written field notes and program documents were analyzed to 

identiS specific key points as well as similarities and underlying themes. These themes 

were then anaiyzed in terms of what they contributed towards an answer to the research 

question. 

Resul ts 

Observations. My analy sis of data coiiected through observation of faculty 

members engaged in the process of leaming-to-teach revealed some features of that 

process. These features, listed below, highlight how the faculty members 1 observai 

approached the educational development task and also highlig ht some things that 

influence their approach. 1 must emphasize that these features were not characteristic of 

ail faculty or of al l  situations; they are merely features that were visible to me on at 

least one occasion. The List represents the kinds of things (some) faculty members 

(sometimes) think about and do in oraer to develop as teachers: 

Developing teachers.. . 

- learn to teach within a pamrhcuiar contea - the universiiy sem0ng. 

- reflect critically on their experknces. 

- learn to teach with like-minded colleagues. 

- define a teacher self, then attempf to muid the environment to suit this self. 

- need uppomnities to teach. 

- live in the tension b e w e n  "reforming trhe institutltutlon/curriculwn" ond "focusing on 

the Unmediate teaching situation". 

- copy/imitate/adapt w h  others do. 



- learn to teach wirh their own purpose in mimi. 

- collea information about dernate teaching practices. 

- "pick and chuose" what is use@fiom worhhops. 

- leam to teach by doing it. 

- assess and consider situational comtraints on teaching practices. 

- eixpecr to engage in cum~cuium planning. 

- articulare the Miefi ami intentions underlying t k i r  teaching pracrice. 

- consider the drawbackr and beneJirs of various teaching pracrices. 

- note discipli~ry differences in concepts of teaching. 

- leam to teach wirhin specific semWngs. 

- leam to teach by knowing students. 

- want to teoch in ways that enhance studenr learning. 

- learn to teach with like-minded colleagues. 

- believe that interaction with students Unproves teaching. 

- reflecr on unresolved teaching issues. 

- taik abow what they &: "this is how 1 do this in my teaching ". 

- think of their own reaching in relation to the dominant mode1 for teaching. 

- wonder: What is teaching? 

- teach without a 'recipe' for teaching. 

- learn to teach through rneaning-making: "how can we m& sense of our 

qenences? " 

- wans to teach in a way that rejlects what they think 

- ask for teaching methods that suit their pwposes and their students. 

Document analvsis. Analysis of written responses to the questions "What did 
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you like best about this session?" and "What did you like least about this session?" 

indicates that the following factors facilitate (or hinder) the task of learning-to-teach: 

Factors facilitating leaning 

.Factors related to the content of the session 

nie session offered a w/varied perspective OR reinforcedhalidated my perspective. 

nie session acknowledged problems/diflcdties related to this teaching pranice. 

ï3e session provided "tools" for teaching . 

i. e. , in fonnutioon re teaching practices: idem, principles, guidelines 

I experienced / You MOdeiZed suggested teaching praciice. 

niere war an oppomiîy to prucîise the suggested teaching practice (with feedback). 

Other factors 

î k  people @resenîers/Partrrtrcipants) were accessible. 

I could Zearn fiom the experiences of others. 

ïbe format / organization / presertlation was eflecrive. 

It was on oppomity for itüeraction/discussion wirh colleagues. 

Fadots findenitg leuming 

Factors related to the content of the session 

ïhe session focused on an area of no interest to me. 

7he session acknowledged my problem but did not suggest resol~h~ons. 

The session was too general/introductoty; only just began to sdve my probfem. 

I needed stepby-step insîrucîions SÛ that I could do it on my own. 

I wonder how to apply it / extend it to orhet circumstances. 

Other factors 

nie arrangements for inieractrctron W h  peers a n d h  experr presenter were 



u11~m-sfizctory. 

What was txpecîed of me? Ihe organization didn't rnake sense. 

ïhe timing was not right-too rnuch/lirtle time for task. 

Environmentul factors immtated me e.g., searing, Iight. equiprnent, sound. 

Kev Features of Leamine-to-Teach 

During the 4 month period of formai research activity, 1 continued to act in my 

role as Adviser in the Instructional Development Centre. 1 had m u e n t  interactions 

with faculty members who came to me for assistance with teaching and who shared 

with me theu views on teaching. 1 aiso had opportunities to observe faculty who were 

engaged in classrmm teaching, to coilaborate with faculty planning teaching workshops 

for their peers, to help faculty obtain feedback on their teaching from students, and to 

work intensively with faculty identified as poor teachers. Ail of these interactions 

influenced my uioughts on faculty members as developing teachers. The research 

question, "How do university instnictors l e m  to teach and develop as teachen?" was 

seldom out of my mind. The research findings reporteû here are based on an analysis 

of observation records and prograrn documents; the insight that enabled me to make 

enough sense of the data to answer the research question came about as a result of 

interaction with the data, and from my ongoing engagement with the research problem 

and focused curiosity about the leaming-to-teach process. 

Generdy speaking, results confirmed my findings from the review of the 

Literature and suggested that the Key Result Areas (KRAs) presented earlier are a 

meaningful as weii as logical way of thinking about the leaming-to-teach process. At 

the same time, results from the ethnography highlight certain of the KRAS as being 
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particularly important and relevant for university faculty and aliow me to better see 

how the KRAs connect in the life of a faculty member who is learning to teach. In this 

section 1 describe my understanding of how university professors l e m  to teach and 

develop as teachers, based on the results of my ethnographie study. 

The procesS. Fint of ail, 1 saw that faculty who are leaming to teach are 

engaged in a process of selecting (wnsciously or unconsciously) teaching practices and 

becoming skilled in their use. Teaching practice - what a teacher does -- is central to 

faculty's concepts of themselves as teachers and is the pnmary site for educational 

development (see KRA #5, Figure 7). Consequently, the vast majonty of "teacher talk" 

is about what they rnight do, could do, should do, have done, do do, are planning to 

do.. .etc. This finding has a number of implications for the role of the educational 

developer. For example, helping teachers to make their teaching practices 'selection 

cntena' explicit and coherent cm be an important form of support for developing 

teachers, and indeed 1 have found that faculty identiQ this kind of support as one of the 

key benefits of consulting with an educational developer regarding their teaching . 

Also, bas& on this finding, we have since structured many educational development 

sessions in the IDC around discussions of teaching actions and the rationaie for those 

actions (Le., a teacher describes or demonstrates: "what 1 do, why 1 do this, what 

happens when 1 do this"; or: "what 1 plan to do, why 1 plan to do this, what 1 

anticipate will happa"). This kind of tacher talk, which links teaching practice with 

purposes and beliefs about teaching (KRA #1), is d e d  pract id argument and, 

according to those who advocate its use among developing teachers (Fenstermacher, 
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1994; Richardson et al, 1991; Tidweii, 1995; Tidweii and Montecinos, 1993), it 

appears to be a particularly powemil means of developing teaching through the 

developmen t of teacher thinking. 

Second, 1 saw that Iearning-to-teach largely involves assessing contextual 

oppominities and constraints and somehow coming to terms with the characteristics of 

specific omtexts. Teaching practice is interwoven with the context in which it takes 

place; professors teach particular students in particular classroom, course, and program 

settings. 1 saw that students and their needs are a fundamentai component of the 

context, but are certainiy not the only one - others include time limitations, 

professional responsibilities, curriculum requirements, and ailocation of resources suc h 

as materials, administrative support, and teaching assistants. For new teachers, and for 

teachers in new situations, context is a very difficult thing to anticipate in a l l  its various 

dimensions, suggesting that educational developers working with such clients need to 

use approaches to learning that are cuntextually sensitive/appropriate. This might 

include, for exarnple, learning-to-teach "courses" which are attached to teaching 

experiences. 

Third, I saw that an essential part of leming-to-teach involves using input from 

others selectively (although again, not always consciously) as feedback for the 

educational development process, allowing others' input to shape teaching practice. 

Faculty members teach surrounded by input from others -- most significantly, students 

and/or colleagues. Some of this input is soliciteù, much of it is not. Developing faculty 

rnembers consiuer at least some of this input as usehl feedback for their efforts to 
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improve their teaching. This suggests that effective educational development support 

would not onîy provide feedback, but help professors hear and make use of the 

feedback they already have (Brinko, 1990). 

AU three of these observations about the process of leaming-to-teach effectively 

illustrate some of the reasons why educational developers have recommended and used 

practice-centred inquiry as an approach to educational developmen t (Amundsen et ai, 

1993; Chism & Sanders, 1986). 

Within a concmtual frarnework. Not surprisingly, 1 saw that learning-to-teach 

was shaped by each tacher's understanding, either tacit or explicit, of what teaching is 

(see KRA #1). This personally constnicted understanding of teaching (as in Fox, 1983; 

Kugel 1993; Pratt; 1989; Pratt, 1992; Ramsden, 1992; Sherman, 1987; Tibenus, 1986) 

suggests what is appropriate, legitimate, and likely to be effective in teaching practice, 

thus it provides a framework for the leaming-to-teach process. Of course, teachers do 

not define teaching within a vacuum. Their ideas about teaching are influenced by a 

wide range of contextual factors, including their own stage of development as a 

teacher, the demands of the discipline, models of practice in the professions, the 

characteristics of their students, and also their personal experiences, expectations, and 

values. 

Through this research 1 became attuned to the presence of some tacit and widely 

shared understandings of teaching that cross these various contextual boundaries and 

coalesce in a kind of broad cultural framework that shapes the process of leaniing-to- 

teach. For exarnple, believing that effective university undergraduate teaching is 
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teacher-directed, valuing cornplex concepts and theory, expecting critical t h . g  in 

students, and including lecturing and final exams. In 1993, 1 could find nothing in the 

Literature to confirm or reflect this research finding; however, since then, Barr and 

Tagg (1995) have described this phenomenon quite extensively and provocatively in a 

hugely influentid article in Change magazine. Barr and Tagg charge that universities 

are dominated by an Instmtion Paradigm, which means that they view their mission as 

delivering instruction, rather than as producing leamhg (see Figure 8). While 1 would 

not choose to use their language of "instruction vs. learning", 1 have found that faculty 

and administrators can relate to the phenomenon as it is portrayed in the Ban and Tagg 

article. Certainly 1 am persuaded b y Barnett ' s (1 994) more sophisticated argument 

regarding changing conceptions of cornpetence (from academic to operational) in higher 

education, and the impact of this change on Our views about teaching and Our teaching 

practices (see Chapter Two). My small informal study wnfhns that there is a dominant 

paradigrn for teaching and leaming in modem universities and that most faculty 

members can assume that their own understanding of teaching is, to a large extent, 

shared by their colleagues. Consequently there is littie perceived need to question the 

validity of this understanding; professors instead focus their learning on the ever- 

present need to figure out, perhaps through interaction with others, what to do in 

particular teaching situations. In fact, faculty tend to ignore or reject input if it cornes 

from outside their framework of understanding regarding the nature of teaching. For 

example, student input into the learning-to-teach process is not considered by most 

faculty as usehl feedback when the students' understanding of effective teaching is not 



The Instrudion Paradigm Tbe Leamiag Paradipl 

Mission and Purposes 
hvidddeiiver inanictioa Ebduce lcuning 
Transfer knowledge h m  ficulty to faideau O Eticit rrudcm diiovcr) and coaruuction of kmwiedge 
Offer courses and progrrrna 0 Crcatc powerfiil leamkg envimamenti 
lmpmve the qwlity of inaniction O fmpmve the quality of l ~ r n ù i g  
Achieve accens for diverse rtudenîa Achicvc rucceu for diverse sîudenia 

Criteria for Success 
Inputs, resourcu 0 hrning und audent-rucccss outcornes 
Quality of entering audent. 0 Quality of exiting sudenta 
CurricuIum dcvclopmcnt, expuuioa hrning ~cchoologics dcvelopmni, expansion 
Quantity and quality of ruou~~ei W t y  d qulity of outcornes 
EnroUment, revenue growtb 0 Asgrrgatc lcarning growth, efficiency 
Quality of facuhy, h c t i o n  Qurrlity of amdents, leamhg 

Teaching/Learning Structures 
Ammistic; paru pnor to wboIe O Holhic; whole prior to paru 
Tune held constant, leaming varier O Leacning held constant, time varies 
50-minute lecture, 3-unit courre O icarning environmenia 
Clames stadend at wmt time Environment rcady whea -deni is 
One reacher. one ciasanmm O Whatever luming eqcrience works 
independent discip iines, dcpartments O Crosa diiipline/dcpartmtnt coüaboration 
Coverùig nialerial Specifiedlc.amingrrailts 
Endsf-course usc~mcnt  0 Pdduriag/pod auesrmnts 
Grading wihii classu by instmctoro O E x t e d  e v d u a t i o ~  of lcaming 
Rivate asscssmcnt 0 Public asreasmcni 
Degrec equals accumuhtcd c d i t  hours Dcgrrc quals dcmonstmted knowledge and skills 

Learning Theory 
Knowledge exiirls "out thart" O Kwwlcdge exista in each person's mind and is shaped 

by individual experience 
Knowledge coms in 'chunks" and "bits" 0 Kwwlcdge ir connnrctcd, crcatcd, and 'gortcn" 
delivcred by instructora 
Lcaming is cumulative and lincar 0 icaming is a btating and interacting of fhmeworks 
Fits the storrhouse of LLnowledgt metaphor Fits teaming how ta ride a bicycle metaphor 
Learning is kacher c e n t c d  and controlled Learning is studenr ceruercd and conimlled 
"Live" tcachcr, 'live" srudents q u k d  0 "Active" leamer rcquircd, but not "live' tacher 
The classroom and Ieaming arc competitive and 0 Learning enWoaments and learning arc cooperative, 
individualidc coüaborative. and supportive 
Talent and ability am rare 0 Talent and ability are abundani 

Productivity/Funding 
De finition of pductivity: 0 Definition of productivity: 
cost per hour of instruction pet rtudent cort per unit of lesrning per eaident 
Funding for houts of ~ c t i o n  Fundiig for leaming outcoarcr 

Nature of RoIes 
Faculty arc primarily lecarters Faculty arc primarily designers of learning 

methods anû eavironmtnts 
Faculty and saidenu act independencly O Faculty and amdents work in teams witb cach oiher 
and in isolation and other staff 
Teacheni classify and sort auderu 0 Tcachen develop every eaideat's cornpetencies 

a d  raienta 
Staff serve/arppott fàculty and the p m e m  AU staff am cducatora who producc raideni ltarning 
of instruction 

Fimre 8. Comparïng educational paradigms. Adapted ftom Barr & Tagg (1995). 
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shared by faculty. It can be a real crisis when afaculty mernber faces the possibiiity 

that hislher views of effective teaching are at fault, and that students' views about 

teaching may be legitimate. 

Another interesthg thing about this notion of a single common view as a 

framework for teaching is that other shared views aiso exist (e.g., feminist pedagogy, 

problem-based learning, cooperative leaming) and give rise to alternative frameworks 

for teaching practice. The fact that the understanding of teaching in these altemate 

cultures is fundamentaily different from the understanding of teaching in the dominant 

university culture can lead to conflict and confusion in a practice-focused learning-to- 

teach process. That is, teachers can quite mistakenly assume that the underlying 

rationale for what they do as a teacher (i.e., their practical argument) is one that is 

shared by di their colieagues, and therefore feel no ne& to articulate it. Given their 

natural propensity to taik about what they do (when they do talk about teaching), a 

failure to be explicit about why they do it that way can hamper useful communication 

among faculty trying to learn about teaching. However, 1 also saw that some teaching 

practices -- lecturing, testing, laboratory teaching, discussion methods, for exarnple -- 

are common to a broad range of teaching cultures, which enables a certain degree of 

usehl practice-centred communication among faculty groups with different 

understandings of teaching. 

Makine sense of teachine over time. Teaching is purposeful -- that is, effective 

teaching consists of actions taken to support student learning. Aithough not ail faculty 

have sophisticated (Le., Ieaming-centered) purposes in rnind, I saw that the actions of 
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those engaged in learning-to-teach are always guided by goals and intentions. They 

have some idea (however naive) of what effective education is (as I've akeady 

explained) and they are taking action to make that happen in their own teaching. 

Persons intent on taking personal action may run into complications. A story 

may be defineci as: a sequence of Q C ~ O I L T  t h  occurs when o sympathetic character 

encoumers a complicating situatl'on fhat she confonts Md solves (Franklin, 1986). A 

complication, we may remember from Our school lessons in writing, introduces tension 

and resolutions destroy tension. Complications and resolutions always involve the 

character directly - either she does something or something is done to her, and 

resolutions are always the products of the character's own efforts. 1 introduce this 

elementary notion of story in order to better explain an observation 1 made of faculty 

who are learning to teach and working to improve their teaching. 

Quite simply, 1 observeci many faculty members make selective use of the 

sessions in the teaching series to meet their personai Ieaniing needs, and saw them 

shape conversations and activities in those sessions in order to suit their requirements 

for learning. As 1 noted earlier, I met and h e w  many individual faculty rnembers 

outude these teaching sessions, and was familiar with the teaching problems that they 

were working on in their own classrooms and with the ways that they were 

conceptualizing those problems. As a consequence, 1 was in a good position to identiQ 

times when these individuals effectively turned group activities into a chapter in the 

story of their ongoing development as teachers. This was not the case for aii faculty 

who attended sessions. Some faculty were better able to find relevance and make 
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personal connections with session content than were other faculty. 1 came to the 

conclusion that those who were most selfdirectecl were able to give meaning to a series 

of eventdexperiences in their lives as teachers by wnstructing a story of themselves as 

teachers. For example.. . 

... a teacher encounters a problem in using smail groups in his large lecture 

course. He identifies this as a complicating situation on the road to making the 

lecture course more interactive (he believes in the ideal of active learning), and 

attends a session on discussion-based teaching. Although the topic of group work 

is not addressed explicitly in this workshop, participants are given the 

opporturity to work in groups, and the teacher uses this time as an opportunity 

to discuss his problem with deagues. One of them suggests a different 

approach to stnicturing the group work and the teacher decides to try it. At the 

next session he attends, he reports his experiences to the group in the form of a 

story, and asks for concrete technical advice from the faciiitator on group 

grading practices. He later cornes to the IDC to use the resource library and 

reports to me that he has resolved the group work problem in lectures. He is 

now looking for ways to make tutonal classes more interactive. 

1 believe that learning-to-teach and developing as a teacher is a story-making process 

that allows teachers to make sense of their experiences in an ongoing fashion. Over and 

over again, 1 observed teachers attend to the suggestions and advice that would enable 

them to accomplish what they intended to accomplish. 1 conclude that faculty as self- 

directed leamers use story-making as a strategy for leamhg to teach that is weii-suited 
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to the purposehl dimension of teaching and provides a coherent approach to reflecting 

on teaching experiences. In the context of these workshop sessions, it seemed that 

reflection most commonly centered on technical problems of practice. While story- 

making usually takes place within the cultural framework defining the meaning of 

effective teaching, the authonty it grants the teacher as both centrai figure in the plot 

and author of the story does allow them to step outside that frame and begin to shape 

it, which may transform the story. This suggests that helping faculty to make their 

stones explicit may help them in their development as teachers. Collaborative 

autobiography -- reflection on teacher stories in collaboration with pers within a 

community - has been proposai as both a usehl means for research uito teacher 

development and a potentially powerfùl tool for assisting that development (Raymond et 

al, 1992). 

Conclusion 

The focus in this section has ben on the process of leaming-to-teach from the 

developing educator's perspective, and on what educators can/must do in order to 

develop their teaching. The literature indiates that development strategies in 7 key 

areas facilitate the overall learning (Le., development) process. My ethnography of 

faculty members participating in educational development activities and events 

confirmed that faculty engaged in learning-to-teach do take action in many of the key 

areas identitied in the literature, and suggests some of the ways that these areas connect 

with one another. Both studies have emphashd aspects of leaming-to-teach that appear 

to be common across stages of teacher development which have been posited in the 
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literature. This study has left me with a deeper appreciation for educators' need to 

retum always to what they do as teachers if they are to make sense of teaching, a better 

understanding of the ways that educationd development is shaped by individually and 

collectively conceived definitions of teaching, and an interest in educators' use of 

stories as a way of organizing the process of educationd development over time. 

There was little evidence, in the ethnography, of faculty efforts to make personal 

connections with teaching - t!!at is, to h o w  and develop themselves as teachers (KRA 

#3). This is not surprising, however, given the public and genenc nature of sessions 

designed for a general audience of university faculty. 1 know From my experiences as a 

consultant to individuai faculty that personal aspects of becoming and king a tacher 

are much more likely to corne up in that setting. 

ConcIusion 

These studies appear to offer some bridges between educational development 

work, on the one hand, and the actions of educators, on the other. However, making 

use of this bridge may not be so simple for the developer. My purpose in the 

ethnography has been to re-emphasize the role of the educator and the centrality of the 

educator' s leamhg in educational development efforts. This emphasis, effecW y if not 

intentionally, reminds the educational developer that a role outside this process may not 

be meaningful one, and thus cornpliates the question of how developers are to go 

about doing educational development work. 

These two approaches to knowing educational development have been f'ruitful, 

yet also demonstrate the lirnits of the "observer" stance when the purpose of inquiry is 
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to corne to a deep understanding of a topic of significant personal interest and meaning. 

It may be that the most important lesson 1 have learned is that my capacity for 

understanding educational development has been constrained by an approach to study 

that separates me from my personal rote in relation to educational development. 



Chapter Five 

THE EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPER AS DEVELOPING EDUCATOR: 

MY PERSPECTIVE ON EDUCATIONAL DEELOPMENT 

In this chapter, 1 focus on learning through my own experiences as a developing 

educator and educational developer. Starting frorn the particulan of rny own situation, 1 

theorize about the educational development process. 1 also examine the ways rny stance 

as an educator affects what 1 do as an educational developer. The chapter, as a whole, 

emphasizes my own educational development experiences and what 1 b o w  of 

educational development through cntical reflection on those experiences. 

1 have stated that my interests in persons and in howledge fom a hamework 

for rny educational research and practice: As an educator, 1 fuse fidelity to the 

development of persons (myself and others), and fidelity to the development of 

knowledge (my own and others'), through a comrnitment to persons as howledge- 

builders. 

1 have also said that, as an educationai developer, 1 try to facilitate educators' 

self-directed leamkg - my own learning and the leaniing of faculty 1 work with. My 

intention is to mode1 a selfdirected approach to ED, to present an approach to ED that 

invites self-directed leaming, and to respond with care to the challenge of faculty who 

engage in the process of ED in a self-directed fashion. 

In Part One 1 consider: How do these views shape what 1 do in my educational 

development work? 1 examine the ways 1 wnstruct, engage in, and reflect on 
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educative experiences, on my own and with other developing educators. My purpose 

here is to examine the interplay between the framework 1 have outlined for mysdf and 

the specifics of my educational development practice. In Part Two 1 make explicit 

howledge clairns about the process of educational developrnent and the nature of 

educational development (ED) work; these claims anse from critical reflection on my 

own educational development experiences. My purposes in this case are to ensure that 

my personal conceptions of educational development are explicitly and cntically 

grounded in my personal experiences as a beginning educational developer, and to 

broaden current conceptions of ED that are portrayed in the literature. 

Part One: Knowin P Mv Educational Develo~men t Practice 

Procedure 

It would be impossible to detail aii the ways that the fiamework 1 have outlined 

shapes what I do as an educational developer. For one thing, 1 am not actuaiiy aware 

of the full impact of this stance on my practice. For another, a full exposition of 

specific practices that iilustrate my approach to educational developrnent would be 

lengthy, repetitive and of limited interest to most persons outside that particular work 

context. Finally, 1 do not have accurate records of aii the actions 1 take -- especiaily the 

informal and interactive aspects of day-to-day practice such as telephone conversations, 

cornmittee work, impromptu one-on-one meetings with clients, and process facilitation 

in workshops and courses. Thus, 1 have decided to first portray some simple and 

recurring things 1 know 1 have done since 1 first began ED work that iUustrate my 

underlying stancx, and then I wiii highlight seved specific activities that are 
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particularly good examples of the ways 1 have recently aliowed my stance to become a 

more explicit and coherent framework for my practice. 

Gore, in The Stniggle for Peda~o- (1993), described the concept of 

hypomnemata, a technique used by the Greeks in the "constitution of thernselves". 

Hypomnernata were notebooks in which there was not an account of oneself, but a 

constitution of oneself, wherein "the point is not to pursue the indescribable, not to 

reveal the hidden, not to say the unsaid, but on the contrary, to coiiect the already said, 

to re-assemble that which one could hear or read, and this to an end which is nothing 

less than the constitution of oneself' (Foucault, 1983, p. 247, cited in Gore, 1993, p. 

129- 130). 

The objective of the hypomnemata was "to make of the recollection of the 

fkagmentary logos transmitted by teaching, listening , or reading a means to establish as 

adequate and as perféct a relationship of oneself to oneself as possible" (Foucault, 

1983, p. 247, cited in Gore, 1993, p. 130). This technique is in stark contrast to the 

confessional diary. "What 1 envision is more an historical tracing of what it means to 

be a teacher in specific contexts than a personal or biographical account" (Gore, p. 

15 1). Hypomnernata entries cm be considerd analogous to footnotes - underlying 

messages to oneself about oneself. One's way of reassembhg what is already known 

can produce a new conception of what it is to be an educator, arising from one's 

experiences and interpretations. Gore suggests that the more aware we are of the 

practices of self, the greater the space for altering those practices: 

the process of collecting and re-assembling leaves open the possibility for 
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rupture, for interrupting Our current regimes and practices, perhaps even more 

so than the constant attempts to innovate beyond what we "known . (p. 130) 

In the spirit of the hypomnemata, this next section is comprised of a senes of 

annotated selections of activities and exercises from my educational development 

practice, which iiiustrate some aspects of my approach to ED. 

Practices 

The fint example I have is a handout, Questions for Teachen (Figure 9). 1 

developed ihis handout for the New Women Faculty Orientation the first time it was 

offered in September 1993. 1 can recall that the overall format of the Orientation 

session was quite didactic, even though we were ai l  - experienced and new -- seated in 

a circle in informal, corn fortable chairs. Presenters had a series of topics to address in 

sequence and it was rny role to address teaching (and, 1 believe, the services of the 

IDC) . 

1 was interested in stimulating conversations about teaching, rather than 

presenting information to new faculty. The handout is an activity sheet, not an 

information sheet; it poses a whole series of questions without answers. 1 use it in the 

group setting by asking individual faculty to take a few moments to jot down their 

responses to one (or more) of the questions, and then invite them to share their 

responses with one or two other faculty. We then usualiy move into large group 

discussion. The last group of questions (to begin a conversation) would be used without 

the preliminary writing . 

With this handout I approach new faculty as constructivists, encouraging them 



To benin self-assesment: 

What 3 words come to mind when you think of yourself as a Teacher? 

How do you feel about teaching? 

Make a iist of cornpetencies that you feel are important for effective teaching in your field. 
Note that tbis list needs to be wntinuously updated. 
Note that this list is the basis for self-assessment. 

To benin critical reflection: 

As a -cher, what do you believe? Complete the following sentence: 
1 believe that.. . 

What doubts do you have about teaching? Complete the following sentence: 
1 doubt that.. . 

Complete the following sentences: 
Some of the things tbat happen in my classes 

1 which 1 reaily like are.. . 
1 whicb 1 don? like are.. . 
1 about which I am not sure how 1 feel are... 

Think about the recent past in your life as a teacher. What stands out as the most exciting, 
challenging or fiustrating incident? 
Describe the details of the incident and your feelings about it. Ask yourself, "What really 
happened? Why was it important to me?" 

To bepin a conversation with a colleamte: 

Talk about the teachers you have had in the pst .  Identify elements in your teaching which 
you have modeled h m  your own teachers. 

Which of those elements do you find difficult to accept? 
Which are you happy to use? 

Talk about the students in yow classes. How do you experience your students? How do 
they chailenge you as a teacher? 

Talk about how you teach. Describe in detail what you do in the classroom. Ask each other 
questions untif you have a very clear p i c m  of how you teach certain topics, students, skiiis. 
The goal of the conversation is to become famiiiar with another petson's teaching methods. 
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to consider and to articulate what they h o w  and believe about teaching. 1 encourage 

new faculty to keep records of what they do, and a teaching journal, and suggest that 

these questions can be used as stimuli for thinking. 1 state that this kind of 

thinking/activity is as much a part of effective teaching as the actions teachers iake in 

the classroom. It is the part that ensures that we continue to learn from the experiences 

we have with students in the classroom. The title, Qrcestions for Teachers (not 

"questions for faculty about teaching") emphasizes that (new) faculty must begin to 

establish an identity as teachers. 

There are three categories of questions, including questions to stimulate: a) self- 

assessment; b) critical reflection; and c) a conversation with a cokague. The first 2 

categories of questions are ones that individuals can do on their own. Self-assessrnent 

includes a notion of assessing one's self, not just using the self to assess one's own 

performance. While the self-assessrnent questions are rather a-textual, the cri tical 

reflection questions emphasize the situatedness of teaching knowledge, and how Our 

experiences and beliefs provide a context which informs the howledge that a teacher 

wiil construct. Self-assessrnent asks the teacher to describe competencies, for example, 

whereas critical reflection looks more at what Mes the selection of those particula. 

competencies. One of the cntical reflection questions is a Critical Incident, which 1 use 

frequently as a basic exercise to emphasize the potential power of Our experiences as 

the sitefstarting point for leaming. The last category also emphasizes experiences - 

leamhg from others' experiences as weil as your own, and making use of the fact that 

different people make sense of simiiar experiences in different ways. So, I ask them to 
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speak to someone else about their students because when they hear another person's 

perspective on shidents it helps teachers think critically about the way they experience 

their students. The last question reflects my understanding that most "teacher talk" 

centres on what teachers do in the classroom (see the results of my study of how 

faculty learn to teach in Chapter 4). I want teachers to become more aware of how they 

teach -- more specifically, of how their beliefdknowledge are transformed into action 

and shape action. I say in effect, "Don't take your own beliefs/howledge for granted, 

and don't assume that dl effective teaching lwks the same." SmaU differences in 

actions and in rationale mean a lot to the overall pattern of teaching and teachers who 

are able to discriminate are on the road to becoming more effective. 

1 frequently select questions from this list to use in group settings; 1 also often 

include the handout in packages of material sent to faculty for independent self-directed 

leaming purposes. 1 use it less explicitly in my individual consultations. While my 

failure to give these questions to clients, in that situation, might be because I want to 

be responsive to the concems, style, and questions of the individual, in fact 1 typically 

ask questions very similar to these dunng a consultation -- and it is not uncornmon 

for clients to say that the best part o f  a consultation is the questions I ask! 

The second example from my practice, Role Play: Problem-Solving Exercise 

(Figure IO), is adapted from something that I borrowed from my mentor; although the 

version 1 present here is for teaching assistants, 1 first used it when teaching a graduate 

course in adult education. 

My students had raised the issue of how to motivate people to learn. (Actually, 



ROLE PLAY: RoblemSoIving Exercise 

Part One 

Panicipms work in groups of 3-4 on the folking task (note that participants are not yet 
aware of the procedure for Part ?ko in the rokè ptay): 

You are a p u p  of Teaching Assistants. You love your work, and try to do a good job of it, 
but you have had no training and sornetimes you wonder whether you could/should be doing 
things di fferentl y. 

Today you have the oppoRunity to discuss some of your concems with experts! A team of 
Teaching Specialists are visiting your department. They have promised that if you describe a 
specific problem you are having with your TA work, they will give you a practical strategy for 
resolving it. 

Briefly but clearly describe the problem/concern you have, incIuding whatever information you 
feel is most relevant. 

Part Two 

nte facilitmor colleas the probihs, and distrr'bw them among the groups, so thai now each 
group has another group 's probièm to addrms. 17leir instructions are: 

You are a team of Teaching Specialists. You act as consultants to university faculty and TAS. 
Today you have been asked to help a group of Teaching Assistants who have identified a 
specific problem they are having. 

Suggest one or more solutions for the identified concernlproblem. Try to be as practical and 
as specific in your recommendations as possible. 

--- 

Fimire 10. Educational Developrnent Handout: Role Play: ProbZem-Solving Exercise. 

1 couldn't figure out what al1 the fuss was about. 1 beiieved the motivation problem 

would becorne a non-issue if they simply approached the leamers as if they were self- 

directed.) 1 felt my students expected me to somehow address motivation as an adult 

education topic. They also needed answers/solutions, yet 1 didn't feel it was my role to 

provide them. My students completed Part 1 of the exercise, in groups, one evening at 
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the end of the class. 1 collected them and distributed them to different groups at the 

beginning of the next class. It worked well. My approach legitimized thnr need to 

how, yet communicated that 1 am not necessarily the ba t  or only source of answers to 

difficult questions about ieaching, and that every teacher can be a valuable source of 

professional knowledge. 1 have used this simple exercise extensively since then, 

particularly with beginning teachers, with teachers styrnied by wmplex problems, and 

with expenenced teachers who are not taking full advantage of their practical 

knowledge. 

The exercise suggests that problem definition is equally as important as problem 

solution. It also suggests that a person outside the teacher's situation may be able to 

step in and address it with a fresh perspective if the person is given enough detaiis 

about the particulars to be able to function thoughtfuliy in that context. 

1 use the activity to redefine expertise. The text of the exercise is worded in 

such a way as to take the mystique out of what it means to be a "Teaching Specialist". 

My intention is to invite people to act as if they are specialists who presumably have 

solutions. 1 aim to break down barriers (real or imagined) between expert and 

practitioner , and encourage beginning practitioners to tmst their own knowledge and 

the knowledge of their peers. The activity emphasizes the importance and validity of 

personal practical knowledge and also the need for collaborative knowledge-building 

communities among teachers. 1 explain that teachers must develop expertise not only in 

terms of their teaching performance but also in terrns of their ability to construct 

reasonable and valid answers to problematical situations. 
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A critic might say that this exercise fosters teacher arrogance by intimating that 

there is no need for teachers to look more deeply into educational problems or to 

question their own approaches because they already have the answers. First 1 must 

clarify that 1 do not use this exercise as the only approach to the construction and 

critique of knowledge for teaching. I also expose teachers to the educational literature, 

and to alternative perspectives on educational problems, including my own. M y  real 

purpose with this exercise is to encourage teachers to constnict tentative answers to 

even the most challenging practical questions; 1 want them to take a chance, to imagine 

a possible solution so that they may act upon it and check how it works out. 

Immobility, arising from a belief that a problem is insurmouniable, is a huge block to 

the development of teaching. The exercise reflects my belief that leamkg (as a teacher) 

stops the moment one is unable to anticipate ways of acting. 

Teachers must persist in constructing solutions to problems until the most 

suitable solution emerges. The solution, commonly d e d  a teaching method or 

approach, is a combination of "what to do" and "why to do it" that makes sense for a 

particular teacher in a particular situation. One advantage to this role-play problem- 

solving exercise is that it exposes teachers to other examples of the sarne kind of 

problems they are experiencing. This aiîows them to see similarities and differences 

between types of teaching problems, improving their ability to diagnose a problem and 

helping them more finely tune their responses. 

I'li now move on to annotate an ED activity that explicitly iliustrates my 

attempts to constnict, engage in, and reflect on educative experiences (experiences that 
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enable the growth of knowledge and of persons) with university instructors. This 

example from my practice is something calleci the Teacher Schlar Network (Figures 11 

& 12). The Teacher Scholar Network (TSN) arose because a Physics professor (and 

award-winning teacher) came to m e  and asked 'Why is it that faculty do not devote 

comparable energy and do not have equivalent success in the area of solving teaching 

problems as in solving research/scholarship problems in their discipline? Shouldn't the 

s l d s  developed in research be transferable to teaching?" This professor, Ieff Adams, 

had been concernai with the development of expertise in problem-solving among his 

Physics students and I'd suggested that he  read Supassine Ourselves (Bereiter & 

Scardamalia, l993), which addressed this very topic; he liked it very much. So 

together we retumed to that text and found that Bereiter & Scardarnalia suggested that 

experts (in any area, including teaching) seldom exist in isolation -- that often they are 

linked together through associations or informa1 networks which create an expert 

subculture. The environment within this subculture supports the development of 

expertise by embodying the ideals and goals which "direct the process of expert 

development" . 

We lamented the lack of a teaching subculture in universities. We discussed 

whether it was worth trying to estabiïsh an expert subculture for teaching at Queen's. 1 

was arnenable to the idea of networking, and of ongoing leaming/development groups; 

in fact 1 had wanted to establish something iike that at Queen's for a long time. 1 was 

attracted to this mode1 because there would be an opportunity to meet over time, 

because people would have to make a comrnitment to participate, and because it would 



feel more like a classroom experience where there is an opportunity for deep 

engagement in a projectlproblem of interest. 1 was particularly attracted to the TSN 

format because it reflected my self-directed leamhg philosophy; I anticipated there 

would be less (felt) expectation that I would provide answers or even structure the 

To: 

From: Jeff ArJluns, Physics 
Srnusan Wilcox, instructional Development 

We are writing to invite your participation in an interdisciplinary teaching network at Qum's .  
The network is an opporhmity for a group of interested colleagues to explore, in an ongohg 
way, some aspects of teaching and learning; we explain the purpose more fully in the attacbed 
Proposal. 

The group will be srnall-a dozen or so, at the most-so that we c m  get to know each other 
well and make useful connections. Our goal in forming the network is to b ~ g  together a mix 
of people, with di fferent perspectives, backgrounds, and experiences, whose cornmon ground 
is an enthusiasm for leaming about teaching. 

We hope that participating in the aetwork wil l  concentrate and contribute to the energy that aii 
of us are already devoting to teaching. in this community of tacher-scholars, we can help one 
another work seriously on the things that matter to each of us. We anticipate that a rime 
cornmitment of about 6 meetings per year will d e  participation worthwhile yet not onerous. 

Participants in the network will set its direction and shspe its activities; the htmctional 
Development Centre will provide support. 

We're making plans for Our inaugural meeting-when we will meet one another, share 
experiences and expectations, make arrangements for future meetings, and consider other ways 
for members to keep in touch. To keep things IiveIy and focused, we d l  select a topic for 
discussion and provide a background reading for those who are able to attend. 

W e  hope you'll join us. 

Figure I l .  Letter inviting faculty participation in the Teacher-Scholar Network. 



Proposal: Teacher-Scholar Network 

We believe that one very important way in which the level of teaching and education at 
Queen's can be improved is through the development of an interdisciplinary nehvork of 
teacher-scholars to promote thinking, researching, and writing about post-secondary education. 
Without committing to the exact form this association might take, let us elaborate upon what 
we see as the benefits of such a network. 

J htnic tors  wodd have an opportunity to meet with othef me-minded individuals to explore 
the process of education in a less discipline specific way. We have no doubt that there is at 
least a small number of faculty who would relish the opportunity to discuss their teaching 
within a felatively safe environment, which is often not found within individual departments. 
Meetings of network members would provide an ongoing forum for the discussion of teaching 
issues, This would be particularly helpfbl for those concerns that can only be adequately 
addressed over an exteoded period of time. There would be no "outside expert"; the emphasis 
would be on taking control of solving Our own problems, 

J There is a need to bridge the gap between formal educational research - that generated by 
scholars in the field of education - and the community of people achially responsible for 
educating university students. University instructors with an interest in the broder questions 
of education and a cornmitment to practice informai by research seem to be a natural group to 
provide this bridge. One g d  would be to share and discuss what we leam h m  the literature 
and to use this as a fkmework for examining and improving our own teaching. Another goal 
would be to contribute to this literature ourseIves through the disciplined, systematic, and 
ongoing study of teaching and learning in our own classes. 

J Some faculty, interested in pursuing more structured research on education within their own 
discipline, may be reluctant because of their unfamiliari ty wi th the appropriate methodologies. 
An association such as that proposai would offer opportunities to explore alternative research 
methodologies, to share among ourselves discipline-specific expertise in various 
methodologies, and to engage in interdisciplinary coilaborations in educational research. 

J Research on education seldom offers defuitive m e r s  and in many ways is an ongoing 
dialogue to which we could contribute. One of the most important aspects of this process is 
the level of reflection it encourages - interesting writing in education o b n  cornes not from the 
systematic study of carefully planned innovations but rather h m  the carefuI consideration and 
reflection upoa the process of one's own teaching. This sort of discourse could be encouraged 
through an internai newsletter as a place to "ûy outa ideas and solicit fdback .  As an 
informal publication, writers could feel quite open to discuss both their successes and their 
failures. Ultimately the goal would be to have group members pubiishing their work in 
recognized j o u d s  of higher education. 

4 There are many excelient teachers at Queen's but we lack what has been called a second 
order environment, a subculhue of expertise within the field of teaching. A network of 
terrcher-scholars could establish this subculture of expertise by supporting and encouraging its 
members in the collective goal of continuousi improvement of teachiag. We could provide a 
strong, identifiable, and accessible core for the community of educators at Queen's. 

Fimire 12. Proposa1 for the formation of a Teacher-SchoIar Network. 
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session for members; 1 felt it more Likely that we couid rneet as colîeagues, rather than 

as expert (me) and practitioners (them) which implies a false separation between the 

role of expert and the role of practitioner. I was drawn to the ide .  of expertise as 

process rather than a label to be applied to a person who knows. The teacher-scholar, 

in rny view , is a person interested in knowing more -- a person wanting to explore 

deeply the meaning of education, the role of the educator, and the process by which 

professors becorne educators. 

Jeff and 1 together wrote the Proposal (Figure 12) and then the letter (Figure I l )  

to faculty inviting them to join. I identified (with some input from Jeff) a List of faculty 

who might be interested. We either sent the letter and Proposal and then made a 

follow-up phone cd1 or visit, or first made an appointment and then brought the letter 

and Proposai to the visit. 1 was more likely to do the former and Jeff was more likely 

to do the latter (he was more skeptical of success). Our Proposal met with 

overwhelming support and soon we were organizing meetings. The Network 

functioned for approximately six months, befame dormant for 1 year, and was then 

reac tivat ed . 

In the proposal, there is considerable emphasis on conûibuting to research in 

education, and in wnnecting educational research with practice. In fact, we did not do 

that. It developed more into a support network for teachers. One early member was 

particularly concemed with bumout, for example, and made it clear at opening meeting 

that if there was an expectation of producing somethhg the network would not meet 

her needs. Generally, we started with people's experiences and concems and discussed 
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them as a group. Members did, though, express a desire for literature to stimulate 

discussion, to provide a common frame of reference and an alternative perspective on 

experiences. It was one of those pieces of literature (excerpts from The Peaceable 

Classroom by Mary Rose O'Reilley), provided by a member who had agreed to plan 

the agenda for a session, that led to a most mernorable discussion. The phrase "1 want 

to begh by talking about Our grief" generated a wondemil, engaging, honest, and tmly 

cross-disciplinary conversation about teaching. Why? Because it tumed out that 

everyone of us had had to face the possibility (or fact!) that they might never be the 

tacher  (and/or researcher) they had imagined they might be. Because every action they 

had taken as academics, actions which were necessary in order to develop competence 

and expertise, also exposed the limits of their skiils as teachers and/or disciplinary 

scholars. I was facing up to some disappointments of my own, with ED work and 

acadernic life, at that time and was stmck by the sadness expressed by these ordinary 

faculty members. It was a public admission of inadequacy or failure, and a sharing of 

what that failure meant. 1 remember, more positively, that Our discussion included 

attention to the related question O'Reilley (1993) posed, " What do you do for 

ecstasy?", which meant that we tallced about the things we do to keep ourselves 

engaged and optimistic. 

This incident illustrated how the developrnent of the educator is personal, and 

incorporates the development of self. If "fidelity to persons" is the guiding ethic then 

the outcome must be personally defined and personally meaningful, not merely 

technically and practically meaningful. It suggested that research that focuses on the 
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improvernent of practice, even action research that addresses individuals' efforts to 

improve their own practice in ways that makes sense to them, may not reflect a 

"fidelity to persons". Can teaching cornpetence be the sole benchmark when fidelity to 

persons is guiding actions? This is the point raised through this experience. 

The other signifiant thing about the TSN wncerns my role in it, which was 

difficult to delineate. 1 tried to be a regular member but I found it frustrating and rather 

dishonest. The Network rnay have floundered because 1 did not play a leadership role. 

Also, 1 wanted a group, while Jeff expressed an interest in an open network, even 

though the outcornes he desired were only possible (in my view) from within the 

community afforded by rnembership in a bounded group. 

The fourth exarnple fiom my practice is a published article (Figure 13) written 

in collaboration with an educationai development client, Ian Strachan. 

The experience of writing with Ian changed my perceptions of ED in simple but 

signifiant ways. He came to me for advice about procedures for self and peer 

assessrnent of group work in the undergraduate geography course he was teaching. 1 

suggested that he keep records of what he did, because others would be interested in 

his experiences, and he might want to write it up. 1 make that suggestion to some of 

rny clients. Ian was the fïrst who took me up on it -- and his decision took me by 

surprise. Even more surprising was his request that 1 coilaborate with him in the 

writing of the case. Most surprising to me was that the act of writing coilaboratively 

about our Iearning made such a difference to the 'feel' of the instructional development 

process. 
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Peer and self assessment of group work: Developing an effective response to 
increased enrolment in a third-year course in microciimatoIogy . 

[AN B. STRACHAN & SUSAN WLCOX, Queen 's University 

ABsmcT 

Group work was used to produce a seminat and term paper in a third-year course in 

microclimatology. A peer and self assessrnent strategy was developed that provided individual 

group members the opportunity to appraise their own and partuers* performance. The course 

instmctor worked with an adviser from the university's educational development unit throughout 

the term to develop and critique the technique for this class. The techniques used, collaboration 

with the educational developrnent unit, and student responses are described and explored within 

the context of an action based research project. 

Students indicated that the group work project was a valuable and enjoyable learning 

experience which helped them to develop skilis in independent research, collaboration and 

communication. The 'zero-mm' assessment technique used in the course did help the instmctor 

make a more accurate assessment of student performance in groups. Most students appreciated 

the use of self and peer assessment and believed it was used appropriately. The primary 

recommendation is to make the p m  as inclusive and participatory as possible. 

We conclude that a 'zen>-sum9 approach to self and peer assessrnent of group work is 

effective, and that a collaborative approach to educational development can be a positive 

experience that ultimately benefits students. 

Fimire 13. Abstraa of published article CO-authored with ED client, Ian Strachan. 
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In one way, there was nothing about the relationship between Ian and 1 that was 

different than any other interaction 1 have had with ID clients. He wrote about what he 

did, which was to make changes in his geography course. 1 wrote about what 1 did, 

which in this case was to help him interpret the feedback that he received from students 

and help him evaluate the overall impact of the new teaching and assessrnent methods 

he was using. In the article we wrote together, we cal1 this approach to change d o n  

(or classroom) research. Essentially, this meant that Ian defined (with my help) a 

particular problem he was expenencing in teaching the course, he imagined (with my 

help) a solution to the problem, then he tri4 it out and evaluated (with my help) the 

outcomes. This process, whatever we may dl it, is essentially the same process I 

participate in with many @ut not all) of my clients, except that we recorded the process 

and made it public. However, collaborating in Our written record of what twk place 

shaped the educational development process we were involved in together and (in my 

view) had a powerful influence on the outcomes of the process. Writing about our work 

together meant that the pattern of Our interactions was rather atypical; I met with Ian 

more frequently after he had implemented the change in his teaching than before and 

during his teaching, and we continuai to meet after we had corne to some conclusions 

about the effectiveness of the methods he had used. While at fist glance this appears to 

be a drawback to collaborative insûuctordeveloper writing, Le., that writing to 

communicate with others drags out our interactions and does not contribute to the 

educational development process itself, in fact it indicates a key benefit of the process. 

I mon realized that it was only when Ian wrote down his description of what he did 
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and why he did it, that I became trdy aware of the reasoning underlying his actions, 

and of his perspective on the project - in a way that I did not entirely understand 

through Our conversations. The writing was a check on how Our verbal messages were 

received and interpreted by the other, and it was a source of deeper information about 

the other's perspective and knowledge. I'm not sure if this was the case for Ian, but 1 

know that for me it was an exceîlent way to check assumptions, to clarify what we 

knew and what we believed, and to draw finer distinctions in the meanings of Our 

respective explanations for practices. Interestingly, Ian had no previous experience of 

working with an educational developer, and no preconceived ideas of what it would 

involve. He car& only that the process be a useful one, and since that was the case (in 

his view), he did not give it any further thought. 

This positive experience of writing with Ian strengthened my resolve to find 

more opportunities to write about teaching with others. One of the most intriguing 

moments of rny ED practice occurred for me only recently, during a session of the 

newly reconvened Teacher Scholar Network in Fali 1996. The group decided to spend 

a meeting engaged in writing about teaching. One member suggested that we write 

about something satisfying in teaching. We all wrote, then discussed Our writing, then 

later shared Our writing on the group's e-mail listserv. The sense of safety and diversity 

in this community, and my coileagues' willingness to explore honestly thoughts and 

feelings about teaching, stimulated me to probe deeply into my reasons for becoming 

an educator. 1 wrote the foliowing short piece in the days foilowing that meeting: 

Late Fria@ night, I awoke from a sound sleep to find that the TSN meeting from 
that aftemon wm re-playing in my body. Z felt myself there again. this tim on 



a different level. I saw, suddenty, the self-Zess-ness of some of the group 
members. Afer a hm, I thought of me and self-ish-ness in teaching. if self-less- 
ness (and self-ish-ness) are important characteristics of teachers, what does that 
say about me? I reflected once more on what Z had wrinen that day at the 
meeting - about why I f i n d  teaching sanansfuing - in light of the self-ish-nesshelf- 
less-ness facor. Thar's when my real leurning began. 

Wm my earb resistance (which I had wrinen aùour) to being a leacher actualfy 
resisrunce to a role of self-Zess-ness that I might be qected to toke on as a 
teacher? This is quite u differenr perspective from the one I'd had earlier Ni the 
day -- from the one I'd am*culated to the group. I'd said that 1 was res i sm  tu 
the idea of a teocher QS one who kmws and t k n  communicates her knowing to 
others. There IS something in tha, because it is t u  thai I had no confdenee 
thaî I'd be able to communicate whar Z know to others. Bu I'd somehow 
managed to suggest that I'd olways resisted being a teacher becawe I didn't 
want to do the power-tripping that being a teacher might involve. This SOUNDS 
go&. But my late nighr thinking pus a whole new twist on this. Ifteaching is a 
self-Zess vocanion (my teaehem - al1 the best ones, anyway - were nuns), and 
not the serf-full role I'd managed to convey, then maybe I'd resisred teaching 
because Z am selfih and serf-centred. m i c h  is not something that it is eary to 
be proud O$. . 

As a young Catholic girl, I could see enough aboui the possibilities for my life 
that I undentood that self-less-ness would be erpected of me. And I resisted. I've 
cam'ed that resistance with me throughout my life. I've put amour on myself to 
protect me from the possible qectations of others t h  I will care for them 
becawe t h  is whar a good person abes. I wanr to reserve the right to make a 
choice about whether I will care for them. I w ~ t  my life to be MY own. 

Whar was the hook that grabbed me, and caught me by suiprise, when I f i r s t  
discovered rnyself as a teacher ? TRe m e r ,  if it is true, is so ironie. I had a 
menror who invired me to teach. Imrigued by the mode1 of teaching she 
exemplijied, I forgot my resistance. And through t h  erperience I founù that 
teaching actualty gave me permission to cure deepty for others, and the freedom 
to make a choice to care for them as learners. This menror showed me a fom of 
caring that made senre to me. It quenched a deep thim. It hit me that I NEH, 
oppomnities to care, to be sev-less in the Company of others AM) to be selfsh 
for t h  -- to fight on their b e w  

The ache offor caring is the rhing thor pulk me to teaching. Yes, there is the 
pleasure of seeing others engaged in doing something meaningful, the pleasure 
of intellectual engagement with others who are leorning with Md through 
me.. . .But the thing that gets under my skin is the sah'sf~ction of caring for others 
and for rnyself and for the stuff we're learning together. There's something about 



caring. ..itJs rwt something you can preîend to do, or try to do, or should 
do.. . i fs  just pan of king hwnon, und my teoching allows me to express that 
pan of me. 

Z had a teaching experience which made me feel thut teaching is my way to cure, 
and Z've wanted to be a teacher ever since. 

Conclusion 

This concludes Part One, in which 1 have assemblai a smaU collection of practices 

which iiiustrate the particulan of my approach to educational development work. 1 now 

wish to articulate, in Part Two, some of the things 1 have learned by reflecting 

critically on that work; this critical reflection is itself an approach to practice which is 

indicative of my stance as an educator. 

Part Two: Knowing Educational Develo~ment throueh Practice 

Procedure 

My claims are based on an analysis of a) daily journal entries wncerning my 

educational development work made from August 1994 until February 1995, b) joumal 

entries kept sporadicaliy from 1987 until 1996, and c) documents producd in my work 

over a period of approximately one year in 1994-95. 

The 6 month educational development joumal was kept to help me better 

understand my approach to ED work. In 1995 1 reviewed the entries hhrice, writing 

comments on the text as I reviewed it. in effect, through this analysis, 1 engageû in a 

process of dialogue with myself - 1 commente. on earlier entries, questioned my 

motives and underlying assumptions, made suggestions, ~ ~ e c t e d  various entries one 

with the other, and noted underlying themes. I did not have a forrnal procedure - 

instead, 1 responded to the text as 1 would have done if the joumal had been submitted 
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to me by one of my adult education graduate students, with the additional step of 

sometimes using the entries as jumping-off points for new entries. 

In April 1996, 1 reviewed al1 joumds kept from 1987 untii that time. Although 

these joumals were not kept regularly, most of them included detailed reference to my 

educational development practice and scholarship, and my teaching. Some were kept 

intensively for short periods, while 1 was engaged in specific learning projects. These 

joumals I approached differently than the joumal noted above. In this case I reviewed 

each chunk of journal (there were definite beginning and end points) as a whole, and 

then sat d o m  and wrote my response to it - describing my sense of it, and noting 

important themes. As I continued through the analysis, I noted the ways that each of 

the joumals were different and/or similar. This analysis, based on the recommendations 

of Rainer (1978), gave me a good sense of the changes in focus, interest, thinking, etc. 

over that period of 9 years. 

Also in April 1996, 1 reviewed aU the documents produced in my ED work in 

1994-95. This included letters and memos, short 'popular' articles, texts of 

presentations to a wide variety of groups, proposais for funding, descriptions and 

evaluations of programs and workshops, records of consuItations with clients, agendas 

and minutes of meetings, reportslrecommendations prepared as a consequence of 

cornmittee work, etc. Concurrent with this review, 1 again re-read the (now-annotated) 

ED journal from the sarne period. At around that same time, 1 was asked to prepare a 

teaching dossier/portfoLio, to articulate a vision of the role of educational developrnent 

centres in universities, and to prepare my annuai acadernic report. Shortly after I 
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completed these tasks - all of which necessitated critical reflection on practice - I 

proceeded with the next step in my research, which was to make claims, on the basis 

of my own ED experiences, about the nature of educational development. 

Process 

As I noted earlier, my perspective on educational development is shaped by the 

two roles I play: that of teachededucator (in my case the educational developer who 

facilitates the development of other educators), and that of student/learner (in my case 

the educator who is engaged personally in the process of development). Barnett (1996) 

has revealed some of the ways that 'becoming a student' is difficult: it includes, for 

example, figuring out what it means to learn and be a learner, knowing how to interact 

with the educator, and establishing a relationship with the material. Analysis of my 

experiences as a beginning educator shows me that some of the difficulties in 

'becoming an educator' are actually the same difficulties that any learner experiences in 

'becoming a student'. The basic problem is that one cannot simply be a student or an 

educator -- in both cases the role is not a prescription to be adopted, rather one must 

construct a personal idemity in relation to the desired role. In my situation, this process 

was further complicated by the fact that I want to see myself as educator and as 

learner; I had not fully anticipated the quandaries that this would pose. The feeling was 

one of wanting to be both closed and open at the same time - a paradox, which put me 

in the position of being a 'living contradiction', as Whitehead (1993) has so aptly 

described it. 

Generally, I think I am tolerant of my clients' sometimes slow and frequently 
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indirect developrnental path. Analyzing my own experiences meant that 1 had to l e m  

to be equally patient with myself, and to drop some expectations about development 

that 1 did not h o w  1 stU had. Eventudy, unable to ignore my mounting frustration 

with my rather inefficient approach to developrnent, 1 asked myself, "Am 1 trying to 

arbitrarily shape the story of my development into something that it is not?" Bateson's 

Composin~ a Life (1990) sewed as a rerninder that my journey may very weii be 

emergent rather than goalsriented and that improvisation (rather than the traditional 

heroic quest) is probably the more meaningful metaphor for me; Bateson's 

legitimization of such a developmental pattern calrned me. 1 refocussed on my purpose, 

which is to understand what it truly means to become art educator, and looked carefuily 

at the path 1 have taken. I was then able to uncover a prevailing theme in my 

development: that of actively and openly responding to people and to circumstances, 

and a propensity for imagining possibilities. Also 1 âiscovered that 1 hunger for both a 

sense of coherence and a sense of cornpetence. And 1 saw that all of this was overlaid 

on a recurring theme in my life as a whole: a desire for personal autonomy, 

particularly as a member of a community. 

Claims 

In this section I make and support some preliminary claims about educational 

development. My purpose in making these claims is to invite dialogue with others as I 

make sense of ED, and to l e m  from this dialogue so that I can deepen my 

understanding of educational development. My five claims look at educational 

development through five lens; a claim is essentiaiiy a 'take' on the process of 
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development, each from a different vantage point, which aii together may illuminate the 

process as a whole. These claims address development as it occun through: 

- an educator's decision to think and act Wre a teacher in a particular setting, 

- the presence of a developer as witness to the need for developrnent, 

- the ducat or-leamer relations hip (conventions of practice as relations h i p  forrning 

rituals), 

- the constmction and use of inter and intra-personal knowledge, 

- an educator's impersonal interest in the educational text of various situations. 

1. For educational development to take place, individuals must choose to think and 
act üke educators in particular settings and situations. 

My experience indicates that becornïng an educator is an attitude (seeing 

learning possibilities and accepting responsibility for realizing them) in combination 

with circumstances, and the cornpetencies that arise through action in those 

circumstances (acting to tmnsform a situation into an educational experience). This 

experience leads to my claim that the process of educationai development is initiated by 

individuals who, by posing and acting upon the question of "What leaming is 

possible?" in the context of their relationship with others, assume the role of educator. 

Educational development happens in the spaces of possibility defined by 

intentions and constraints in local, specific, and immediate situations. Constraints on 

individuals' educational intentions present problems that must be dealt with, and they 

provide a frame within which development c m  take place. An effective educator asks 

what leaming is possible in a given context, pushes the lirnits of what is possible, and 

accepts the lirnits of what is possible. 
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There is a tension between the situatedness of teaching problems and the human 

capacity for transcending boundaries, that is, the ability to step outside frames and re- 

imagine. This tension creates an opening where development can take place. Humans 

are not d e h d  by situations - this dows them to respond to the situation. But onfy to 

a certain extent. In fact, an educator's capacity for critical self-reflection is an 

important wnstraint on what is possible. When a person playing the role of educator 

chwses to respond fiom an educational perspective, educational development is set in 

motion. 

1 want to emphasize that educational problems can't be transferred to someone 

else. Let me try to be more specific. 1 have made the daim that for ducational 

development to take place in a given situation, the educator must assume responsibility 

for transfonnuig the situation into an educational setting. The educator must be 

prepared to develop as a teacher so that she can respond to the situation, and to 

develop her teaching so that it is effective in that situation. If she gives the problem to 

someune else, the problem cannot actuaüy be solved, because its very nature is defined 

by a context in which she is present, as teacher, in relationship with the students. If not 

taking responsibility for responding to a situation in an educational manner is the 

problem, passing responsibility on never addresses it - instead, it reframes the problem 

in an inappropnate way, i.e., as a technid (instrumentai) problem. 

If development m o t  be tmnsferred to another person, the educator is faced 

with having to perform at hidher present level of cornpetence, which may be 

hadequate (or else of finding assistance that is contextualized), and the developer is 
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faced not having the power to take direct action to improve instruction. The developer 

must work through and with the educator. This situation means that educators and 

developers must learn to Live with the fact that what is feasible may not necessarily be 

what is needed or most desirable for the leamers in a given situation. 

1 find that university faculty who are considering whether 1 (the developer) may 

help them to address their educational problerns are constantly assessing the functional 

validity (Munby and Russell, 1995) of everythuig 1 do, say, suggest: 1s a proposed way 

of thinking, of viewing the situation, of responding, likely to get them where they want 

to go? And 1 am always asking myself: How will something 1 do, say, suggest get a 

particular tacher where he/she wants to go in a particular context? One chaiienge 1 

have is in helping educators (myself and other faculty) to intemalize this question, 

make it their own, and consider the functional validity of what they believe and what 

they do. A bigger chaiienge is in helping individuais to consider the educational validity 

of their goals, that is to question whether their goals focus on the realization of 

leaming possibili ties. 

2. The presence of a witness to the need for educational development serves as a 
stimulus for the educational development process. 

My second claim wncems the role of the educational developer. The educational 

developer in higher ducation represents the educationai mandate of the institution, 

chailenging and stimulating faculty to take responsibility for the quality of teaching and 

the development of teaching and to approach situations from an educational perspective. 

In effect, the developer acts as witness to the need for approaching situations 

from an educational perspective. It is often easier to ignore an idea (of teaching as 
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essential, of caring as necessary, of development as requirement) than it is to ignore 

the presence of a person - especiaiiy a person who is grounded, held fast by 

conviction, experience, openness, and authenticity . When facul ty recognize parts of 

themselves in a person committed to the development of teaching, they can connect 

with the idea through the developer. Faculty are then more likely to reconsider their 

own perspectivelapproach and to search for a way to incorporate a new perspective into 

their own. 

This daim about the role of developer is closely tied with my previous claim 

that development takes place when individuals choose to think and act like educators. 

Because the developer is witness to the fact that one c m  respond to limits through 

development, educators are not let off the hook, able to shrink to fit the constraints or 

to blame them on someone else. 1 challenge faculty to grow in the face of constraints, 

to respond as educators in the situations in which they find themselves. In helping 

faculty to see themselves as educators, my ovemding goal (essence of my work) is for 

them to be selfdirecteci and autonomous. They must choose to become educators -- 

only then can they really l e m  the role. 

In my joumals there is evidence of my efforts to maintain a un@ of purpose 

("what leamhg is possible here?") and seek out that same intention in my faculty 

colleagues. 1 step around and about, dancing through ail their arguments to reach the 

place where it couna: that is, what faculty must do to call themselves educators. In 

effet, 1 ask them, "Who are you as educators, and how does your practice reflect that 

cornmitment and identity?" I hope that faculty who aspire to being educators wiil hear 
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me, and will choose to respond, when 1 express interest in them as educators and in the 

arguments they create for themselves as educators. 

What kind of presence are faculty likely to respond to? What qualities enable a 

developer to 'bar witness'? Brooffield (1990) emphasizes the need for trust between 

educators and leamers, and says that educators must demonstrate authenticity and 

credibility if they wish to forge connections with students. The importance of 

credibility suggests that it may be worth considering the notion of authority. Authonty 

identifies something (someone) as legitimate. But there are so many authorities - 

including, for exarnple, the authority of gender, or of body size - and different people 

respond to different authorities in different situations. Sornetirnes it seems that a 

developer has to know dways when to use one authority over another, or actuaily has 

to be all of them. 

O'Reilley (1993) reminds us to put authority where it belongs: in whatever is 

compelling and spealcs to the heart and intelligence. Munby and Russeli (1994) write 

about the various kinds of authority, including authority of position and of reason, that 

play a role in educational settings, and draw Our attention to the special authority 

gran ted to experience --particularly among beginning teachers . Upitis (1 996) adds the 

authority of caring to the list of authontiw that are compelling in educational settings. 

Faculty, of course, are quite skilled at calhg upon various authorities to dismiss 

that which insults them, and that which challenges them. Although many cm readily 

deny quite legitimate arguments of reason and of experience, developers can speak 

directly to them by embodying arguments of reason and experience in ways that are 
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new, unfamiliar, chaLienging, and creative and 1 can invite them to do the same. I do 

not always want to accept the responsibiiity of this particular educational development 

role. I have found that when 1 do (and am successful in it), my presence as developer 

becomes the holistic representation of authority - that which is compebg  - and a 

form of caring educationai leadership. 

3. A relationship with learnea is essential to the development of the educator (and 
thus, to educational development) . 

One of the most obvious and wnsuming roles 1 play as a developer is to help 

faculty make better connections with theu students. These connections enable feedback 

from the student to the developing educator - feedback on student leaming, and on 

instructional performance -- so that the educator can improve the quality of instruction. 

In addition to this instrumental benefit of good educator-student relationships there is, 1 

believe, another very important communicative benefit. A relationship with students 

helps the educator to develop a personal identity as an educator. This burgeoning 

identity is the foundation for educational development. 

My joumals show how essential this connection is. 1 see, in the joumals, the 

incoherence that was characteristic of my educational practice when 1 entered ED work 

full-time and no longer taught a regular course with a class of students. 1 lost the strand 

of my own development as an educator. What is an educator without leamers? More 

specifically, how can 1 become an educator, without a relationship with students and 

without the boundaries provided by classrooms, terms, cumcula, and a designated are. 

of subject expertise? 

As a new developer 1 faced the need to establish my own educator-leamer 
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relationship with individuals and groups of faculty ail over the university, in a l l  sorts of 

situations. This need is ongoing; rny joumals and work documents indicate that 1 am 

constantly gauging faculty interest in a topic and their view of me, and adapting to 

circumstances so that a comection a n  be made. Searching for ways to improve the 

pattern of ducational activity on the basis of their need and my interlockhg with that 

need, 1 look for the opening, often waiting, responding to faculty concems and 

interests, intuiting the starting points for leanWg relationships. 

Conventions of practice c m  be seen as rituais for creating educator-leamer 

relationships. One route to development is, therefore, to follow ail the conventional ED 

rituais (workshops , newsletters, consultations), and 1 discovered that this did provide 

some shape for my work as 1 struggled to develop a more authentic coherence. Are 

current ED conventions the only possible rituals for establishing educator-student 

relationships between developers and faculty? My expenence suggests that these 

conventions may be inadequate rituais for the growth of developers as educators. In 

many cases, it seems that they merely identiQ the developer as a technical expert or as 

program administrator, rather than as educator. 

The irony of my situation is that I am committed to faculty as leamers, but they 

don't know that, and they may not see themselves as leamers. 1 am constantly aware 

that faculty are sizing me up so that they cm decide whether a relationship with me is 

likely to help them. If they do see me as an educator, what kind of educator do they 

expect me to be? Do they see me as their educator, or as the educator of others? 

What confusion results when I rnix up my educator role with other institutional roles 
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eg., as administrator or as scholar, or as employee? 1 know, always, that faculty are 

assessing whether and how they should interact with me, and it is a challenge to 

present myself in a way that aliows them to recognize me and communicate with me as 

an educator. 

Still, just as they are assessing me, 1 am constantly assessing them. Where are 

they on the path to thinking and responding like an educator? Some 1 prompt to get 

started with their learning, others to go one step further. 1 invite faculty to respond to 

bewilderment, boredom, anger, frustration, and curiosity with Iearning. It is a 

challenge to present ducationai development in a way that allows faculty to see 

themselves as leamen. 1 hope they WU learn to be ducators, and not just play the role 

of 'professor who teaches' . My own development, as well as theirs, must takes this 

path. 1 must leam to be an educator, in the role of educational developer. To do that, 

for my own development as an educator, 1 need an educational relationship with 

faculty . 

4. Interpersonal and intrapeisonai knowledge is a necessary component of the 
knowledge base for educational development. 

Given the relational nature of the development process, one of the most 

important types of knowledge for educational development is knowledge of self and of 

others (intra- and inter- personai knowledge). Partiy, such knowledge is acquired 

developmentaliy, partly it is educable, and partly it the result of a particular form of 

intelligence (see Gardner, 1993). A review of my ED documents reveals the extent of 

my efforts at connection-making - evidence of the need for interpersonai knowledge, 

the need to know others. My joumals provide evidence of the need to know self. 
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Gardner suggests that intra- and inter- personal knowledge may develop 

wnceptually more rapidly than does the practical ability to act upon that knowledge. 

My experiences suggest that this may be offset by an intuitive capacity to act 

intelligently in inter- and inba-personal situations pripr to developing a conceptual 

understanding. There may be less tolerance for poor ability to act upon personal 

knowledge than for other foms of intefigene (Gardner, lW3), which could contribute 

to a sense of inadequacy. However, a desire to live up to the intemal conceptions could 

also fuel a push for development, for excellence and expertise. 

Some intriguing aspects of my claim that personal knowledge is a key 

component of the knowledge-base for instructionai development are.. . 

= that development largely consists of bringing together 

- the ability to act (teach) on the bais of one's current understanding of a human 

concem (learning/learners), and 

- the capacity to develop a deeper understanding (of leaming/leamers) through 

reflection on action (teaching actions). 

that looking for persons (often women) with knowledge of self and others to do ED 

work acknowledges, to some extent, the centrai role of personai knowledge in ED 

work. However, there is a need to educate and support educators' capacity for personal 

howledge. Also, in the higher education setting, there is the distinct possibiiity that 

any quality that is considered essentiaiiy uneducable, especidy if it is associated with 

gender, will be marginalized. What conditions would foster the development of 

knowledge of self and others? 
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that interaction and dialogue between self and others is crucial to development 

because it is located in the personal and interpersonal spaces where knowledge of self 

and others may arise (suggesting that conditions that support dialogue and interaction 

are the conditions we are looking for). 

that caring and knowledge are interrelated, interdependent. One must Gare to develop 

personal knowledge (again this suggests a necessary condition), and personal 

knowledge aiiows us to a re .  

that an important role of the developer is to help educators know themselves better, 

and to use their self-knowledge in shaping their approach to teaching (Iikewise, 

developers need to allow their sel f-knowledge to shape their approach to educational 

development work). 

5. To sustain educational development, the educator needs an impersonal interest 
in teachhg and learning beyond his or her persona1 cornmitment to the learner. 

Faculty centre their lives, their energies, and their interests on their disciplines, 

the 'text' of their work. They invite their students to engage with them in the pursuit of 

understanding through this text. This is scholarship. Similarly, educational 

development is also possible through interaction with a text, which allows faculty to 

separate themselves from a particula. educational situation, to replay it and refiect upon 

its meanhg. 1 believe that a videotape of teaching, for exarnple, or a journal, or 

records of work (documents), or hypomnemata (notebooks in which there is a 

constitution of oneself). . .that each of these can describe the educational text of a 

situation, and that an interest in this text contributes to the process of educational 

developmen t. Let me elaborate.. . 
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It is generally accepted that the disciplinary text provides the interest, mutual 

perhaps, around which the educator and leamer may build a relationship - a 

relationship which 1 have already desaibed as crucial to the development of the 

ducator. My daim here is that sustained educational work requires that educators 

develop, in addition to their interest in the disciplinary text, an impersonal interest in 

the educational text. However, the 'impersonal interest' in this case is a human one, an 

acadernic in terest in life learning . 

I have already made the claim that the presence of a witness (Le., the 

educational developer) to the need for educational development is of fundamental 

imporkce to the process of educational development. 1 wish to extend this daim to 

suggest that the presence of an educator is important to any lemer, because that 

educator serves as witness to the need for leamhg. Therefore, anything that permits 

presence of the educator must be attended to. 

An impersonal interest in the educational text ailows the educator to maintain a 

useful presence while a student learns. Without the interest, the educator may have 

little that wmpels her to remain in the company of the lamer beyond an expectation 

that she provide direct instruction; given that the adult leamer has responsibility for his 

own learning, the educator might weli feel that an ongoing relationship with the leamer 

is unnecessary (even inappropriate). On the other hand, some educators tend to over- 

identify with the interests of particular leamers, or try to control the learning process, 

which is really the responsibility of learners; an impersonal interest keeps the educator 

focused on understanding the nature of teaching and learning, reducing the Ucelihood 
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that this will occur. 

The learner needs the presence of the educator simply so that he is free to 

pursue his own development and own interests, howing that the educator backs him, 

and that he is not alone as he pursues the study path that is most meaningful to him. 

The presence of the educator mirrors the learner as a person, allowing him to believe 

that he is worthwhile, and that his goals are worthwhile. This presence frees the leamer 

to inquire into something of interest and to imagine what it may mean for his iife. The 

educator is there for the learner when he needs assistance, but meanwhile is busy 

pursuing her own interests in the disciplinary and the educational texts. This presence 

is similar to the presence of caring parents and teachers in the life of young children, 

but in the higher education setting the educator's interest in the educational text ailows 

the relationship to be a mature one, and a mutuaüy beneficial one. The educator's 

interest in understanding learning is an educationally legitimate rûason for her to 

maintain a presence for the learner in the absence of a deep personal problem, which 

means that it is quite different from a therapeutic relationship. The value of the 

educational text is that it incorporates the developmental interests of both the learner 

and the educator. 

An impersonal interest in the educational text balances the educator's personal 

interest in the development of leamers. It acts as a bridge between educator and 

leamer, though not necessarily a bridge in the sense of a mutuai interest; rather, bridge 

in the sense tha: it allows the educator to maintain a presence that is powerful because 

it is focussed on the possibilities for leaming. It allows growth of the educator to 
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proceed (in the direction of a better understanding of what it means to learn), while at 

the same time f o s t e ~ g  growth of the learner. Thus, a parallel process of growth - in 

educators and in leamers, in teaching and in leaming - is made possible, which 1 

believe is the ultimate goal of educational development. 

Conclusion 

In summary, I conclude that educational developers and faculty together may 

broaden the possibilities for leaming in higher education by responding to particular 

circums tances from an educational perspective. Educational development occurs w hen 

faculty develop as educators through interpersonal teaching-learning relationships with 

students, and is sustained through impersonai interest in the educational text of 

university teaching and leaming situations. The sarne process of development occurs 

when developers become educators through interactive educational relationships with 

faculty and through interest in the educational text of educational development 

situations. The developer may help faculty and students forge better connections, and 

may highlight the educational text as a faculty agenda for leaniing. 



Chapter Six 

CONCEPTIONS OF KNOWLEDGE 

We do mt think of the o r d i ~ r y  pemn ar preoccupied with such diflcult 
and profowid questions as.= What is tri&? Whar is auîhority? To whom 
do Z Zisten? Whar c o ~ s  for me as evi&nce? How do I kmw what I 
bww? Yer to ask ourselves these q d o m  Md to refect on our onnwrs 
is more rhun an intellecncal erercise, for our baric assumptiom about the 
nature of mrth and r e a l i ~  and the origim of kmwledge shupe the way 
we see the worU Md ourselves as patticipants in it. They affect our 
&finitions of ourselves, the way we Nueract with othets, our public and 
private persorme, our sense of conrrol over üfe events, our views of 
teaching and leaming, and Our conceptions of moruIity. 

Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule (1986) 

This chapter reflects m y commi tmen t to persuns as knowledge-builders and is 

motivateci by questions about the nature of knowledge, such as: What ways of lcnowing 

are there? and, How do ways of knowing shape what we know? One expects scholarly 

inquiry to make a contribution to knowledge, and certainly it is my intention to 

contribute to what 1 and others know of educationd development 1s a personal claim to 

know the process and practice of educational development a legitimate contribution to 

the knowledge base for educational development as a field of study and practice? 

Dewey said that "Ideas are worthless, except as they pass into actions which rearrange 

and reconstnict in some way, be it little or large, the world in which we live" (1929, 

p. 11 l), suggesting that knowledge of and for educational practice, located as it is in 

the world of actions that may reconstnict Our world, is worthwhile knowledge. Yet 

Iegitimacy is a question not only of whether knowledge is worthwhile, but also of 

whether howledge is meaningful. A meaningfbl way of knowing educational 

development, for example, would be useful, authentic, possible, and promising for 
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practitioners. In my case, knowing ED implies developing and using a valid voiœ as a 

practitioner. 1 wonder whether knowledge of educational development that is 

meaningful to m e  will be meaningful to others. How, when we get right down to it, 

can the value of a personal claim to practical knowledge be assessed? This is a question 

that matters to me both as a scholar of practical educational knowledge, and as an 

educational practitioner whose claim to competence or even expertise must be judged 

by others. 1 presume it is an issue for other educational scholars and practitioners alsa 

In this chapter 1 conduct a review of literature, seeking answers to these 

questions about the nature of knowledge. 1 expect that a deeper understanding of 

knowledge will enable me to construct, recognize, and appreciate valid ways of 

knowing educational processes and practices and to make sense of my own knowledge 

claims and the claims of others conceming educational development. 

A Constructivist Orientation Towards Knowledge 

I f  we look for knowledge about educarion, we assume t h  educananon is 
something out there, mi our own propeq, b u  to which we must gain 
access. if we look for kmwledge of educacion, we assume that educatlatlort 
is a personal process, of which we have immediate, direct experience. 

- McNiff (1993, p. 22) 

Knowledge of education is a wnstmctivist view of knowledge, an orientation of 

such significance that it must be thoroughly understood before proceeding any further. 

From a positivist perspective, knowledge is derived frorn a more or less 

competent mapping of an extemal reality. Knowledge is reified or fïxed and exists 'out 

there', independent of a knower. The person who seeks knowledge must gain access to 

this objective body of knowledge. A shi f i  in perspective, "f'rom viewing howledge as 
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something external to be ' mastered' to an interna1 construction or an attempt to impose 

meaning and significance on events and ideas iies at the heart of what has becorne 

called the consmtiM'st paradigm" (Candy, 199 1, p. 251). Constnictivism views 

knowledge as the meanings people make out of their experiences. In a constmctivist 

view, the knower personally participates in aU acts of understanding. Since knowledge 

is person-constructed, it is impossible to conceive of howledge without thinking of the 

knower (Kincheloe, 199 1, p. 26). Personal knowledge, described by Polanyi (1958), is 

a particularly important form of knowledge within the constructivist paradigm because 

it "enables the knower to know that she knowsw (McNiff, 1993, p. 23). 

A constructivist view of knowledge influences the way we conceive of Iearners 

and learning: 

In this view, leamers are not passive beings who respond to 'stimuli', and 

learning is not merely the appropriation of previously devised labels and 

categories. Instead, learning is an active process of constructing meanings and 

transforming understandings.. .This has inescapable ramifications for evaluating 

wha people have leamed, and it also cails for approaches to research that 

r e c o g n k  the highly individulistic nature of h w  people undertake leamhg 

endeavors. (Candy, 1991, p 252) 

In some cases, extemal reality plays a fairly dominant role in the construction of 

knowledge because the phenornenon we are trying to Imow is separate from us, existing 

independently of our own human existence. The tangible, physical attributes of water, 

for example, are a powerful factor in the process by which we corne to know water. 
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While Our knowledge of water is humanly constnicted, we cm keep retuming to the 

water and re-experiencing its reality whether we are trying to know water as a scientist, 

or as a swimmer, or as a poet. In other cases, when the phenomenon we are trying to 

h o w  is a human activity or construct, social reality plays a more dominant role in the 

construction of knowledge. This is the case in trying to understand a phenomenon iike 

teaching, which is a socially constnicted concept. Because teaching only exists when 

persons become teachers, we cm only experience and know teaching - as a learner, or 

as a teacher, or as a parent or as a taxpayer, for exarnple - through Our experiences of 

humans in the role of teacher. 

The xientist, the poet, and the swimmer each have different perspectives on 

water, and no one of those ways of knowing water is inherently bat. Still, some poets 

do a better job than others at evoking water, while some swimmers are better than 

others at finding ways to move quickly in the water, and some scientists are better than 

others at analyang the chernicals found in water. Also, the knowledge of a pet, for 

example, does not replace the knowledge of a swimmer when it is time to select the 

correct swimsuit for a race. Not all knowledge is equal -- in truth, in validity, in 

usefulness, and in its power of prediction. Because some of Our knowledge 

constructions are better than others, the problem of how to assess the quality of Our 

constructed knowledge is a very real one. While we may assume that procedures for 

assessing knowledge of an extemal reality are quite different from procedures for 

assessing knowledge of a social reality, in practice they can be similar. For example, 

we might compare ways of assessing the quality of our howledge regarding whether a 
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tree is likely to fall, with ways of assessing the quality of Our knowledge regarding 

whether single parenthood is likely to 'producen a damaged child. To check the 

prediction that a tree will fall we cm observe, over time, whether or not it falls. We 

can a h ,  of course, observe whether the child of a single parent is damaged by the 

experience. We must first, however, corne to some agreement about what is meant by 

single parenthood. And, what is "damaged"? A h ,  what is the weight of "good" 

parenting in relation to other factors likely to affect a child? At first glance it seems as 

though we can assess the quality of Our constmcted knowledge regarding a physical 

reality by "simply" checking Our constructions against the nature of that physical 

reality, while in assessing the quality of our constructed knowledge regarding a social 

reality we run into special problems because the phenomenon we want to check our 

knowledge against is itself a hurnan constnict. In both cases, however, it frequently 

happens that we are actually checking the quality of Our own constructions against the 

quality of others' wnstructions regarding a thing, human or physical, of interest to us. 

So that if the tree in question does not faU in Our lifetime, the value of a person's 

prediction can only be checked relative to another person's prediction. Similady, in 

assessing the quality of howledge of single parenthood, we ensure that a l l  the 

variables are clearly defined so that we are able to assess one person's howledge in 

relation to another's and thus corne to some conclusion about the value of the 

knowledge in question. The most important point is that howledge is humanly 

constmcted and validateci, and that the only way we have of knowing is through Our 

self and through others. There is no way, in knowing, to circumvent Our hurnan nature. 
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My own orientation towards knowledge, as exemplified by the nature of my 

inquiry into educational development, is unabashedly constnictivist. How we corne to 

know, what motivates us to laiow, and how we assess knowledge are partïcularly 

intriguing and relevant questions when we view knowleûge from a constnictivist 

orientation. 

The Process of Knowled~e Construction 

Knowledge is constnicted through, and in the presence of, language and 

experience. One might assume that Our knowing originates in experiences and that 

language plays a support role, helping us to understand and to communicate Our 

understanding of those experiences. However, language use is itself a kind of human 

experience (Bakhtin, 1981). Since we experience language and use language to make 

sense of Our experiences, the knowledge of individuals is shaped by the language of the 

community in which they participate. This means that when the role of language is 

considered, issues of social context and collective meaning arise and complicate 

constructivism. Two kinds of knowing are of interest then: 1) individuals' socially 

situated knowing; and 2) the coliective ways of knowing constituted by these 

individuals. 

The idea that knowing is not a private phenornenon is particularly relevant to 

the task of defining a professional role, as 1 am trying to do through this inquiry. The 

professionai cm only define herself in the social wntext of her professional life. 

Societal expectations, understandings, needs and other influences have a tremendous 

impact on the kind of role a professional cm choose for herself, no matter the area of 
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professional practice and responsibility. In this section, 1 therefore take time to explore 

in depth the interplay between individual and collective ways of knowing. 

Cobb (1995) describes a vision of constructivism in which "individual and 

collective ways of knowing are refiexively relateû and emerge togethern. The focus is 

on the world of collective activity within which members of a cornmunity live their 

lives. Social knowledge does not need to be transferred from society to individuals 

because individuals in community "are already active participants in a social activityn; 

individuals' actions and understandings are shaped by the shared knowledge of the 

cornmunity when individuals use the language of the community to give rneaning to 

their experiences. 

Since knowing is not a private phenornenon, descriptions of human actions must 

be meaningful and understandable to other participants within a social context. 

However, according to the philosopher and sociologist Jurgen Habermas (197 1, l984), 

to accept uncritically the definition of reality as defined by participants in a given social 

context creates two problems. Pirst, not ail participants will have identical perspectives 

on reality and it is difficult to accommodate aU subjective meanings, therefore it is 

necessary to critique the adequacy of the various conflicting interpretations. Second, 

even if aU participants in a social context share a common normative framework, that 

consensus may be based on distorted knowledge, a flawed conception of reality. 

Habermas argues that a cntical approach to knowledge construction is rquired to 

overcome these problem S. 

Those who are farniliar with Dewey's work will know that he emphasizes the 

role of expenence in the construction of knowledge. However, Prawat (1995) argues 
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that Dewey's attention to experience does not mean that he has ignored the 

sociocultural aspects of knowledge that we becorne aware of when we attend to the 

influence of language. He characterizes Dewey as "one of the few theonsts who figured 

out a way to combine personal experience with a vision of the language game" 

(Prawat, 1995, p. 17). According to Dewey, ideas are aquued socially, through the 

use of language. Once ideas are developed, however, they must be tested against the 

phenornena they are intended to explain. The testing out of these anticipations is a 

personal, expenentiai process. The combining of these two aspects of inquiry - that is, 

of the anticipation phase, which is social, and the verification phase, which is personal 

and expenential -- wnstitutes Dewey's unique solution to the Ianguagdexperience 

dilemma. 

Some comrnunities are more helpfùl than others in the social phase of inquiry. 

Being a member of a comrnunity of learners/scholars helps individuals acquire the 

dispositions that allow thern to approach objects and events with a discerning eye. 

Dewey drew a distinction between what he termed the "gross, macroscopic" knowledge 

of objects and events people construct through everyday discourse and the "refined, 

derived objects of reflection" that result from participating in the discourse of a 

community of scholars. It is the latter that has, as its primary reason for being, the 

cultivation of "continued and regulated reflective inquiry". Inquiry in both contexts, 

however, must be rooted in direct expenence. Reaching some sort of intersubjective 

understanding about the world is not enough -- those who are party to this common 

understanding are also compelled to test out the validity of their ideas. Meaning, for 
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Dewey then, is not just between people; it is between people and events. Dewey's 

description of meaning undergoing development through the interaction of ideas and 

experience is usuaily referred to as a pragmatic mode1 of knowledge construction. 

Cherryholmes (1988) extends our understanding of Dewey's approach with a 

discussion of cntical pragmatism, a mode1 of knowledge construction in which "actions 

only make sense against the background of an inherited tradition, but the traditions 

themselves can be criticizedn (Putnam, cited in Cherryholmes, 1988, p. 185). 

Cherryholmes defines structuration as: the dual process by which individuals creare 

social processes and institwrionr through their choices and actions, a d  the latter both 

corntrain and provide oppomuiities for the fomter. The concept of structuration implies 

that, "[iln order to exert control over practice and not simply react to it, we must be 

explicit not only about what we do but also about what it is that structures what we do" 

(Cherryholmes, 1988, p. 8). Critical pragmatism is a form of pragmatism that 

considers not only what we choose to say and do, dong with their effects, but dso 

what structures those choices, and is therefore Cherryholmes' choice as an appropriate 

approach to howledge construction. 

Cherryholmes (1988) provides a useful introduction to ways that experience and 

language, individual and collective ways of knowing, interact in educational contexts 

and he provides terrninology that takes stnicturation into account. In the educational 

setting , the experiences of interest are those constituted by educational practices, and 

the languages of interest are those of educationai discourses. Discourse is: what is said 

and w r i m  and parses for more or Iess orderly thug& anà achange of i&m. Rules 
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constitute and regulate language use and help shape a discursive practice that produces 

a specific discourse; discourses and discourse practices are relative to time and place. 

Practice wnsisîs of: activities peformed on a regulor basis. Practices, as with 

discourses, are constituted by wnnected and overlapping sets of rules that organize and 

give h e m  coherence; rules refer to expectations of the members of a social group as to 

what performances are appropriate in a certain situation which is itself definable by 

means of those rules. Practices do not exist without rules, nor rules without practices; 

knowing rules means knowing how to proceed. The term discourse-practices is used to 

convey the idea that: "discourse, a more or less orderly exchange of ideas, is a kind of 

practice, and practice is, at least in part, discursive.. . N o  fum, stable, clear, or 

unequivocal distinction can be drawn between discourse and practice" (Cherryholmes, 

p. 9). Finally , Cherryholmes introduces metmrran'ves, which are: narratives about 

narratbes; a new story or set of mies designed to deal critically with an original story. 

Metanarratives distill the common characteristics of rational activity; express daims 

and evaluations about discourse and practice; function (in education) to outline what is 

or is not acceptable and desirable regarding educational discourse-practices - they are 

similar to paradigrns that guide thought and practice in a discipline or profession. 

Foundational metanarratives are those that transcend context; most formal knowledge 

claims are assumed to be atternpts to create foundational metanarratives. However, a 

poststnictural perspective challenges the idea that foundational narratives are possible. 

Cherryholmes argues that "our attempts to develop metanarratives are inwmplete, time- 

bound, interest-relative, ideologically informed, and shaped by powern, and that we 
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therefore must wnsider educational knowledge from "the troublesome position that we 

do not have a foundationai metanarrative for educationai discourses-pmctices and one is 

unlikely to develop" (1988, p. 12). Other non-foundational forms of metanarratives are, 

however, possible: for example, a metanarrative can state necessary and sufficient 

conditions (. . . will be the case, if and only if.. .) or sufficient conditions (. . . will be the 

case, if.. .) or necessary conditions (. . .will not be the case, unless.. .) for the narrative 

of a discourse-practice. 

To retum to the main discussion in this section, regarding the relationship 

between individual and collective ways of knowing, 1 have resolved that since we 

experience Our lives as individuals we are able to contribute our personal 

understandings of these experiences to Our collective ways of knowing. The paradox is 

that individual ways of knowing are derived from wliective ways of knowing; and 

furthemore, " rejecting " , "going beyond" , and " transforming " these wliective ways of 

knowing to make them more closely reflect and/or incorporate our personal knowledge 

is only possible by using what we have leacned of the collective ways of doing so. That 

is, the only way individuals can shape the collective view is by using the tools we have 

acquired from human society. 

The need to connect thm'y and practice is a recurring therne in the education 

Literature, reflecting the integral link between language (the social) and experience (the 

individual) in the construction of knowledge. A person who is theorizing, in using 

language to tell a story about hislher actions or the actions of others, is wnnecting 

personal experiences to social reality. Novak (1990) emphash "the process by which 
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theories develop within the dynamics of individual and social practices, are put into 

more abstract fonn for analysis and refinement, yet need to be continually returned to 

practice for validation and extensionw (p. 326). When we give language - including 

theory and narrative - a principal role in the process of knowledge construction, we 

have acknowledge. the idea that meaningful howledge connects human actions ond 

intentions. Given that Our actions and intentions arise from Our interests, this presents 

another important issue about educational knowledge that needs to be explored - that 

is, that what we define as meaningful knowledge is closely tied to the nature of those 

interests. 

The Impact of Interests on Knowled~e Construction 

Professiom are constinrted by whar is said and done in rheir name. 
- Cheqholmes (1988) 

Dewey (19 16) cornments that taking an interest in ideas, which is an essential 

step in meaning-making and knowledge construction, is akin to identifying ourselves 

with those ideas. Kincheloe (1991) cautions that "what we designate as knowledge is 

fickle, subject to change given Our context and interest. " Our knowledge is bound up 

with matters of personal interest, and understanding how implicit interests help people 

define the nature of what is called knowledge is an important step in making sense of 

how research is conducteci in education and what it tells us. 

Cherryholmes (1988) points out that educational practices result from choices, 

that choices cannot be made without reference to vaiues/interests, and that 

consequently, valueslinterests are 'sedimenteci' in the constitutive rules of practice. 

These valueslinterests may be articulated and discussed by educational scholars, and 
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may dso structure the taken-for-granted experiences of daiiy life in the classroom. "To 

the extent that values and interests are more rather than less integrated, they can be 

thought of, roug hl y, as ideology . Ideological orientations organize and rationalize 

beliefs which justiQ activities and des .  " The fact that people accept, i n t e m u ,  and 

act accordhg to shared ideas they believe are tme and valid is one of the main reasons 

(in addition to the impact of power arrangements on social practices) why people's 

freely-made choices generally do not produce anarchy and they tend to "choose 

activities coincident with rules and normative commitments of established practice" . To 

the extent that ideology and power arrangements infiltrate our thinking and actions, 

they shape how and what we think about and act. In this way, social practices and 

persons con tinuously create and re-create each other: 

Individuals think of themselves in terms of the social setting, practice, 

institution, culture, and so forth into which they are bom, inducted, sociaüzed, 

trained, certified, and so forth. If they continue to be part of that society, 

profession, polity, religion, and so forth, they continue to think and behave in 

certain ways and believe certain things. If they are integrated into, accepteci, 

rewarded, and so forth, by, say, their profession, then they must become sicüiful 

at professional activities. M e n  individuals perfon such activities they re-create 

the profession, because without such performances no profession would exist. 

Educational practiœ is constantiy re-created by the actions of educators. The 

professional self-conception of individual educators is created when they learn 

the skiiis and beliefs of their profession and is re-created every time they 
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This suggests that one way to know educational development is to become fully 

engaged in practices with others who have interests similar to my own. The danger of 

such an approach is that I may be shaped by ideology, and that 1 may cal1 upon that 

same ideology to justiQ educational development practices and beiiefs. 

Habermas has contributed greatly to a better understanding of the ways that Our 

interests affect the ways we corne to know. His 'theory of cognitive interests' r a t s  on 

the premise that knowledge cannot be separated from human interests, a premise that is 

reflected in Cherryholmes' conception of interests as being sedimented in the rules of 

practices. Kincheloe (199 1, p. 68-69) explains that different forms of knowledge exist 

as a result of specific historical circumstances and that "as humans stniggle to survive 

and confront the problems which challenge hem, they develop particular concems 

(interests) which determine their definition of knowledge." The theory posits that 

people's interests fall into three broad areas: technical (work), practical (ianguage), and 

emancipatory (power), and that each area of human interest requires a different form of 

howledge: instrumental (causal explanation), practical (understanding), and 

emancipatory (refiection) . 

Our technical interests are reflected in our need to control and manipulate the 

extemal environment. Instnimentally rationai actions are goal-oriented, feedback- 

controlied interventions. In ducation, an instrumentai rationality would treat teaching 

and leamhg behaviors as elements in an input-output system that can be controlled, 

and would define educational issues as technical problems; instrumental knowledge is 
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that which helps solve those problems. 

Our practical interests are reflected in our use of language to further mutual 

understanding of intentions and actions at both the individual and societal levels. 

Practical knowledge, then, forrns the common tradition underlying society; its centrai 

core is the subjective meaning of language and action. In other words, practical 

know ledge ties action and meaning . Individuals' subjective meaning s of their 

experience and actions are a fom of practical knowledge to the extent that they have 

meaning for the social group. In a review of Habermas's contributions to education, 

Ewert (1991) concludes that practical knowledge is of particular relevance in education 

because educational decisions occur in complex social situations that do not permit 

systematization (Le., purely technical solutions) and educational practice is guided by 

complex and competing intentions that are modified in the light of circumstances. For 

these reasons, the most efficient course of action in educational contexts may not be 

possible and the best course of action is the course supportai by the best reasons. 

Our emancipatory interests are reflected in Our drive to grow and develop, Our 

interest in self-knowledge and in autonomous action. Emancipation requires both 

enlightenment and action. From this perspective, any howledge that inhibits Our 

achievement of freedom to act is distorted, and social systems that prevent us fiom 

developing to our full capacity for autonomy are repressive. Emancipatory knowledge 

overcomes these restrictions. The emamipatory domain raises the question of whose 

interests are served by particular claims to knowledge and of who may make claims, 

and the issue of how knowledge is used to maintain or transform people's perspectives 
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of themselves and their social systems. 

I have stated that my inquky into educational development is motivated by my 

interests in: 1) improving my practice; 2) king able to discuss the practice of 

educational development with others, engaging in meaningful dialogue with others 

interested in similar concems; and 3) feeling in control of my work, having a sense of 

ownership about it and authenticity in it, being able to evaluate my practice and direct 

my own development. Interestingly , these purposes roughly correspond with 

Habermas's three types of interests: the first interest is largely technical, the second is 

largely practid, and the third is largely emancipatory. 

While the work of Habermas confirms that my interests will influence the type 

of knowledge 1 will neai, the work of Mezirow suggests how 1 may gain that 

knowledge. Jack Mezirow (1991), in the field of adult leamhg theory, described three 

learning domains based on Habermas's classification of interests and knowledge: 

instrumental (gaining technical howledge) , communicative (gaining practical 

knowledge) , and emancipatory (gaining emancipatory knowledge) . Cranton (1 994) has 

expanded on this work, explaining how adult learners become knowledgeable in each of 

these areas. Si milarl y, di fferen t approaches to research have been designated as 

appropnate for making contributions to each of the different forms of knowledge (Carr 

& Kernmis, 1986; Ewert, 199 1). The use of multiple methodologies is particulatly 

appropriate when a problem or area of inquiry reflects multiple types of interests. 

Cranton and Knoop (1995) provide a nice example of an educational research design 

that explicitly iiicorporates empiricd, interpretive, and critical components because 
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their study of psychological type is motivated by instrumental, communicative, and 

emancipatory interests. 

Habermas's nieory of Commwricorive Action posits the need for justification of 

aii forms of knowledge claims, regardless of knowledge source or research method 

used -- justification that relies upon open communication, rather than ideology: 

In contexts of communicative action, we cal1 sorneone rational not only if he is 

able to put forward an assertion and, when cnticized, to provide grounds for it 

by pointing to appropriate evidence, but also if he  is following an established 

nom and is able, when cnticized, to justify his action by explicating the given 

situation in the light of legitimate expectations.. .the claim that his behavior is 

nght in relation to a normative context recognized as legitimate. (Habermas, 

1984, cited in Ewert, 1991) 

Communicative action, according to Habermas, is made possible through a certain kind 

of discourse. Interestingly, nothing more elaborate -- or more foolproof -- than 

dialogue through diswurse i proposed as the means for justification. (Note that 

discourse need not be Iimited to speech, and that the term discourse-practice 

(Cherryholmes, 1988) may better reflect the kind of communication that Habermas is 

referring to here.) The recognition that ideology can shape the entire discourse of a 

community , means that the wnditions for a dixourse that will enable productive 

dialogue must be stated and adhered to. Mezirow (1985) describes the elements of ideal 

diswurse as: 

Participants in an i d d  discourse would have (1) accurate and complete 
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information about the topic discussed, (2) the ability to reason argumentatively 

and reflec tively about disputed knowledg e clairns, and (3) sel f-know ledg e 

sufficient to assure that their participation is free of inhibitions, wmpensatory 

mechanisrns or other forms of selfiieception. An idealized speech condition 

would be free of both intemal and external forms of wnstraint and coercion. 

(Mezirow, 1985, cited in Ewert, 1991) 

Mezirow also argues that the conditions of ideal discourse are the conditions that make 

self-directed adult leaming possible. This suggests that the conditions of ideal discourse 

enable meaningful scrutiny of knowledge gained infonnaliy through self-directed 

learning as well as the knowledge gained through a more formal research process. 

In discourse the validity of claims is question4 and disputes over claims are 

resolved through argumentation; the intention is to reach agreement on the bais of the 

better argument. Habermas proposes three criteria for assessing the validity of claims: 

"the aspects of the nghmess that the speaker claims for his action in relation to a 

normative context (or, indirectly, for these noms thernselves); the t~uchfuiness that the 

speaker claims for the expression of subjective experiences to which he has privileged 

access; finaîly, the t m h  that the speaker ... claims for a statement" Habermas, 1984, p. 

307, cited in Ewert, 1991, p. 360). Ewert (1991) links each of the three validity claims 

to a specific knowledge domain: truth is identified with technical interests and 

instrumental knowledge (causal explanation), nghtness is identified with practical 

interests and practical knowledge (understanding), and tnithfuiness (sincerity) is 

identified with emancipatory interests and emancipatory knowledge. 
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A summary of the relationships between types of interests, forms of knowledge, 

approaches to research, and criteria for assessing the validity of claims is provideci in 

Figure 14. 

Interest Know ledge Research approach Validity 
criteria 

Tec hnical Instrumen ta1 Empiricai-analytid Truth 

Practid Prac tical Interpretive Rig htness 

Emancipatory Emancipatory Cri tical 

Fipre  14. Relationships between types of interests, fonns of knowledge, approaches to 
research, and criteria for assessing the vaiidity of claims. 

Given that my claims regarding educational development arise from an inquiry 

motivated by technical, practical and emancipatory interests, 1 must accept that othen 

will assess the truth of the information 1 provide (is it accurate and complete?), the 

rightness of my arguments (are they reasoned and reflective?), and the sincerity of my 

efforts to know (are my claims free of self-deception?). In fact, my ability to provide 

correct information, to reason argumentatively, and to be critically self-aware will 

affect the quality of the communication 1 share with others - that is, the degree to 

which my claims invite others to participate in meaningful dialogue conceniing the 

nature of educational development. Their willingness to articipate and to abide by the 

sarne rules of discourse wiii similarly affect the quality of Our dialogue. 
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T m  of Knowledgg 

So far, my review of the literature has looked at what is involved in the construction of 

knowledge. The idea that the reasons for our inquiry affect the khd of knowledge we 

construct has been introduced. I now wish to look more deeply at work that discusses 

the types of knowledge that may be uncovered or produced through educational 

inquiry, and considers the validity of those various types of lcnowledge claims. 

Procedural and Promsitional 

Conventional episternology (the theory of knowledge), particularly as it is 

applied to education, usually focuses on the differences between two types of 

knowledge: propositional (or declarative) knowledge and performance (or procedural) 

howledge. We will see that there are educational scholars who believe that too great 

an emphasis on these categories of knowledge may not be very productive, and in this 

review 1 wiil look at some alternative approaches to epistemology that seem particularly 

relevant to educational settings. Nonetheless, it seems best to ground a review of 

alternatives in a clear understanding of the conventional, so 1 will begin with a 

description of these two wmmonly-referred-to types of knowledge. 

PropositionaVdeclarative knowledge, sometimes referred to as 'knowing-that' , is 

informationai knowledge about the world; it includes factual and theoretical knowledge. 

Propositional knowledge may or may not be wnstrained by time or context - an 

important characteristic for those who believe that some, but not all, knowledge is 

contextuaiiy bounded. It is generally accepted that propositional knowledge must be 

justified for it to have any rd epistemic status. Scientific research has wme to be very 
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closely associated with the justification of formal (Le., wntextuaily-bounded) 

propositional knowledge claims, so that conventionai methods are intended to provide a 

justification that ranges beyond the immediate wntext. There is, however, no reason 

why propositions that are quite specific or time bound cannot be justified if an 

appropnate approach to epistemological scrutiny is taken. 

Performancelprocedural knowledge, often cailed 'know-how', is knowledge of 

how to do something; it is wmpetency and skill. Performance howledge is acquired 

through experience and reflection. Fenstermacher (1994) suggests that "the justification 

of performance knowledge is every bit as important to its epistemic status as it is in the 

case of propositional knowledge and that such justification is not simply in the 

performance of the skill or the craft but also in estabiishing the reamnableness of the 

performance and the evidence connecting its purpose to its eventual outcorne. " 

Ironically, while science has historically wncerned itself with justifying the 

reasonableness of its procedures, conventional science itself has had littie to offer as 

help in justifying performance knowledge claims. 

Performance knowledge (know-how) and propositional knowledge (knowing- 

that) are distinct but interdependent categones of knowledge; neither of these two 

aspects of knowing is ever present without the other. Fenstermacher (1994), for 

example, says that "one cannot opt for performance knowledge without also 

understanding that one has 'acquired' propositional howleûge in the bargain, and vice- 

versa. " Although most philosophers agree with Gilbert Ryle's contention that knowing 

how cannot be reduced to knowing that, there is considerable support for the idea that 
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knowing how is, in an important sense, dependent on howing that. Because of the 

interdependent nature of performance and propositional knowledge, it is impossible to 

complekly separate the two if one wishes to corne to an understanding of knowledge in 

teaching practice. At the same time, one cannot ignore the distinct differences between 

performance and propositional knowledge. 

Knowledee for Teaching 

Fenstermacher's (1994) review of conceptions of knowledge in research on 

teaching provides a framework for organizing the different forms, conceptions, or 

notions of educational knowledge, and also addresses the problem of how knowledge 

may be jusnfied, which is particularly relevant to my concern about the contribution to 

educational knowledge that research on practice may make. Fenstermacher 

acknowledges that both researchers and teachers may conduct inquiry to produce 

educational knowledge, refemng to Richardson's (1990) discussion of this topic and to 

the work of Cochrane-Smith & Lytle (1990), and that the form of inquiry affects the 

kind of howledge produced and therefore must be carefuliy selected. However, his 

central point is that no matter who wnducts the inquiry, and what type of knowledge 

they wish to contribute, a justification for their knowledge daim must be made; also, 

different forms of inquiry and knowledge require different forms of justification. 

Fenstermacher expresses concem that knowledge and beiief are fkquently used 

interchangeably in the educational literature, as if they are identical in meaning and in 

epistemic status. He believes that a howledge claim is quite different from a claim to 

believe and that the distinction lies in the fact that a claim to howledge must be 
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justified. What qualities can we expect of justifid knowledge? Certainly 

Fenstermacher does not imply that justification will (or should) produce knowledge that 

is "pristine, permanent, and absolute." He simply focuses our attention on the need for 

justification, states that di knowledge claims must meet some kind of standards before 

they can be properly regardai as knowledge, and discusses the relative merits of two 

ways of j ustifying knowledge: providing evidence and offering good reasons. 

Fenstermacher's approach to justification apparently puts him in the company of 

scholars whose thought is characterimi by "significant elements of openness [in which] 

there are no absolute authorities: only the even-handed demands of reason and 

evidence.. . . " (Barnett, 1994, p. 168), suggesting a sympathy for a constnictivist 

orientation toward knowledge. He does, however, put considerable faith in formal 

knowledge, which suggests that he assumes the possibility of foundational 

metanarratives . 

Fensterrnacher describes two primary types of knowledge in teaching: formal 

(TWF -- teacher knowledge/formai) and practical (TWP -- teacher 

knowledge/practical). F o m l  knowledge (TK/F) is of the type that answers the 

question, "What is known about effective teachers and teaching?" This is the 

specialized knowleûge base for teaching which has been generated through studies of 

teaching that use conventional scientific methods, qualitative and quantitative. TWF is 

knowledge that ranges beyond the immediate context, situation, or slice of time. There 

are strong connections between certain methods of inquiry (Le., scientific research) and 

claims to forma1 imowledge. The scientific method is the generally accepted method for 
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acquïring new formal knowledge. Pracn'cal knowledge (TWP) is of the type that 

answers the question, "What do teachers know?" - a question asked by researchers 

who intend to find out what teachers already lcnow, rather than to produce howledge 

for teachers to use. TK/P arises out of teachers' action and experience and is 

constnicteû through refiection. Practical knowledge is represented in teaching practice; 

it may or may not be capable of immediate expression in speech or writing. It is 

contextuai -- bounded by time, place, or situation. Researchers need not rely on 

conventional methodology to elicit and understand teachers' practical howledge. 

Fenstermacher connects these two types of knowledge in teaching with 

conventional epistemology, noting that propositionaVdeclarative knowledge and 

performance/procedural knowledge "serve as the bais for the distinction between TK/F 

and TWP, although there is more involved in the TWF and TWP categories than is 

hlIy captured by the usual differences between propositional and skill knowledge." To 

clarify: it is a mistake to equate forma1 knowledge (TK/F) with propositional 

knowledge and practical knowledge (TWP) with performance knowledge, although 

there are "clear affïnities between the categories"; TK/P consists of far more than is 

accounted for in the epistemological concept of performance knowledge, while TWF 

does not include ali that can be accounted for in the epistemological concept of 

propositional knowledge. 

TK/P and TK/F are functionally useful categories of knowledge. A category of 

knowledge called practicai knowledge (TWP) dows us to study knowledge as it exists 

in practice and to defuie practice. Sirnilarly, a category of knowledge called formal 
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knowledge (TICIF) dows us to study howledge about practice and to define a field of 

study in relation to the practice. Though these categories are more authentic to the r d -  

life task of conducting inquiry into teaching than are epistemologically-logical 

categories of knowledge, serious difficulties may arise in their use if one treats all 

TWP knowledge as if it is performance howledge, or a l i  propositional knowledge as if 

it must be formal knowledge. When the rationale and methodology for uncovenng 

knowledge, contributhg to knowledge, and justifjing howledge are poorly articulated 

or poorly understood, it is quite possible that inquiry and understanding wiu be 

confounded. For example, some errors that rnight arise that are related to interaction 

between formal, practical, propositional and performance knowledge: 

- one may grant higher statu than is warranted to formal knowledge, simply because of 

its historicai association with cor.ventiona.1 scientific research knowledge; 

- one may neglect to attend to the justification of practical knowledge, because of its 

association with performance knowledge which histoncally has b e n  given short shr i f t  

as a legitimate type of defensible knowledge clairn; 

- one may assume that methods for justifying formal knowledge will or should be 

appropriate to the justification of practical howledge. 

Once again, the cntical point Fenstermacher makes about knowledge in 

teaching is that, "Both TWF (formal knowledge) and TK/P (practic-1 howledge) are 

subject to evidentiary scrutiny if they are to count as knowledge in any useful sense of 

the term." He explains that "to the extent that a conception of knowledge has epistemic 

merit, it wiU provide a basis for determinhg the strength, confidence, or 
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tnistworthiness of a claim to know something, whether that howledge is propositional 

or performance, fonnal or practical." 

What might that xrutiny look Ne? 

Fenstermacher proposes that conventional science works quite weii for the 

advancement and justification of most formal knowledge and of some practical 

knowledge, particularly propositional. He aiso concedes that alternative forms of 

science - including narrative, interpretive, natumlistic, or hermeneutic inquiry - hold 

particular promise for those who search for a science of practice suited to the 

advancement and justification of practical knowledge. However, his emphasis on the 

pnmacy of justification steers him away from an analysis of the worth of these various 

scientific methods. Instead, Fenstennacher proposes that "a science for the production 

of practical lcnowledge is not needed", and that what is needed is a way to subject 

practical knowledge to standards of justification. (1 cm say what 1 know, but is what 1 

know worth attending io?) He notes that justification of practical knowledge is 

particularly important when the daims to practical knowledge relate to professionai 

performance -- the performance of special and specific tasks intended to bring about a 

pmicular set of circumstances; there must be some standards for defending a teacher's 

claim to know their practice. 

Fenstermacher introduces practical reasoning, or practical argument, as an 

approach to the justification of practical knowledge. The nature of justification shifts 

fiom the presentation of evidence to the developrnent of good reasons. Practical 

reasoning is defined as a deliberative reflection of the relationship between means and 



ends. Practical reasoning: 

a) makes action sensible to actor and observer; 

b) shows how action suits the demands of the situation; 

c) addresses the moral aspect of the action (of essential importance, since many argue 

that the moral dimension is at the very heart of teaching); 

d) brings tacit knowing to a level of awareness that parnits reflective consideration. 

Each of these elements makes it easier to assess the merit of a teacher's daim to 

practicd knowledge, and are thus advantageous to the study of practicd knowledge. 

Strangely enough, Fensterrnacher does not refer to Habermas even though the 

practical reasoning that he promotes seems intended for the justification of the practical 

knowledge claims which arise, according to Habermas, from our practical interests. 

Actuaiiy, the dialogue and communication that is implied in practical reasoning is an 

in trinsic feature of Habermas' conception of prac tical in terests and practical knowledge 

(in contrast to TKIP which is knowledge represented in teaching practice that may or 

may not be capable of irnmediate expression in speech or writing). Practical 

knowledge, as used by Habermas, is slightly different from TK/P because it assumes 

that individuals' subjective meanings of their experience and actions are a fom of 

practical knowledge only if îhey have meaning for the social group. According to 

Habermas, "through adherence to the noms of rational discourse one is necessarily 

engaged in a dialogue, for part of that normative structure lies in offering tmth claims 

with a view to engaging others in dialogue over the worth of those tmth claims" 

(Barnett, 1994, p. 168). Fensterrnacher apparently corrects the incomplete view of 
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TWP as it has been used in educational research by focusing attention on the need to 

justify it through practicai reasoning . 
Fenstermacher's review (1994) generally ignores emancipatory leaming, 1e-g 

me to wonder whether practical reasoning is an appropriate approach to the justification 

of knowledge in the emancipatory domain. Habermas's theory of communicative action 

suggests that the approach to the justification of emancipatory knowledge is similar to 

that for practical knowledge, but the questions asked of it are broader, different, and 

emphasize the need to assess the impact of cultural noms on individuals' (and 

communities') knowings. Critical theory and critical social science are both intended to 

address these questions. However, according to Ewert (1991), critical theory is limited 

to the process of stating the problem; since educationai research must be wncerned 

with practical solutions to be epistemologically valid, critical social science -- which is 

focused on the transformation of consciousness gné of practice -- is required. 1 will 

retum to this topic again later in my review. 

Also, if we consider seriously the postmodern notion that formal metanarratives 

(that is, those not bounded by context) are not possible, then the formal cakgory of 

tacher knowledge (TIC/@ is irrelevant, and Fenstemacher's fi-amework essentiaUy 

leaves us with only a single meaningful category (TK/P) of knowledge in teaching. 

While Fenstermacher's description of practical knowledge is tremendously useful in 

understanding the nature of knowledge in teachhg, an episternologicai framework that 

separates knowledge in teaching into practid vs. formal categories may not be the b a t  

alternative to cmventiona.1 epistemolog y. 
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Expert Knowleû~e 

If experts are people who are "wntinuously trying to get beneath the surface of 

the phenornena they are dealing with and to build up a coherent and usable body of 

howledgeW, it is apparent that expertise in educational development is my goai. 

Expertise is particularly relevant when we consider educational work as a kind of 

professionai practice, implying that effective and knowledgeable performance is both 

valued and expected. Bereiter and Scardamalia (1986) have defined expertise as "high 

levels of knowledge and skill that do not corne about naturaiiy but require a special and 

sustaind investment in learningn (p. 10) and have proposed an epistemology fitting to 

an interest in the development of expertise, which is helpful in consideMg the role of 

knowledge in educational practice. 

According to Bereiter and Scardamalia (1993), every kind of knowledge has a 

part in expertise. While procedural kmwledge (sa) and f o m l  knowledge ('book 

leaming') tend to receive the most attention, expertise is also absolutely dependent 

upon some other less visible forms of knowledge, including: infomal kmwledge, 

which is the expert's elaborated and specialized fonn of common sense; impressionistic 

knowledge, which is ofien referred to as 'intuition' or 'instinct' because it is 

experienced as feeling rather than knowing, and which plays a crucial role in expert 

j udg men t ; and self-regulmry knowledge, which is self-knowledge relevant to 

functioning in a domain. The most important point is that the distinctive knowledge of 

experts, which includes ail  these kinds of knowledge, cornes about from their efforts to 

solve problems in their domains: 
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. . .problern solving provides the dynarnic element in the growth of all khds of 

expert knowledge. Experts do not just solve the objective problems that are part 

of their work - problems of curing ihesses, selling cars, or whatever. They 

also solve problems of understanding and problems in which they themselves - 

their strengths and weaknesses, desires and aversions - are a major part of the 

problem. These problems are often interrelated: Difficulties that arise in solving 

an objective problem may bring out problems of understanding or problems of 

self-regulation. Solving these problems within the context of the objective 

problems of a domain helps give expert knowledge its coherence and 

effectiveness. (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1993, p. 74-75) 

In other words, we define problems in different ways depending on Our interests, and 

Our expert knowledge cornes about through solving those problems. 

As we have already seen, conventionai educational epistemology focuses on the 

diHeremes between declarative/propositional knowledge (know-that) and 

prdural/performance knowledge (know-how). Bereiter (1992) believes that this 

creates "a content-process dichotomy that hinders an authentic understanding of expert 

knowledge", and proposes that a more useful distinction is the difference between a) 

knowledge organized around referents and b) knowledge organized around problems. 

Referent-centred knowledge is knowledge related to an object or topic or concept; for 

example, what 1 know about cars. Problem-centred knowledge arises from our efforts 

to understand a phenomenon or solve a problem; for example, what 1 know about 

starting my car on winter mornings (which may include some of what 1 know about 
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cars plus additional knowledge about air temperature in December, about how to 

convince my spouse to clear a space in the garage for rny car, about buying and using 

anti-fieeze, etc.). 

The notim of problem-centred knowledge enables us to consider ail knowledge 

organized around problems as a single entity and to think about ways that this kind of 

knowledge rnay be developed. It seems that persistent and recurring problems function 

as organizing points for knowledge, facilitating the development of problem-centred 

knowledge: 

In the normal process of becoming good at something, operations that once took 

thought and planning come to be done with little or no mental effo rf... Expertise 

is disthguished by what people do over and above this normal learning process. 

Miile tke normal process Ieads to efficiency, it also lads to rigidity and to a 

tapering off of leamhg as it reaches a level that suffices for ordinary needs.. . .In 

domains where expertise flourishes, problems tend not to have ceilings on them. 

The process of expertise is the process of tackiing problems at higher and higher 

levels -- what we refer to here as 'progressive problem solvhg ' . This process 

builds on normal leaming, because it is through normal pattern learning and 

prooeduralization that mental resources becorne freed to reinvest in these higher- 

level efforts.. . (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1993, p. 120- 12 1) 

The constitutive problems of a domain are the endlessly complex problems in a 

domain, where progressive problern solving never approaches an endpoint. For 

example, in medicine the elimination of disease is a constitutive problem. "Professions 
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and other expert domains are in an important sense defined by their constitutive 

problerns. Change the constitutive problem and you change the profession in a 

fundamental way" (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1993, p. 97). It follows that it is necessary 

to invest energy in the constitutive problems of one's domain if one wishes to develop 

expertise in that domain. There is, for exarnple, ongoing debate as to whether the goal 

of educational development is best defined as the improvement of teaching or the 

improvement of student learning, a debate which is usually tied to a discussion of how 

to assess the impact of ED. Because educational developers typically work with faculty, 

most are cornfortable with the idea that the improvement of teaching is a constitutive 

problem of ED work, improved teaching is defined as teaching that better facilitates 

learning. Similarly, many developers work with administrators, hoping to change the 

institutional environment so that it better supports the improvement of teaching (and 

leaniing); so the improvement of institutional conditions is a constitutive problem of 

ED work, if an improved environment is dehed as one that better supports teaching 

and learning. 

Bereiter and Scardarnalia believe that the persisting problems most likely to 

generate high-level conceptual learning are problems of explanation. They value 

discourse (and this includes scholarly inquiry) aimed at solving probleins of explanation 

bcause it lads to the development of high-level conceptuai knowledge in a domain 

and facilitates the justification of that knowledge. Theory arises from our attempts to 

explain, and scholarly discourse provides opportunities to articulate theory and critique 

it and improve u p n  it. It is worth noting that referent-centred knowledge "acquires 
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substance as it becomes linked to the problems it helps to solven (Bereiter, 1992, p. 

358). Since concepts are the building-blocks of theory, referent-centred knowledge is 

absolutely vital to comprehending discourse and thus to participation in discourse. 

In educational development, an excellent example of a problem of explanation is 

the problem of explaining how faculty becorne better teachers. in Chapter Three 1 

described some theories of educationai development that have arisen from scholars ' 

efforts to explain the process by which faculty develop as teachers and improve their 

teaching, and in Chapter Four 1 described my own attempts to explain how faculty 

learn to teach. Other interesting problems of explanation are how teaching influences 

learning, or how institutional conditions (grading requirements, for example) shape 

teaching and learning, or why (or why not) there is a perceived need to offer 

institutionalkd educational developrnent prograrnrning (a topic addressed in Chapter 

Two) . 

In Chapter Five 1 claimed to lcnow some things about educational development 

on the basis of my experiences as an educational developer. These daims point out 

some of the constitutive problems of ED practice, in that they indifate more 

specifically the recumng and signifiant problems that developers are required to build 

their practice around, given the particular role we play in the improvement of 

university teaching and leaming. The most signifiant of these constitutive problems of 

ED practice would be forging a meaningful relationship with members of the faculty, 

and acting as witness to the mandated need for educational development (thereby 

provoking and empowering faculty members -- and institutions -- to take seriously their 
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educational role and to l e m  better ways of enacting it.) 

Bereiter and Scardamalia conclude that the method of expertise, so far as it can 

be specified at the individual level, is "going beyond one's weli-leamed procedures, 

resisting downsliding into routines, and reformulating problems at new and more 

complex levels." But expertise is not solely an individual achievement, since 

howledge-building requires progressive discourse in community. When the discourse 

of a knowledge-building community is centred on persistent, hig h-level problems - 

particularly problems of explanation - a sophisticated body of knowledge (conceptual 

and theoretid) can be constmcted around those problems (1992). 

Schon's (1983) description of the way professionals behave when they confront 

problems of practice is relevant here. Accordhg to Schon, when professionals face a 

problem they first name it ('framing'), then take action, then examine the consequences 

of their actions; this process of frarning, acting, and responding to the consequences of 

actions is "reflection-in-action", and it generates knowledge of and for practice. 

Schon's description of reflective practice supports the idea that the expert knowledge 

associated with professional practice is essentialiy problem-centred knowledge. 

Interestingly, Schon suggests that the knowledge arising from practice wiil depend not 

only upon the constitutive problems of practice, but on how the problems of practice 

are defineci, or framed. Habermas indicates that this is related generally to Our 

interests, and Cherryholmes reminds us that frarning may be shaped by ideology . 
In rny view, the distinction between referent- and problem-centred knowledge is 

more usehl than the distinction between TK/F and TWP. The notion of constitutive 
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problems of practice answers the need for a field of practice to define itself, without 

having to make the potentially erronmus claim that there is a category of ducational 

knowledge (TWF) that malces sense outside of a given context, and while keeping the 

primary focus on the knowledge that is constructed through addressïng those all- 

important problems of practice. TK/F bestows upon decontextualized knowledge a 

status and legitimacy of its own right; referent-centred knowledge, by contrast, is only 

usehl in the service of solving problems of practice, that is in constmcting problem- 

cen tred knowledge. 

Although Bereiter and Scardamaiia note that expertise includes ail kinds of 

knowledge, they place a particularly high value on the conceptual knowledge that is 

acquired through solving problems of explanation, and (lïke Fenstermacher) make Little 

mention of the knowledge that experts would presumably constnict when they address 

problems of emancipation. Constitutive problerns of practice are likely to include al1 

types of interests - technical, practical, and emancipatory -- and the different forms of 

knowledge associated with each. Given what we have already learned about the role 

and value of discourse in the construction of knowledge, it is likely that the discourse 

they promote for the growth and justification of problem-centrd knowledge would be 

as usehl for problems of emancipation as it is for problems of explanation. Since 

transformative learning theory is particularly concemed with the growth of 

emancipatory knowledge, that is the next topic of my review. 

Transfomative Leaniing 

Many have proposed action research as a method of inquiry weU-suited to the 
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development of teacher's practical knowledge, and the work of Bereiter and 

Scardamalia confirms that scholarly cummunities organized around the development of 

such knowledge could foster educational expertise. Action research is a form of critical 

social science, which may be broadly defined as research that "combines participation 

in the process of critique with the political detemination to act to overcome 

contradictions in the rationality of social actions" (Ewert, 1991, p. 373-375). Ewert 

(1991) notes that a key advantage of critical social science, particularly for the field of 

education, is that it incorporates the production of knowledge related to our technical, 

practical, and emancipatory interests. 

My purpose in this section is to present transformative learning as an approach 

to the construction of knowledge that is comparable to critical social science. The 

process of transfomative ieaming may look like research and may incorporate aspects 

of critical social science when it is educational scholarslpractitioners who are doing the 

leaming, but it is a concephially broader category: a way of knowing that is 

appropriate for individuals with al1 kinds of backgrounds in a i l  kinds of settings. Like 

critical social science, it incorporates Our emancipatory interest. 

According to Mezirow (198 1) engaging in criticai thought and reflective action 

is the essence of adult education. Mezirow's conception of adult education starts from a 

recognition that our perspectives on the world are shaped by Our values, assumptions, 

and beliefs, which may be invalid. Although most of us tend not to question these 

values, beliefs, or basic assumptions, or are even aware of them, distorted assumptions 

about the world lead us ta have invaiid or distorted perspectives on the world. 
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Through critical self-reflection on Our 'meaning perspectives' (the assumptions 

that we use to interpret our experiences) we may reformulate these perspectives to 

allow a more inclusive, discrirninating, and integrative understanding of our experience 

and then act on this reformulation; we then engage in the process Mezirow calls 

transfomative leaming i.e., "the activity of making an interpretation that subsequently 

guides decision and actionn (199 1, p. 375). The effort to facilitate transfomative 

leaming is calied emancipatory education. Mezirow argues that individual 

transformation through emancipatory education enables societal transformation because, 

"if individuals discover that their assumptions are based on cultural distortions (women 

can't be mechanics; men don't know how to do laundry; a i i  Germans are mthless; the 

poor cannot go to university) and if those assumptions are revised and acted upon, 

social change wili be the next step" (Cranton, 1992, p. 175). 

Essentially, to say that an assumption is distorted means that it is invalid in 

terms of an individual's personal experiences. Individuals who have accepted cultural 

values, beiiefs, and explanations without question may not notice the ways these 

societal perspectives are or are not confirmai by their own experiences. Through 

hansfonnative leaming, we correct errors in understanding and affirm 'right' 

understandings that arise through critical reflection on our experiences; individuals use 

their experiences to contribute to knowledge. In the normal course of events, people 

may not act upon their own understandings of situations (which sometimes are 

convictions) because their personal perspectives are not affirmed by societal values. 

Sornetirnes when we reflect on Our experiences in relation to our perspectives we corne 
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to the conclusion that Our perspectives are good ones - and then make a more 

concerted effort to act upon them. When individuals reflect upon and affirm knowing 

and use it to guide action, societai transformation can corne about just as it does when 

individuals revise their perspectives and act upon them. While Mezirow's language of 

constxaints and distortions is rather negative, one may chwse to view transformative 

leaming as a process of moving towards more inclusive understandings of the world, 

expanding one's sense of the ideal, sometimes through affirmation and sometimes 

through revision), and acting upon that. 

Cranton (1994) indicates that Mezirow sees emancipatory knowledge, which is 

gained through transformative leaming, "as distinct from the knowledge gained through 

our ' technical' interest in the objective world (requiring instrumentai learning) or Our 

'practical' interest in social relationships' (requiring communicative learning). The 

emancipatory interest does, however, have implications for both instrumental and 

communicative leaming. Reflection on meaning is an important aspect of both 

communicative and transformative learning, but when Our understandings are 

transformed as a result of the reflection and we view the world from a new 

perspective, leamhg moves beyond the communicative domain and into the arena that 

tmly reflects Our emancipatory interest. The need for action brings the technical 

interest into play. 

Brooldield connects emancipatory leaming with cntical thinking, but is careful 

to clarify that critical thinking involves more than logical reasoning or "scnitlliizing 

arguments for assertions unsupporteci by empirid evidencen (Bmkfield, 1987, p. 12 
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Cranton (1994, p. 55) notes that although Mezirow 

and transformation in language that emphasizes the 

wnscious and the logical, others have suggested that the process is not entirely 

rational. Boyd and Myers (1988; Boyd, 1985; Boyd, 1989) describe a process of 

discemment in which symbols, images, and archetypes play a role in personal 

illumination. Cranton also cites the postmodem perspective of Stanage (1989), who has 

suggested that the transformation of meaning is not a linear, determinable, or 

predictable process. 

The process of transfomative 1e-g an, nonetheless, be usefully portrayeci 

in terms of genemi distinctions between typical stages in the process (Cranton, 1994). 

There is usually a txigger event or disorienthg dilemma, leading to a phase of appraisal 

or se-Ifexamination, then exploration of new ways of thinking or behaving which 

includes assessing the validity of various alternatives, foliowed by a process of 

developing alternative perspectives which may include developing a plan of action and 

acquiring necessary skills and knowledge and must include trying out new ways of 

thinking or acting, and finally integration - which is likely to involve the 

transformation of beliefs and assumptions so that new ways of viewing and 

experiencing the world are accommodated. Knowing of these typical stages assists 

individuals in recognizing when they are involveci in the process and thus in making 

decisions about their leaming; it also assists educators in considering how they may 

facilitate leamhg at each of these stages. 

It makes sense that a process of emancipatory education is closely tied with the 
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concept of 'autonorny ' : 

Any knowledge that inhibits a person's achievement of freedom and autonomy is 

ideological and therefore distorted.. . social systems that prevent a person from 

developing his or her full capacity for fieedom and autonorny are repressive 

systems.. .the critique of knowledge is required to overcome the limitations to 

self-knowiedge based on the intemakation of social wnstraints. (Ewert, 199 1, 

p. 355) 

Cranton (1994, p. 60)' based on a review of autonomy as characterized by Brookfield 

(1986), Candy (1991), and Jarvis (1992), concludes that becoming autonomous is 

"becoming free of the constraints of unarticulated or distorted meaning perspectives", 

and is thus a transformative process; Mezirow's own words confirm this view: 

dramatic personal and social change becornes possible by becoming aware of the 

way ideologies -- sexual, racial, religious, educational, occupational, political, 

economic, and technological -- have created or contributed to our dependency 

on reified powers. (Mezirow, 1981, p. 5-6) 

This, again, gets at the idea that the individual is a source of truth, or at least of better 

understanding, if individuais are able to act autonomously to free themselves of the 

constraints irnposed by ideology and see the world from their own perspective. The 

concept of transformative learning calls upon us to trust in the ability of individuals to 

critique and then transform knowledge accepted within a community . 

Full autonomy is, of course, an ideal (Cranton, 1994) - as is king completely 

conscious of the sources and consequences of meaning perspectives and being free from 
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coercion, constraints, and distortions in these perspectives. The autonom y of the 

individual is required in two senses: in howing the culture, Le., " to be reflective 

about the cultural context and traditions in which he or she is embeddedw (Ewert, 1991, 

p. 354), and in knowing the self, Le., "to becorne articulate about Our own affective 

and emotional constitutionn (Ewert, 1991, p. 354). Knowing self and laiowing culture 

are accomplished simultaneously through dialogue/discourse. According to Mezirow, 

the purpose of education is to provide the conditions in which such discourse is 

possible. Through better knowledge of self and society, one is able tu gain a new 

perspective which offers new possibilities for personal action in the world, thereby 

enabling societal transformation through individuals' emancipatory-knowledge-in-action. 

Why would individuals choose to test the understandings that they have aquired 

socially? Because transfomative leaming theory is dependent upon the individual, who 

must perceive and respond to disorienting dilemmas if leamhg is to take place, it 

seems wise to confirm that such a personalized process is indeed plausible. 

Tacit and Personal Knowled~e 

1 tum, then, to the writings of Polanyi (1958), who adds to Our understanding of 

the personal process of howing. WMe the social context in which the act of knowing 

takes place obviousiy has a tremendous impact on the knowledge we constnict, Polanyi 

reminds us that knowing is an ongoing act of creation by individuals who make a 

personal comrnitment to their own ability to know. His perspective is in agreement with 

Dewey's view that we identify ourselves with thuigs when we take an interest in them. 

In his description of personal biowledge, Polanyi incorporates two dimensions strongly 
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identified with constnictivism: the self as knower and the creative aspect of knowledge. 

In considering the nature of human knowledge, Polanyi starts fkom the fact that 

we can know more than we c m  tell. He notes that in the pursuit of knowledge, 

humans actively shape their expenence, and says that this shaping is "the great and 

indispensable tacit power by which aI l  knowledge is discovered and, once discovered, 

is held to be true." Our ability to know things tacitiy is the key to Our ability to 

construct knowledge. Tacit knowing allows us to sense a hidden reality, and aüows us 

to be deeply wmrnitted to this. Polanyi offers a view of knowledge in which "we can 

have a tacit foreknowledge of yet undiscovered things.. .we are guided by sensing the 

presence of a hidden reality toward which Our clues are painting. " The tacit component 

of personal knowledge accounts for: 1) a valid knowledge of a problem; 2) the 

scholar's capacity to pursue it guided by a sense of approaching its solution; and 3) a 

valid anticipation of the yet unknown implications of the eventuai discovery. According 

to Polanyi, 

Scientific knowledge is the knowledge of an approaching discovery. To hold 

such knowledge is an act deeply wmmitted to the conviction that there is 

something to be discovered. It is personal. The discoverer is füled with a 

compeiiing sense of responsibility for the pursuit of a hidden truth, which 

dernands his services for revealing it. His act of knowing exercises a personal 

judgement in relating evidence to an externaï reality, an aspect of which he is 

seeking to apprehend .... You cannot forrnaüze the act of cornmitment, for you 

cannot express your cornmi tmen t nonîammittally. 



Polanyi's conception of scientific knowledge as personal means that, in his view, a 

knowledge claim cannot be made independently of a belief clairn - which raises 

questions about Fensterrnacher's statement that a howledge claim is quite different 

from a claim to believe, the main distinction king that a claim to knowledge must (and 

presumably cm) be justified. 

The relevance of the tacit component of personal knowledge to education has 

been acknowledged by many, though for most as a sort of footnote to discussions 

rather than in the central place in our thinking that Polanyi himself intended it to 

occupy, as indicated by his statement that if we accept, "that tacit thought forms an 

indispensable part of al1 knowledge, then the (objectivist) ideal of elirninating al1 

personal elements would, in effect, aim at the destruction of ail knowledge." Donald 

Schon (1983, 1987) is an exception to this generaiization. Schon's work conceming 

reflective practice, and the work of others who have foliowed his Iead. is based on the 

prernise that much of the worthwhile stuff that professionals know about their practice 

is in the form of informal, typically unstated, personal theones of practice (kxmwing-in- 

action). An underlying assumption of work in this area is that tacit knowledge should 

be made explicit through reflection, so that it may be anaiyzed and cntiqued as a means 

of improving practice. However, Polanyi (1958, p. 20) himself cautions that "deiailing 

particulars may destroy an understanding of complex matters (as a cornprehensive 

entity) . . .an explicit integration, in general, carmot replace its tacit counterpart.. . the 

process of formaking ail lcnowledge to the exclusion of any tacit knowing is self- 

defeating." It seems to me that much of the interest in tacit knowledge that Schon's 
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work has inspired may be traced to a drive to jus- our actions - reflecting our 

(perceived) need to find legitimate approaches to the justification of practical 

knowledge. Polanyi's tacit knowledge is clearly a comprehensive and unique form of 

knowing that not only shapes but also fosters ongoing personal l e . g ,  and thus is 

particularly relevant to self-directed leaming. The existence of tacit knowledge 

explains how it is possible for individuals to perceive disorienting dilemmas, which 

stimulate the process of transfomative leamhg . In addition, the faciiitative influence of 

tacit knowing on commitrnent to leamhg seems to promise a capacity for increasingly 

complex learning - a promise that is particularly relevant to the goal of enhancing 

teaching expertise. 

Confirmation / Illumination 

Through my review of the literature 1 have leafned about ways of icnowing 

suited to educational development. Still, 1 am left with some nagging questions about 

the underlying rasons for justification of educators' claims to know, which prompts 

me to construct some answers that work for me at this stage in my understanding of 

knowledge and of education. 

Do educational researchers need to justify their knowledge of education to 

ensure that theû claims to know are a valid contribution to knowledge, or is 

justification necessary to assure theu academic status and authority? While we may 

shy away from acknowledging the second rmson for justification, I believe the 

researcher's desire for status is real and acts as an indicator for a relevant issue. That 

is, while it would be a mistake to accept that educators should be granteci the kind of 
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authority that guarantees their stories are accepted by others as valid accounts of the 

world, 1 do believe educators deserve the kind of authority that would encourage others 

to listen to their stories, so that valid accounts of the world may be constructed and 

validated socially, through dialogue. This begs the question of which cornes first: 

vaiidathg howledge as a checkpoint on the route to communication? or, 

communicating with others as an important stop on the route to the construction of 

valid knowledge? We all know that effective communication is a two-way process, a 

shared responsibility of those in a community. It is partiy up to individuals to gain the 

audience of others in the community, and partly up to others in the community to be 

open to individuals. While the educational community might be tempted to check the 

credentials of all potentiai community members, it is (to me) more reasonable and 

productive that it welcome others into the community through conversations with aU 

who share the community 's interests. 

Noddings (1984) warns us that when Our primary interest is in ethical conduct it 

is best not to be distracted by the problem of justification. First, she says, "Moral 

statements cannot be justified in the way that statements of fact cm be justified. They 

are not truths. They are not derived from facts or principles ... moral statements come 

out of a moral view or attitude. .. . there can be no justification for taking a morai 

viewpoin t . . . the morai viewpoint is prior to any notion of justification" @. 94-95). A 

second difficulty in responding to a request for justification, says Noddings, is that 

"justification requires us to concentrate on moral judgments, on moral statements. 

Hence we are led to an exploration of the language and reasoning used to discuss moral 
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conduct and away from an assessrnent of the concrete events in which we must chwse 

whether and how to be have morally" ( p. 95). Noddings proposes that in the realm of 

ethical conduct, an ethical ideal guides Our actions and is the standard against which 

our actions are judged. 

Fenstermacher suggests that an Avantage of practical reasoning as an approach 

to justification is that it "may also address the mord aspects of action.. .as such it 

permits us to consider the moral dimensions of teaching ... a compelling reason for 

entertainhg practical reasoning as an approach to the study of practid knowledge of 

teachers" (1994). Noddings, however, presents a view of ethics that begins with a 

moral attitude and not with moral reasoning, aithough she does not imply that ethical 

reasoning is illogical. Since ethicd behavior is not govemed by a process of moral 

reasoning, conceming ourselves with moral arguments pulis us away From the heart of 

ethical action, which is a moral attitude and an ethical ideal. While rational 

explanaîions for ethical actions can be provided, such expianations do not justify Our 

viewpoint or our actions, and, in fact, can distract us from the necessity of considering 

the extent to which our actions have enhanced and supportai Our ethicai ideal. 

Noddings wanis that "the search for justification ofkn carries us farther and farther 

from the heart of moxaiityn (1984, p. 105). 

Noddings does emphasize the value of confirmation. "When we attribute the 

best possible motive consonant with reality to the cared-for, we confirm him; that is we 

reveal to him an attainable image of himself that is loveiier than that manifestai in his 

present acts" (Noddings, 1984, p. 193). Confirmation points us toward our best 
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possible self. It is possible to confum individuals at the sarne time as one asks them to 

justify their actions, says Noddings (1986, p. 508) "1 must see the cared-for as he is 

and as he might be - as he envisions his best self - in order to confirm him" @ 67). 

Confirmation depends upon and interacts with dialogue and practice in helping 

individuals to actualize their best image of thernselves (Nodding s, 1986). 

This last point conceming the achialization of individuals' images of themselves 

prompts me to examine a view held by many educators (see McNiff, 1993; Whitehead, 

1993): that the ultimate justification of educational knowledge is found in the educator's 

way of life, which is the educator's practice. This view has two implications 1 wish to 

consider.. . 

First, the idea that howledge produced through research is best validated in 

practice raises the issue of whose practice justifies whose knowledge. A split between 

the role of scholar and the role of practitioner, typical of educational inquiry in the 

past, has meant that scholars have conducted research which produces knowledge and 

that this knowledge was then presented to practitioners who presumably could use it 

with confidence. Approaches to justification in the academic world have consequently 

focused on ways of validating knowledge before it is retunied to practice; this halfway 

step is necessary so that the researcher may gain the tmst of other researchers and, 

more importantly, the trust of practitioners. 1 wonder: can we still count on this 

approach, or does it depend upon a division of fesponsibility, and power relationships, 

whose rightness has been disputed? Even if we do accept the rightness of this approach 

we still must face the fact that it is no longer the only option open to educators. What 
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if the scholar & the practitioner? N o  matter whether we or others feel it is appropriate 

for scholar-practitioners to skip the "acadernically-valdm phase and move on to test and 

demonstrate the validity of knowledge in their practice, the practitioner who does 

hislher own research has the power to take this approach to justification. Where, then, 

is the check that the practitioner's knowledge is not constrained through ideology? And 

the check that the practitioner has not made errors of accuracy? And the check that the 

prac titioner has no t rnisrepresen ted or misunderstood hislher own experiences? In this 

situation, scholars ask questions of practitioner-generated knowledge that practitioners 

used to ask of scholar-generated knowledge - essentially, they ask, " Why should 1 trust 

this knowledge?" The scholar-practitioner might choose to find ways to validate part 

way through the process of constructing and testing of knowledge, if hefshe is 

interesteù in gaining the trust of a broadydehed ducational comrnunity. 

Second, if the justification of knowledge is found in practice, it suggests that a 

description of practice can provide a kind of justification for that knowledge. This 

would imply that the form of the inquiry, andior of the daim to know that anses frorn 

the inquiry, should reflect the form of practice so that its validity may be considered by 

others who have not experienced that practice. The closer in form the inquiry and the 

knowledge claim are to the actual practice, the easier it would be for others to ascertain 

the nature of that practice and consider the extent to which the knowledge claim is 

justified by practice. A note of caution is required here: it is wise to remember that 

since language is a kind of experience, a 'text' (or any other form of inquiry or 

presentation of results from inquiry) cannot repliate an experience (Bakhtin, 1981). A 
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text is a new, diEerent experience for readers and for writers - it is the expenence 

afforded by metanarrative. This suggests that the form of the inquiry, andor of the 

claim to know that arises h m  the inquiry, should simply be a metanarrative of 

whatever form that assists the researcher and the educational community to better 

understand practice. The construction of metanarrative tex& that are educational 

experiences for writers and for readers seems a reasonable goal for aIl educators - 

scholars and prac ti tioners . 

Yet another issue conceming justification is that it asks educators for reasons, 

for arguments, for explanations. What is the educator's purpose in constructing an 

explanation? Some explanations are based on ideology, are self-serving, and allow 

practitioners to be cornplacent. Other explanations illuminate practice and enable us to 

go further with Our understanding, Our inquiry, and Our development of knowledge. 

Working hard and intentionally to constnict good explanations - Le., theorizing about 

the meaning of educational practice -- develops expertise, which is itself a good thing. 

However, an approach to justification that emphasizes the quality of argument implies 

that whatever action is taken is legi timate as long as there are good reasons for it. 

Good reasons are those that meet the legitimate expectations of individuals within a 

community of discourse (Habermas). While the definition of 'goodness' is presumably 

also assessed through practical reasoning, ideology can influence a comrnunity ' s 

definition of what is legitimate. 

Munby and Russell (1995) have proposed that justification of educators' daims 

can be made through consideration offunctional validity, that is, asking "does it get 
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teachers where they want to go?" This approach apparently assumes that where "they" 

want to go, given that "they" are teachers, is educationally legitimate. This affnning of 

teachers honours and confirms teachers and is important to the development of teachers 

and the development of their knowledge of education, but.. . 1 wonder: is it not possible 

that some teachers do not have educational goals? Do all those who play the role of 

educator have legitimate expectations of where they want to go? 1 agree that affirmation 

is essentizl -- not only to the development of individuals (as educators), but to the 

development of (educational) knowledge. It therefore seems particularly important that 

the educational value of "where they want to gon, i.e., the constmct validity 

(Cherryholmes, 1988), also be senously wnsidered. We must ask: 1s it knowledge that 

helps educators construct and approach the educational ideal? Polanyi's idea of 

knowledge as personal, and his identification of the tacit component as the power that 

guides the development of knowledge, promises that educators can head off to a better 

place -- not, however, because they necessarily know where it is they are going, rather 

because somehow they how that such a better place exists. This means that another 

way the educational community may judge whether knowledge is valid, Le., useful, in 

addition to assessing whether it got educators where they wanted to go, is considenng 

whether it brought them to a goud place: a place that offers a more inclusive, 

discnminating, and integrative perspective; a place that iiiuminates practice and 

especially the constitutive problems of practice, and therefore builds a usehl body of 

knowledge in the field. 

In the end 1 conclude that one of the most powerfbi motives for justification 
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&ses from the emancipatory interest. If individual educators don't find a way to 

validate their practice and their knowledge ofifor practice, others will. And others' 

criteria rnay not be appropriate. Engaging in the discourse of justification is part of 

accepting one's educator role as a personal vocation, of gaining some autonomy over 

practice, and at the sarne time of entering a community of feliow practitioners. The 

process of validation - which calls upon educators to make practice explicit and public 

by giving it a form that is not necessarily the form of practice itself but a 

communicable form - has the potential to honour and protect educational practices and 

values, allowing practitioners to seek and to ask for what they need to do their work. 

The promise of affirmation for the worthwhile knowledge gained through deep 

engagement in educational practice is a worthwhile reason for educators to attempt 

justification and seek validation - only, however, if we are careN to place greater 

value on caring practice than on validation and vigilant regarding overzealousness in 

articulating details and constnicting explanations that blind us to the essence of good 

prac tice. 



Chapter Seven 

COMPOSING AN EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE 

The compositions w creare in these times of change are filled wlh 
interlockittg messages of our commimms and decisions. Each one is a 
message of possibility . 

- Bateson (1990) 

My inquiry, situateci in an educational practice devoted to the improvernent of 

university teaching and learning, has been concemed with the development of educators 

and the development of educational knowledge. The purpose of my inquiry has been to 

help me establish and sustain a legitimate educational development practice, to corne to 

a deeper understanding of the development process and myself as an educator and 

developer, and to convey that understanding to others. The previous chapters describe 

how and what I have learned through extended inquiry and active engagement in 

educational development. Added to that document is the living document of my life as 

an educational developer. I am now in my eighth year of educational development 

work, and am comfortable in calling upon my record of achievement there as testament 

to my capacity to meet the challenges of ED work. 

While 1 am confident in my claim to know educational development and the role 

of the educationd developer and, moreover, to h o w  both in a way that enables me to 

practice legitirnately and coherently as an educational developer, 1 do not want to 

rnisrepresent the nature of that claim. 1 beiieve 1 had in rnind, at the outset of my 

inquiry, a notion of knowing ED quite different from the tentative, divergent, open- 

ended, questionhg mode1 of howing that 1 have grown comfortable with. 1 imaginecl 
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that 1 would develop or uncover procedures, plans, methods - shaightforward, clearly- 

defined approaches that would make the process and the work understandable and do- 

able. Bateson (1994). however, extols the vimies of an improvisational approach to life 

and leaming in Our changing world, explaining that "because it is not possible to stand 

aside ffom participation until we h o w  what we are doing, it is essential to find styles 

of acting that accept ambiguity and allow for l e d g  dong the way (p. 235)." This 

makes sense to me; it was, after ali, necessary that 1 participate in educational 

development activitiu long before 1 "knew" what 1 was doing. So, even though 1 have 

found a way of acting as an educational developer that generally works weil for me ami 

the people 1 interact with, 1 believe the most signifiant quality of this style lies in its 

flexible devotion to "leamhg dong the way". 

This outwme is not surprising given that my whole approach to ED work has 

been premised on the idea that development is an educational process. 1 set out on this 

path to a deeper understanding of ED with a commitment to leanllng as the basis for 

the irnprovement of teaching. Have the various starting points for my inquiry into 

educational development, stateû in Chapkr One (development as educational; education 

as a moral activity; educational development as self-direcied leamhg; educational 

practice as vocation), served as a sound foundation for practice and shaped my knowing 

of educational development in a positive way? It may be useful to retum to these 

stamng points, to explore the extent and impact of my leamkg in each ara,  and to re- 

examine the assumptions underlying my approach to educational development work. 
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Assurn~tions 

In this section 1 will, in effect, re-set the s t a g  points for my contiming educational 

practice and inquiry, to reflect my leanllng. 

Develo~ment as Educational 

1 stated that 1 wnsider the essence of educationai development work to be its 

educational approach to change, its emphasis on university educators improving the 

quality of university education by learning better ways to support student leaniing, and 

in the role of the developer in f o s t e ~ g  that îearnhg. 

1 now wish to build upon this assurnption, in the marner of those scholars and 

practitioners before me who have attempted to describe the nature of that learning, or 

developmental, process. Those descriptions have tended to emphasize stages of 

development, and the theones of teaching and learning held by educators at each of 

these stages. 1 do not argue against the "stages of development" approach to descnbing 

and explaining the ducational development process, but do take a different approach. 1 

present my description in the form of a personal theory of educational development: 

My rheory beginr with a hwnanly cowtmcted phemmenon culled 

teoching. Xhee is collecîive agreement t h a  "teaching " meam helping m t h e r  

person to learn, but it is a very generol concept Md is fhus universally 

meaningful to people in different t ims ,  situaïiom, and cultures. 

A social& comtmcted concept of teaching is not immediately usefil in 

the development of teaching. It is, however, usefil in m i n g  the phemrnenon. 

Once teaching is nutneù, persans cm sincate thmelves in relcltl'on to tha 
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phenornenon, thor is, they c m  idemfi themeives ar teachers (or as students of 

a teacher). 

When individuais become feuchers, they incorporate or embody the 

phenornenon we cal1 reaching. The social& comtructed, and universally 

meaningful, concep of teaching then becomes a p e r s o ~ l  one, conrtructed by 

individual3 in the act of becorning a teacher, and it is this personally 

comtructed concept thar is rnost usefil in the developme~ of teaching. Because 

teaching is done in relationship wirh leamers, the development of teaching is 

ai30 dependent upon persom becoming stuùents - t h  is, learners in 

relationship with a teacher. 

Practicaily speaking, how do individuah become teochers and establish 

relationships with leamers? I propose t h  one becomes a teacher through the 

txperience of teaching, and thor teadring rituais muke that erperience possible. 

Teaching rituaIs are acn'viries which are generally accepted as characteristic of 

teuching; through participaring in these rituaIs in the role of teacher, individuals 

are able to embody the socially meaningFl concept of teaching. Porential 

leamers recognize thse  rihiak as sires for teaching and leming and 

participate in hem by playing the role of studenrs. This &ually induced role- 

playirtg establishes a teacher-student relationship, which is required for true 

teaching to be possible. RiruoLF ailow teachers to connnnnuourly re-engage in 

teaching aets before they realiy understand what teaching means. Through 

rituals, teachers begin teaching, and this ergerience of teaching allows them to 
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esrablish a personal teaching ideol, i. e., a vision of t h e d v e s  as teachers. 

Zt is this personal ideal or vision, constmted by teachers in the act of 

teaching, thut guides the developmeni of teaching. While teaching and teoching 

rimIs are 00th social& constructed concepts, the teodiing ideal is persondly 

coitstmcted - it is self as teocher. Development is niovement towanls the ideai. 

nie respone of students is o f fnàhenta i  irnponance in the 

construction of the reaching ideal -  thou oui student response, teachers cannot 

make use of the oppomuiities for developrnent offorded by the teaching rituuk. 

How do individu& toke the first step towuràs imagining themeIves as 

teachers? They may be mrocted by the ritua& of teaching, Md want to play the 

role of teacher in these rituah and seek oppomuiities to ploy t h  role. Once 

they are playing t h a ~  d e .  they ore able to begin constructing a teaching self: 

Or, individuaï& whose primary idem@ is that of a teacher rnay be required 

(or have the opportunity) to play the role of tencher in teaching rinulk, and 

through this rituulistic teaching acRviry begin to imagine themselves as tenchers. 

Teachers may continue to engage in teaching r i W s  for a long time 

(indefiniteiy?) w'thout contructing a persona1 ideal. Wirhou un ideul, t k r e  is 

no process of developmnt. Teachers may in fact engage in teaching n'tuais 

without recognizing these activities as rituak. ïhey ~ h e y  pefect a ritual, rather 

than ure a ritual as a means of becoming a reocher through the relatratromhip 

with students that the iitual affords. 

AI1 teaching rituah are not equally effective. Some are better suited ro 
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the development of teaching than are others. Rituals that foster relationships 

(conneetion) and that allow room for fler-biliv Md for choice of action and 

response (autonomy) are best able to support tewhers' (and snrdentsy self- 

directed leaming. 

Dialogue m n g  developing teuhers enrures a more powe#l 

development of the concept of "teaching", and of rituuh useficl for the 

development of teaching (Le. educananonal rituais). Teachers cornribute their 

knowledge of teaching (peronul comrnt)  to whor is krwwn about teaching 

(social comtruct). mis is how coruributlUtlom to the knowledge base for teuching 

are made - &y teachem. 

What are the implications of this theory for the role of the developer in fostering 

educators' learning and facilitating the process of development? At this point in my 

own development 1 am most intrigue. by the fact that it suggests sites for intervention 

on the part of educational developers. Some of the implications wiU be discussed in my 

re-view of self-directed leaming as a strategy for educational development. Fuli 

implications wili become apparent as 1 use the theory to guide my actions. 

Education as Moral Activitv: A Framework for Practice and Inauiry 

1 stated that education is essentialiy a 'moral' activity in the sense that values, 

ideals, and wmmitments guide the actions of educators and shape definitions of 'good' 

practice. Our values are seen in our everyday styles of worhg,  particularly in our 

styles of interaction with learners; o u  values "infuse the ethos of the clwrwm" . 

Respecting the significance of the moral aesthetic, 1 chose to be "up-front" and to 
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articulate my hown ethical values as a h e w o r k  for my practice and inquiry. 

1 started from the supposition that two intetests - in persons and in knowledge - 

- h e  my educational research and practice. The ideal which govems and acts as a 

standard for my practice is fidelity to persons through caring. As a scholar, 1 focus on 

the pursuit of knowledge, guided by attention to the ideal of tnith. Caring and tmth are 

the ideab t h  shape my efforts to do educa&ionaI developmenf work and my daim to 

know educatioml developmenr, 1 wrote. I jûse my commimiem to the development of 

persons (myself and others) and my c o r n m i m ~ ~  to the development of kmwledge (my 

own and others ') through a cornmitment to persons as kmwledge-builders. 

1 now wish to revise that framework to incorporate, more explicitly , a third 

interest specific to the educational development setting. A candid exploration of the 

values underlying my own practice, an openness to the values guiding the work of my 

past and present ED coiieagues, and closer attention to the very motives for doing ED 

work, al l  lead me to acknowledge the value of competent educator performance. As an 

educational developer, my particular interest is in educational practice, that is, in the 

actions taken by educators to facilitate Ieaming. My goal in educational development is 

to gain and use knowledge that enhances the quality and effectiveness of that 

educational practice. In this case the ideal shaping my efforts is qer t i se .  

These three interests, then - in persons, in knowledge, and in practice - form 

the framework for my approach to educational development: Caring, tnuh. cMd 

erperrise are the ideals zhat shape my efforts to do educaîional àèvelopment w r k  and 

my daim to know educationul development. IIfure my commit~em to the àèvelopment 
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of petsons (myserf and others). my cornmitment to the development of knowledge ( i  

own and others'), and my commitment to effective educananomI practice. through a 

1 continue to beiieve that the concept of selfdirected learning, which posits that 

al1 persons are ultimately responsible for conducting their own search for personaliy 

meaningful knowledge, supports my commitment to educators as knowledge-builders. 

In this case, personally meaningful knowledge must incorporate knowledge which is 

meaningful to a person's professional practice. The implication is that when 

professional practice is involved, it is even more important to consider how self- 

directed learners con struct knowledge that takes others ' perspectives, needs, in terests , 

and values into account. 

Educational Development as Self-Directed Leaming 

1 have described, in Chapter One, a conception of self-direction in which 

relationships with others are a cruciaily important and potentiaily quite powerf'ul 

influence on the learning process. In this relational mode1 of selfdirected learning, 

connection and autonomy interact to create an interesthg dialectic: self-directed 

learners take action to build sound, authentic, and meaningfui connections between 

themselves and the thing they are leaming and the persons they l e m  with; at the same 

time, selfdirected learners act autonomously to make choices about what and who they 

will comect with and care for. 1 have also proposai that the facilitator of selfdirected 

learning -- through caring -- can play a tremendous role in making this dialectic 

possible. 1 want to explore this proposition more deeply in the context of educationai 
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development work. 

My argument that carùig allows relationships of connation and autonomy to 

thrive is based on Noddings' (1984) description of an ethic of care. According to 

Nociding s , caring is characterized b y receptivity and responsiveness ; we keep ourselves 

open to the unique needs and interests of those we care for so that we may respond to 

them and thereby continue our relationship with them. Caring ailows persons to 

become themselves through interaction with others. From a perspective of are ,  

facilitating self-directed learning is less a matter of tuming learners loose (or leaving it 

completely up to hem) to pursue their goals, and more a matter of supportllig and 

interacting with learners while they stniggle to leam. 

In the higher and continuing education settings, rnost learners are concerneci 

with establishing a sense of self (including a notion of personai competency and/or 

personal identity) in a particular discipline or profession. Self-directed leamers must 

be able to constmct for themselves an ideal, as a standard against which they may 

monitor their learning and judge their performance in the area(s) of interest to them. 

The ideal is the lemer's best image of his or her self in relation to the study of a 

discipline, or the practice of a profession. 

Noddings' work (1984) suggests that the caring educator is in a good position to 

help leamers with the critical process of wnstructing their own ideal -- by showing 

learners what an ideal might look Like in that discipline/profession, and modeling for 

learners how an ideai shapes further leaniing and development. It foilows, then, that 

educational development programs in universities have an important part to play in the 
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construction of the alI-important ethical ideal among teachers - they can be the setting 

in which developers and teachers work in dialogue, helping one another construct a 

personal ideal as educators. Noddings (1984) States clearly that there are no shortcuts to 

the development of an ethical ideal, and that enforcing an ideal through, for exarnple, 

institutionalized principles and mles is a poor substihite for encuuraging individuah to 

meet the standards provideci by a personally-constnicted ethical ideal. If universities, or 

governments, define what is worth learning about teaching, acting as arbiters of what is 

intellectually and professionally valuable, this may be a powemil barrier to self- 

directed learning among university instnictors. 

This factor is criticaiiy significant in the evaiuation of university teaching. The 

need to evaluate teaching problematizes the issue of who should decide what is worth 

leaming (oflabout teaching), and who should make judgements about the quality of that 

learning . Sel f-directed learning , as an approach to the develo~ment of teaching , implies 

that educators should define what howledge of teaching is to be leamed, how it is to 

be learned, and how that leaming is to be evaluated. If we view faculty as self-directeci 

leamers, we will ask them to consider what is worth knowing, and invite them to 

participate in decisions about the design and assessrnent of leaming experiences. 

1 believe we should not avoid discussion of these complicated questions and 

concems about who controls and regulates knowledge of teaching. In the knowledge- 

based economy of the university, they are paaicularly significant, if problematic, 

issues. The ways we resolve them has an impact on the development of teaching and 

leanllng. First, no notion of professionai practice is complete withotit attention to how 
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the professional is to be evaluated, just as no notion of Uiquiry is complete without 

attention to how the value of the knowledge gained through inqujr is to be assessed. 

Second, the question of what is worth learning is at the very hart of scholarly inquiry, 

and of professional selfdeterrnination. If educationai developers fail to address this 

question with developing teachers, we fail to regard them as responsible professional 

teachers, and we fail to engage them in the process of inquiry that marks tme 

scholarship in the domain of teaching. Educationai development then portrays a false 

sense of what it means to be an educated teacher. Third, when educators define, 

through a collaborative and selfdirected process of dialogue, what knowledge of 

teaching is needed for effective practice, they are constmcting a personai standard 

against which their own knowledge of teaching may be assessed. To construct a 

legitimate and usehl standard, they will need to engage students, the public, and the 

university administration in discussion regarding theu view s of effective teaching . 

Educational developers wanting to foster educators' self-directed learning need 

first, autonomy (real or felt) for themselves and a sound appreciation for the autonomy 

of the faculty they work with, and second, skills and attitudes in building and 

maintahhg caring connections with developing teachers. Developers also need to be 

able to step outside, observe dispassionately and take an acadernic interest in teaching, 

so that they may contribute another perspective on teaching to faculty engaged in 

constmcting an ideal. And developers can, of course, help educators take practical 

steps to move towards ideal. 

A university devoted to the development of educational expertise must provide 
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an environment in w hich faculty (developers and instnictors/professors) have the 

autonomy and support they need so that they can effectively mentor one another as they 

engage in self-directed efforts to develop their teaching. It is worth noting that, 

although individual educational developers may be more or l a s  effective in their 

caring, the skills and attitudes of caring are not highly vaiued in Our universities, which 

have been founded on an ethic of rights, principles, and rules. Institutions (or 

developers on behalf of institutions) cannot interpret caring to mean that they should 

define expertise - it is up to developing teachers to do so. Institutions can provide an 

environment which invites developing educators io actively wnstnict their own best 

image of themselves as teachers so that they may compose a meaningful teaching 

practice and contribute meaningfully to that professionlpractice. 

An absence of fùnctional autonomy among educational developers, an inattention 

to the importance of care in the process of fostering selfdirected leaming, and the fact 

that an ethic of care is simply not the dominant ethic underlying decisions, programs, 

relationships within higher education, aii may diminish developers' capacity for 

fostering, through a r e ,  selfdirected leaming among faculty in higher education. Still 1 

conclude that the best way to encourage and support the development of teaching is to 

continue to invite self-directed leaming among faculty and to respond with care to those 

faculty who approach teaching as self-directeci leamers and invite me to be involved in 

that learning process. 

Educational Practice as Vocation 

I described my educational development work as a vocation -- that is, a 
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cornmitment to taking action in relation to issues that matter. 1 stated that having a 

vocation implies that one will work toward wrnpetent performance, yet at the same 

time go beyond competence to incorporate attention to human fulfülment. Decisions 

will be based on the larger significance of people and things, rather than convenience 

or self-interest . 

Vocation is l a s  grand a notion in practice, it seems. It is mostly about being 

there. At a recent teacher scholar meeting, we trie. to answer " What is teaching?" 1 

wrote "being with others over a period of time while we leam something of muhial 

interest." I was rather homfied, at the time, by the lack of sophistication in my 

response. Now 1 notice the need to be present, and 1 wonder if 1 have it in me to 

sustain a presence that attends to the things that matter. Being there sounds so simple, 

yet my willingness to do so is the assumption 1 am now least confident in. The 

dailyness of the care that is required is daunting. 

Fortunately, 1 do think that what matters to me - learning and teaching -- 

matters in the univenity. 1 am, in that sense, well-situated in rny vocation. 1 see 

possibilities for creating a valued space for learning and teaching in this situation. 1 

believe that universities should (and often do) look for educational developers whose 

sense of educationd vocation reflects and demonstrates and makes real the university's 

mission to educate. In the following short piece, presented at the CSSHE Annual 

Conference in 1995, 1 try to explain how institutional mission may interact with, md 

support, personal vocation. 1 hope my optimistic visions are close to the tnith. 
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Stones from Mucational Developers: The IDC at Queen's Unive- 

Studems at Queen's, jharrated by the f m  thai their evaluationr of 

teaching were mt Ieuding to improvemenrs in teuching, nuned to educahatio~l 

development ar a snategy for change. TheirJinancial suppon enabled the 

opening of the Zmtmctiollcll Develupment Centre in 1992. nior's the simple 

version of the story of the Centre's origins. 

Z t  is true t h  although Queen's prides itself on a long history of 

providing a high quolity undergradurne education, this was thejirst time the 

university had made a serious cornminnent to providing educmanonal developmenr 

programmirtg for ifs f u u l ~ .  FacuZty for the Centre were recruited from ouside 

Queen's and we wondered how the universi0 community would chose to make 

use of our services. Would we foce resistance, id~fference, or tremendously 

high erpectationr? How much supporr did we acnu~lly have- administration 

and faculty members? 

We have been both pleasam suprised and challenged &y rhe reception 

given fo educalio~l developmenr at Queen 3. Ahinistratïon hm welcomed 

e d u c ~ ~ o ~ l  developmem and invited Centre ponicipation in a wide range of 

policy-making decisions. Faculry have ured ED services in remarkabfy high 

nunabers; many are inîerested in leaming more, changing and improving, and 

they look to the D C  for assistance Md guidance. Meamhile. students are 

biting ar our heels, appreciating our services but clamouring for more rapid 

change. 
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The chailenge is to better understand the nature of the support that we 

seem to have within r k  university, and to find concrete viable ways to attend to 

t h  ever-incredng and ever-more cornplex needs of the faculty and the 

univeniry as a whole. Wh<u is espected of us? Whor dzfference can a mal1 

number of W C  stufhope tu make? 

A &eper investigation inzo the ongins of the Queen's IDC connected 

nicely wirh a reading of William Bergquist's Four Cultures of the Acadeny, and 

gave me sorne insight into our role. Bergquist proposes that four dzrerenr, yer 

inierrelated cultures are now found in Amencan higher educananon (Figure 15). 

ïiuo, collegial and managerial, con be traced bock to the origim of higher 

education. (Noe that these two culntres correspond wirh Banien's (1994) two 

opposing cultures of competence in the University: the collegial culture values 

academic competence, and the ma~gerial culture values operanoMl 

competence.) The other NO, developmental and negotimQtlng, have emerged 

more recentZy, panially in responre to the seeming failure of the original two fo 

adapt to changes in contemporary universiries. Bergquist says thar although 

most instituntunons tend to embrace or eremplzfi one of t kse  four culfures, the 

other three cultures are always present and i n r e m  with the dominant culture. 

Al1 four rnw be acknuwledged and brought into dialogue to create a vital 

imtitution. 

As I uncovered the history of efforts ro improve teaching and learning ot 

Queen's, I came to view Queen's as a fairly holistic, well-integruted culture. Zt 



FOUR CULTURES OF ZME AC4DEMY 

Collenial 
- emphasis on fmulty 
- influence through research, scholarship 
- broad-based participation, process 
- aUtonomy 

Mananerial 
- empharis on odministra~ion 
- influence through management, budgets 
- outcornes-oriented 
- advancernent 

Nenon'ananng 
- emphasis on equiry, access 
- influence through collective ocrion 
- confrontution 
- power 

- snrdent development 
- faculty, organizarional developmenr 
- service to others, cumkular planning, imtihuional research 
- growth 
- collaborarion 

Fiaure 15. lhe four culrures of the academy. Bused on Bergquist, 1992 and 1994. 

hm a predominantly collegial culture, but the three other cultures hnve been 

represenred to a certain extent, Md have influenced ifs development. Zn my 

judgemenr, the wiiversity has made space for these three subculrures, alrhough 

the extent of their instituhtuBiona1iuuion har varied throughour the univenity 's 

history. In Bergquist's rem,  if i& baically a healthy institun'on, if nut a "vital" 
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one (there is some question about the &gree and qualiry of interaction among 

the culmres). 

B e r g q a  believes thaî educmlZrronaI developers represent the 

&velopmemal culrure, and he advises àevelopen t hq  must understami the orher 

cultures ami leam fo interact with them ifthey wish to thnve and have an 

impact. Altbugh 2 am not in full agreement with the direct association of 

educmatIonal development with the "developmentaZR culture as defined by 

~ergquist', the framework does provide O usefil way of analyzing and 

understanding the coniaf for W ai Queen's. 

I saw t h  the Zmtructio~~~l Developmenr Cmre is nor an addition to, or 

a chnnge in the culture of Queen 3, but an emphasis on sornething that hm 

always been rhere. I believe thot Queen's has always respected thefùndmnral 

values of thedevelopmental culture: "the growrh of al1 members of the 

community , service to others, systemic institutional research and planning. . . ". 
(which is not ro say that it has always d m  al1 it could to uphold those values). 

In establishing an educaliom~ development mit, leaders are saying they value 

snrdent leaming, the suppon of teachers, and the systematic review and &sign 

My approach to educationai development, focuskg on self-directed leaming, is  one 
aimed at the growth and leaming through the sharing of power, equity, dialogue and 
action. In other words, my philosophy incorporates the emancipatory interest, which 
Bcrgquist has ~ ~ e c t e d  primarily with the negotiating culture. Brookfield (1993) gives 
a fder  description of the ways that "critical seifdirection" connects personal leanllng 
with politics and power. Still, it is probably tme that my home institution, Queen's, 
expects educationai development activities to contribute more to the developmental 
culture than to the negotiating culture. 



of educaîionul programs (and they are saying this to f d l t y ,  studem and the 

public as much as they are saying it tu IDC stan. I believe t h  leaders are rwt 

expecting us to change the culture, w r  are they arking us to take responribili~ 

for the developmental culture - in a collegiate environment f&v olways 

maintain responribility for the institution themselves - but they do expect ur to 

take iniiiaiives to ssppon and build upon the cornmimient to development that is 

already fhere. In the put, a discrete unit to pe fom thisjùmtion wm 

unnecessary, but universities are, perhaps, more complicated now and priori fies 

change even though missions may not, and it seems to serve an i~~stitun~onal 

purpose ut the momenr to have a centre devoted to support of its central mission 

of teaching and ieuming. 

To be successful, it is essential th& we are able to interact W h  al1 

cultures. However, I believe our rnost fwidamental purpose is to represent the 

developmental culture, and to fie it in with the other cultures. To the meru that 

we are CO-opted by any of the other three culntres, we are less than effective in 

our work. A panicuiarty thonry issue in this reganl, during rny tenure at 

Queen's, hm been that of possible gender bias in student evaluarion of teoching. 

Whot does it mean to represent the developmental culture? Weil, I think 

this is dzfferent îhan being the resiàènt -en on teaching and leaming, and 

dz#ierent than being the insn'tutional spokesperson on educatio~l issues. It ako 

does nor rnean thar our pupose is to cal1 the University to tmk for part and 

present failures to enhance development. It may include al1 of these actions, 
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roles. But our pn'muy role, us dèvelopers, is to help memben of the univemity 

leam from and about everything rhey do, as they go about it. It is to fosfer an 

educative upproach to the work we al2 do. Zn other wor i ,  to accomplish 

wonhwhile goals, yes, but to learn through the process. For example, the LDC 

hm been involved in designing a wrivernity-wWI& evaluotion scheme, and in 

reviewing the use of teaching dossiers. W e  both are primarily ma~gerial 

functions, we have taken care to ofer developmental apprwches to the 

evaluoEion of teaching: services to design fonnatrnnatrve eval~an~on of teaching 

questionnaires; the interpretation of evaluorion results; self-evoluation 

workrhops for facuZty; an open fonun to gather faculry input concerning 

dossiers. 

Our contriburion is to offee a dlferent perspective - a developmental 

perspective, in Bergquist 's teminology - on fundamental issues being addressed 

in the univers@. Akhough thtr sowidr as though we m u t  "Jit in" with Queen's 

culture and not rock the boat (and inàeed this is the danger in this approach), it 

is a way of transfoming the university from within by fostering those 

imtitutional values we klieve in: growth, developrnent und leonting. 



Epilogue 

No tnunpers sowd when the imponm deckions of our life are made. 
Destiny is m d è  kmwn sileMy. 

- Agnes deMille 

There is a significant change 1 need to wBte about. It's a change in the way 1 

experience ED and in what 1 anticipate expenencing. It's a change in my stance, or 

outlook. It staaed when 1 found a way of working with faculty which transforms my 

expenence of educational development. 

The nature of my relationship with faculty may be the rnost powefil unwritten 

chapter in this story of educationai development. What do university educators, the 

faculty 1 work with, expect from me? It's always a huge unhown. A changeable 

factor. Yet, no matter what their expectation, I work with them. Similar to parenting.. . 

Mary Catherine Bateson (MM),  trained as an anthropologist, describes a way of 

leaming actively from experience through a process of participant- and self- 

observation. She tells a story from the time when she (an Amencan) was first 

intrduced to the Iranian culture. Shortly &er arriving in Iran to live, Bateson the 

anthropologist is inviteci to participate in and observe an important Iranian holiday 

ritual. However, because she has her young daughter with her, Bateson expenences the 

event not onIy as an anthropologist, but also as a mother: 

1 was in that garden as a learner, an outsider, and yet, because 1 was there as a 

parent, 1 was simultaneously a teacher, an authority. Trying to understand and 

remember what 1 saw, 1 was also trying to establish an interpretation that would 

be appropriate for [my daughter], one that would increase her understanding of 
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the living world and her place in it and also bring her closer to the iranians she 

would be living arnong for several years. .. (1994, p. 5-6) 

In this situation, Bateson experienced the limits of seeing fiom only one perspective: 

When, for a time, she became preoccupied with her daughter's experience, it was 

almost impossible for Bateson to realize that she was encomtering sumething new 

herself. She explains that it was necessary to engage fdly in the experience from her 

own perspective, and to sirnultaneously incorporate the perspective of her daughter and 

respect the Iranian perspective: 

1 was trying to put together a way of acting towards [others]. . . that would ailow 

al1 of us, in courtesy and goodwill, to sustain a joint per%ormance. (Bateson, 

1994, p. 6-7) 

Like Bateson, a critical point in my story centred on a relationship - in my case 

a relationship with a client - and on the impact of that relationship on experience -- in 

my case the experience of educational development. 

You will recall, from Chapter Five, a point in my story when Ian, a client, 

decided to write with me about the educational development process we were engaged 

in together. In that moment, 1 now realue, my experience of doing ED work changed. 

Being able to do the work and reflect on it at the sarne time was a gift. It offered a 

holism that enabled me to be fuUy present and engaged, curiously and cntically 

participating in something that matters, with someone who cares. It's a way of 

experiencing ED that includes the needs and interests of faculty in my frame of 

reference, yet doesn't detract fiom my ability to experience educational practice in a 
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way that makes sense to me and includes my interests. My stance towards ED became 

clear: 

Observation of other 

++ 
Observation of self 

Engagement in the experience 

++ 
Cornmitment to leaming from experience 

It is standing outside oneself, yet entering fully into the experience. It is experiencing 

from one's own perspective and the perspective of one's studentklient at the same 

time. 

Through the process of inquiry into educational development work, and deep 

engagement in that work, 1 have come to a better understanding of ED, and 1 have 

come to ask even more questions about that work and process: this thesis is ripe with 

new avenues to explore, unresolved issues, questions larger than the ones 1 began with. 

And yet, 1 feel finished with this stage of my inqujr. Why? What is it that says to 

me, Ah-ha, that's it, that's what you needed to lcnow. What is it that has iliurninated 

my practice? 

1 have, 1 believe, constnicted and experienced and known my ideal. 1 see an 

image of myself in relation to ED as a field of sîudy and practice. 1 have a sound, 

clear, and felt appreciation for the kind of role 1 rnust and do play, given my own 
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nature and the nature of the work. My notion of role includes attention to my stance, 

outlook, position, place, way of k ing  - that is, my role in relation to myself and 

others and a field of study and practice. Signifi~itlltly, 1 was not able to construct this 

ideal on my own - I needed an "other". And the other, in this case, was not an ED 

colleague, or a mentor, but a client. The transformation in my understanding of my 

role in ED relied upon a client chooskg to enter into a different kind of working 

relationship with me. This client acceptai rny invitation to becorne, in a sense, an 

educationai developer, and this created an opening for me to become, in a sense, a 

developing educator. We entered into a different kind of relationship and a different 

type of space in which we could, simultaneously and mutuaiiy, do ED work from two 

perspectives -- that of educational developer and that of developing educator. 

My inquiry into educationai development has been an opportunity to step back 

and refiect, yet at the same time to continue an active and participatory process of 

doing ED work. In writing about ED 1 have tried to engage in a dialogue with myself 

and others, which required me to suspend my assumptions enough to aiiow insight. 

Manning (1994) cautions that such experiences of moving towards change - even when 

change is invited -- are not always positive ones. After A, we have invested 

considerable energy in wnstructing the meanings, ideas, and cummitments that shape 

Our lives, and in acting upon them. Manning reflected deeply on her life, and 

discovered that when " new waves of meaningn washed over her, the effect was 

devastating : 

Sand castles.. .feu hard with a couple of big waves. 1 was reaiiy attached to 
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those castles. 1 worked hard to build thern.. .I worked hard and 1 worked fast, 

always trying to accompiish more than one thing at a time.. .I erected a 

monument to industry and effort. But.. .it was made only of sand. (p. 193-194) 

Fortunately, this has not k e n  my experience. While it is tme that 1 now better 

appreciate that my assumptions about educational development are not necessarily 

shared by others (gn9 that the assumptions of others also offer vaiuable insights into 

ED), my inquiry has mostiy offered confirmation that my fundamental assumptions are 

reasonable and well-founded and provide a fim grounding for my practice. 

Nonetheless, 1 heed Manning's words of advice: 

You have to plant your feet soiidly in the sand and get yourself anchored.. .you 

have to ready yourself to take a couple of direct hi$ from the water. You loosen 

your body and you move with each wave. (p. 194) 

My inquiry has, 1 believe, provided me with an "anchorn by bringing into focus a 

continuously developing image of myself as educator. 
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Summarv of auestions asked of Ontario Insûuctional Develomrs: - 

1. Are you the person "in charge" (Director, for example) of instnictional development 
activities in your university? 

2. What is the title of the pemn you report to? 

3. How many other professionallacademic staff are there in your centre, besides 
yourself? (Include ai l  fuil- and part-tirne appointments.) 

4. Do you consider your instnictional development work as 

- an ongoing collegial role in addition to your primary role as an academic; 
- a professional career in itself; 
- a ternporary stage in your academic career; 
- other. 

5.  List primary responsibilities in instructional development. 

6. Please complete a description of your background in the foUowing areas: 

a) Academic discipline. 
b) Graduate degrees completed. 
c) Graduate degrees in progress. 
d) Any special training related to instnictional development. 

7. What, if any, research have you conducted on teaching and learning, or instructional 
developmen t? 

8. Describe how you came to be involved in ID work. 

9. What in you background has best prepared you for your role as an instnictional 
developer? 

10. Describe an experience in past six months that challenge. or confirmeci your ideas 
about ID. 

11. Do you have a vision of effective teaching in higher education? Teil me what g d  
teaching is, in your opinion. 

12. Do you have a vision of effective instructional development? How would you 
describe an effective ID centre? 
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